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Summary

Modeling and prediction of thermally induced imaging errors in
deep- and extreme-ultraviolet lithography

Driven by the unceasing demand for increasingly smaller electronic devices, advances
in optical projection lithography have enabled semiconductor manufacturers to print
ever finer features and, therefore, to cram more electronic components onto integra-
ted circuits. As a consequence, this has imposed more stringent requirements at the
nanometer scale for tolerable levels of imaging errors such as overlay and focus errors.
Thus, compensation mechanisms in wafers scanners for such errors should operate
effectively in terms of consistently keeping the errors within their specified bounds.
This thesis is concerned with the mitigation of thermally induced errors by means of
providing accurate predictions of them to the corresponding control systems. These
errors are mainly introduced by heating-induced deformation of the reticle and the
elements of the projection optics, as a result of the energy emitted from the light
source during exposures. In the scope of this thesis, the thermal deformation of the
reticle is treated in the context of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography, whereas the
same phenomenon on the projection optics is considered in deep ultraviolet (DUV)
lithography where the projection lens is the component in use. These two areas of
investigation are referred to as the reticle heating (RH) and the lens heating (LH)
cases.

The aforementioned errors are typically counteracted by adjusting the position
and orientation of the wafer stage and the reticle stage in the RH case, based on
the prediction of the deformation to occur. For this case, the predicted quantity cor-
responds to displacements at particular locations on the reticle. To deal with errors
due to LH, lens manipulators are also involved in addition to the stage manipula-
tors. Concerning the deformation of individual lens elements in the projection lens,
deformation-induced aberrated wavefronts are predicted at particular locations on
the exposure slit by means of the coefficients of a limited set of Zernike polynomi-
als. These coefficients are shortly referred to as Zernikes and this thesis utilizes only
the first 25 Zernikes, and hence the first 25 Zernike polynomials, to characterize the
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aberrated wavefronts. If accurate predictions can be provided, then the manipulators
are steered to the correct setpoints that can alleviate the imaging errors. The con-
trol actions and hence the predictions are performed at every die in each wafer and
the quality of the predictions are improved by updating (estimating) uncertain para-
meters of underlying models based on measurements that are provided at maximum
once per wafer. Similar to the predicted quantities, the measured quantities corres-
pond to displacements at some sensor locations and Zernikes at several locations on
the slit for the RH and LH cases, respectively.

The high-level research goal of this thesis is to develop fast, recursive, and accura-
te estimation and prediction procedures for the described LH and RH problems. This
assures that accurate predictions can be provided in real-time to the control mecha-
nisms and entails accurate modeling approaches as well as suitably chosen estimation
and prediction methods as subgoals.

For the LH problem in DUV lithography, the main concern is the possibility of a
further improvement in the prediction accuracy because of the reasonably good per-
formance of the available solution in almost all cases. This solution is based on a
linear estimation approach that utilizes a Tikhonov regularization in order to reduce
the mean-squared error (MSE) and to have a unique solution whenever the system
is underdetermined due to the lack of sufficient number of measurements. The esti-
mated parameters are the gains of exponentials that are produced as the result of
instantaneous dose injections on each die and are added together to form the mo-
del for a Zernike. In this established scheme, the time constants of the exponentials
are fixed in a specific way to the same known values irrespective of the considered
Zernike and process variables. This underlying model is referred to as the linearly
parametrized model and is an approximation of the original model for a Zernike that
is nonlinearly parametrized in which the time constants are not exactly known due
to the dependence on the Zernike number and various process variables. Except for
the so-called long lot cases where the underlying time constants have large values,
the linearly parametrized model and the described regularization-based estimation
and prediction method can achieve the accuracy of methods that employ the original
(nonlinearly parametrized) model.

The main shortcoming of the available method is its batch formulation, which is
suitable for offline identification rather than real-time operation. Therefore, it is first
converted into a recursive form so that computational and storage costs remain inde-
pendent of time instead of increasing in time. Moreover, the optimality of this solution
and hence the possibility of an improvement in performance is analyzed. It turned
out that the regularization parameter is chosen in a suboptimal manner and better
results are achieved by selecting this parameter based on a theoretical approach. As
another route, the expected MSE over an ellipsoidal parameter region is minimized
to enhance the accuracy of predictions. Regarding the long lot scenarios where the
available method is far from being accurate, the nonlinearly parametrized model is
utilized in the recursive Kalman framework to arrive at errors that first decrease and
then level off. In the evaluation of all strategies, both synthetic and experimental
data are used, with the latter being limited to a few realizations because of the busy
schedules of the DUV tools.
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For the RH problem in EUV lithography, there are no established models and pre-
diction methods because the current state of EUV lithography is focused primarily on
achieving higher power levels with the light source to enable a high throughput and
hence high-volume manufacturing. Therefore, the modeling is started from scratch by
utilizing the finite element method (FEM) on a provided geometry of the EUV reticle
and several other selected components from the short stroke stage that have an im-
pact on characterizing thermal deformation in the reticle. This resulted in a dynamical
thermal model coupled to a static mechanical model that maps the nodal tempera-
tures of the finite element mesh from the thermal model to the nodal displacements
along the Cartesian axes in use. In spite of linear dynamics, the displacements de-
pend nonlinearly on the thermal loads due to the temperature-dependent coefficient
of thermal expansion (CTE) of materials. Since FEM-based models are large-scale
due to having many nodes in the mesh, model reduction techniques are necessary
to simplify them to models that are suitable for real-time use. For this reason and
in accordance with the structure of each model part, linear and nonlinear model re-
duction methods are applied to the thermal and mechanical parts of the large-scale
thermo-mechanical model, respectively. As the conclusion, the combination of the
proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) method and the discrete empirical interpo-
lation method (DEIM) is found to be the most accurate model reduction route for the
treated RH problem. The evaluations in this case are restricted to simulations with
synthetic data because of the low wattage of the current EUV sources. However, the
assumed light source power corresponds to a value that will be realized in the coming
years, in line with the EUV roadmap, so that a high throughput can be achieved.

As the result of immediate illumination of a newly placed reticle before the cooling
down of its nearby components, different initial thermal conditions are encountered.
In reduced-order modeling, it is aimed to adjust the reduced-order model in such a
way that temperature variations due to reticle changes can be accounted for in a fast
and reliable manner. This entails accurate reconstruction of initial thermal conditions
over the whole geometry from the temperature measurements taken at only a few lo-
cations. This sensor placement and signal reconstruction problem is treated with the
DEIM and, consequently, the reduced-order model’s robustness against variations in
the initial condition is increased. Then, by employing the resultant model in the Kal-
man filter, the parameters of the reticle’s CTE are updated from several displacement
measurements taken at the end of a wafer and, subsequently, a set of displacements
are predicted for the dies of the next wafer.

To summarize the results numerically, the relative improvement achieved in de-
creasing the maximum prediction errors was 12.5% and 5% for the synthetic and
experimental data cases of the LH problem, respectively. Concerning the RH case,
the largest modeling error in displacements, due to the reduction, was in the order
of 10−2 nm and, with the use of the Kalman filter, the largest converged maximum
prediction error values were in the region of 0.2 nm. All these values are comfortably
within the specifications and therefore constitute a solid ground on which the treated
prediction route can be realized in an EUV tool.
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Chapter1
Introduction

1.1 Background . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

1.2 Problem formulation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

1.3 Thesis layout . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

1.1 Background

The world’s first general-purpose electronic computer, known as Electronic Numeri-
cal Integrator And Computer (ENIAC), was built in 1946. ENIAC occupied 167 m2,
weighed 30 tons, consumed 130 kW of power, and costed almost $487,000 in the cur-
rency of those times [78]. In return for this considerable investment, it was able to
perform about 0.01 million instructions per second (MIPS) [62]. On the other hand,
today’s tiny processors with die sizes around 1 cm2 have a production cost about $10
apiece and can deliver in the order of 100,000 MIPS with an extremely low power
consumption in the vicinity of 100 W. Among the catalysts for such an astonishing
progress were the invention of the transistor in 1947 and the invention of the inte-
grated circuit (IC) in 1958. The former was a paradigm shift from the vacuum tubes
to transistors and provided enhanced durability and shrinkage in size since it ex-
ploited flow of electrons in semiconductor materials. Moreover, the latter invention
introduced a high-performance and cost-effective novelty to circuit assembly based
on integrating many elements inseparably onto a wafer (a round substrate made of
silicon), as opposed to manually assembling a circuit from prefabricated electronic
components. Besides these major inventions, advances in lithography, the process
of producing patterns on wafers for use as ICs, have made the decrease in the size
and cost of electronic devices (e.g., computers, mobile phones, and digital cameras)
continuous to this day.

The context of lithography can better be comprehended by means of addressing
the steps followed in the production of an IC (see Figure 1.1). In IC production, a
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Figure 1.1: Schematic overview of the stages involved in chip production.

cylinder of monocrystalline silicon is first cut into slices, that are then polished to
obtain ultra-flat wafers. Afterwards, a bottom anti-reflective coating (BARC) is de-
posited on each wafer to cut down on undesired light reflections during the exposure.
Prior to the exposure, wafers are coated with a thin layer of a light-sensitive chemical
called photoresist. During the exposure, circuit patterns are transferred from a mask
onto sections of the wafers by using lithography tools (that are usually wafer scan-
ners) developed specifically for this purpose. Also referred to as the reticle, the mask
is the blueprint of the nm-scaled features for each chip. Once a wafer is exposed, it is
developed by removing some of the photoresist that has chemically been altered due
to the exposure. Next, the wafer is baked to harden the remaining photoresist and is
then undergone an etching stage to transfer the photoresist patterns into the silicon
substrate. Subsequently, an ion implantation stage generates n-type and p-type doped
sections in the silicon. As the final main step, the remaining photoresist is removed.
Starting from the deposition of the BARC layer, these steps are repeated 30-40 times
so that an entire IC is built. A completed wafer is eventually divided into individual
ICs, that are then packaged. Lithography essentially concerns the repeated circular
path in Figure 1.1, but in many contexts, only the exposure stage is treated as the
actual lithography.

In 1965, Intel founder Gordon Moore predicted that the number of transistors
that could be incorporated into a single IC for a fixed cost would double every 18-24
months [56]. Referred to as Moore’s law, this exponential growth has been pretty ac-
curate and, therefore, has played a central role in setting targets for future roadmaps
since then. Beginning from the mid-1970’s, the most critical technology for main-
taining this forecast has been photolithography, also termed optical projection lit-
hography, which brought novelties to the exposure stage. Photolithography prop-
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Figure 1.2: Evolution of photolithography from Hg arc lamps to EUV sources [49].

agates light through optical elements to transfer the patterns on a reticle onto the
photoresist coated on a wafer. In particular, optical elements between the reticle and
the wafer comprise the projection lens, that collects the diffracted light from the ret-
icle and focuses it onto the wafer with a demagnification factor of 4. To keep up
with Moore’s law, the minimum feature size that a projection system can print should
consistently be decreased. This quantity is referred to as the critical dimension (CD),
the half-pitch resolution or, shortly, the resolution, and is determined by the Rayleigh
equation:

CD = k1
λ

NA
where λ is the wavelength of the imaging light, NA is the numerical aperture of
the projection lens, and k1 is known as the resolution factor that has the theoretical
lower limit of 0.25 with single exposure and accounts for all other process variables.
Thus, semiconductor manufacturers strive for a short wavelength, a high numerical
aperture, and a small resolution factor to reduce the critical dimension.

From the early 1960’s, the resolution of imaging tools has been improving by de-
velopment of light sources of successively shorter wavelengths and also by building
projection lenses with higher NAs and lowering k1 whenever the wavelength tech-
nology has ceased to advance (as shown in Figure 1.2). The specific type of light
sources evolved from mercury-arc lamps (e.g., g-line (436 nm) and i-line (365 nm))
to excimer lasers (KrF (248 nm), ArF (193 nm), and F2 (157 nm)) in the mid-1990’s,
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and recently to laser-produced plasmas (13.5 nm). Due to the fact that experimental
tools using the F2 source had too many technical problems (e.g., the high absorption
by photoresists and the lack of a soft pellicle for the reticle [49]), this production
route was discontinued. Photolithography with the remaining excimer laser sources
KrF and ArF is categorized under deep ultraviolet (DUV) lithography based on the
location of the utilized wavelengths in the electromagnetic spectrum. Employing a
wavelength of only 13.5 nm, extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography is nowadays the
most emphasized technology to significantly improve the resolution. Since EUV radi-
ation is strongly absorbed in virtually all materials, the imaging process is conducted
in vacuum and the use of refractive optical elements, such as lenses and transmission
masks, is ruled out [12]. Instead, reflective elements like mirrors and reflective masks
are utilized. Although EUV lithography is not fully ready for high-volume manufac-
turing due to limitations in the power of the light source, the lithography community
is working hard to make it the successor of DUV patterning techniques [63]. Recently
in 2013, a throughput of 43 wafers per hour (wph) was demonstrated with a 55 W
EUV source, and by 2015, it is planned that a throughput of 125 wph can be achieved
with a 250 W source [64].

Regarding resolution improvement via numerical aperture, replacement of the
air gap between the projection lens and the wafer in ArF imaging tools with highly
purified water leads to an increase in the refractive index from 1 to 1.43. As a con-
sequence, the NA is increased as well because of its direct proportionality to the
refractive index. Referred to as the immersion lithography, the tools incorporating
this innovation can have an NA as large as 1.35, whereas in dry imaging, the NA is
theoretically limited to 1 and the practical limit of 0.93 has already been achieved by
upgraded lens designs [5]. On the other hand, the NA in EUV lithography is currently
at 0.33 due to the architecture with mirrors, but it is likely to further increase in line
with the EUV roadmap [64]. In comparison to the case in DUV lithography, this unfa-
vorable impact of the reduced NA on the resolution is overshadowed by the evident
gain from the wavelength.

As the final parameter that can be tweaked in the Rayleigh equation, the resolu-
tion factor k1 is dependent on several process variables such as the resist quality and
the use of metrology, control, and computational lithography [51], through which
improvements to this factor can be made. In particular, computational lithography
concerns the computational optimization of resolution enhancement techniques like
phase-shift masks, optical proximity correction, and multiple patterning. For an ex-
ample, a way of double patterning (the simplest case of multiple patterning) involves
two separate exposures of the same photoresist layer by using two different reticles
with complementary patterns to reduce the resolution. In this technique, each ex-
posure is followed by an etch step, which leads to the naming litho-etch litho-etch
(LELE) process for this old-fashioned way of double patterning. It should also be
noted that, recently, major technological developments have been made with chem-
ical lithography through well-controlled atomic layer deposition, which is the core
technology for multiple patterning approaches via so-called spacer technology. By
use of such double patterning techniques, k1 can be pushed well below 0.25 [60], the
theoretical limit with single exposure.
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Figure 1.3: A DUV wafer scanner (left figure) and an EUV tool (right figure) for chip
production. This thesis is primarily concerned with the projection lens for the DUV
tool and the reticle and its stage for the EUV tool (as indicated in red).

1.2 Problem formulation

In this section, the scope and objectives of this research are presented, followed by
a critical overview of the earlier work and then a brief description of the preferred
methodology. As the first step, the topics in photolithography are narrowed down to
the ones that are treated in this thesis.

1.2.1 Research scope

As is described in the first section, photolithography has generally been evolving
around novel solutions that decrease the resolution. Since all these ideas are real-
ized by means of a lithography tool, every subsystem in such a complex machine
should operate within the range of well-defined specifications to yield patterns that
are reproducible within particular error bounds. Errors of utmost importance are in
overlay and focus. Overlay is defined as the positional accuracy with which a new
layer has been printed on top of an existing layer on the wafer. Future requirements
on electronic devices are expected to impose an overlay that does not exceed a few
nanometers. Moreover, focus is related to the distance between the plane of best
focus of the optical system and the wafer. The wafer gets out of focus if this dis-
tance is nonzero, resulting in distortions in printed features. Although many factors
contribute to overlay and focus errors, thermal deformation of the reticle and the
projection lens is among the primary causes of such imaging errors. This deformation
occurs inevitably as a consequence of heating due to the energy emitted from the light
source.

In the scope of this thesis, the thermally induced deformation of the projection lens
is considered in DUV lithography, and the same phenomenon on the reticle is treated
in the context of EUV lithography. These two areas of investigation will often be re-
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Figure 1.4: Block diagram depiction of the online compensation mechanism for imag-
ing errors due to the heating of the reticle or the projection lens.

ferred to as the lens heating (LH) and the reticle heating (RH) cases. The latter case
assumes a light source power level around 250 W, which is planned to be achieved
by 2015 [64] and would cause the thermal deformation problem in EUV reticles to be
much more critical due to the increased heating and hence temperatures. Figure 1.3
shows the projection lens and the reticle, along with some other components, inside
the respective lithography tools. When looked at from an abstract level, the mecha-
nism that alleviates a resultant imaging error remains the same in both scenarios even
though different components and machines are involved. As is illustrated in Figure
1.4, an estimator-based model predictive controller is utilized to counteract overlay
and focus errors. In general, measurements are provided at maximum once per wafer
to update the underlying model, whereas one-step-ahead predictions and hence con-
trol actions are performed at every die in each wafer. The control signal is typically
used for adjusting the position and orientation of the wafer and reticle stages to min-
imize reticle-heating-induced errors. When dealing with errors due to lens heating,
lens manipulators are also involved, such as for tilting and shifting individual lens
elements within the projection lens. Upon the arrival of a control command, all ma-
nipulators react and reach to their determined setpoints almost instantaneously, and
the direct influence of control on outputs is modeled by means of a direct feedthrough
term. Furthermore, the predicted and measured outputs are actually not the imaging
errors at the wafer level, but other key variables situated in between the initial and
ultimate effects of thermal deformation. To clarify, these outputs correspond to con-
sequent displacements at particular locations on the reticle in the RH case. Thus, the
deformation is characterized in terms of pointwise displacements that occur because
of the thermal strains. Regarding the LH case, the measured and predicted outputs
are the coefficients of Zernike polynomials at particular locations on the exposure slit,
which are used in characterizing deformation-induced aberrated wavefronts. These
coefficients are shortly referred to as Zernikes. This research focuses only on the
online estimation and prediction block in Figure 1.4, which inherently involves the
underlying models as well.
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Since model-based approaches for real-time compensation of RH-induced imag-
ing errors have not yet been incorporated into an EUV tool, primarily because current
EUV source powers are still too low, the estimation and prediction block in Figure
1.4 does not yet exist in reality. In theory, [13] is the only research reported thus far
that aims to develop such a block for a simple reticle geometry and thus has useful
directions for our work. On the other hand, the estimation and prediction block is
quite well established in the LH case for the DUV tool, with Zernikes being modeled
as a sum of numerous exponential functions that are due to the instantaneous dose
injections on each die. The time constants of the exponentials render this model non-
linearly parametrized in parameter estimation, but there additionally exists a linearly
parametrized model in which the time constants are fixed in a specific way so that
the gains of the exponentials are the only parameters to estimate. With the linearly
parametrized model, a well-performing linear estimation and prediction approach
based on Tikhonov regularization is already available in batch formulation, which is
utilized for offline identification. In short, a batch formulation can be described as a
formulation in which the dimension of the problem (the number of equations solved
for) increases with time due to the availability of new measurements. An online es-
timation algorithm should preferably be in recursive form so that the computational
and storage costs do not increase as measurements pile up with time. In addition, it is
unknown whether the performance of this regularization-based solution is optimal or
not, and because even small improvements are important in imaging, an investigation
on this problem is considered relevant.

1.2.2 Research goals

As can be deduced from the scope of this research, the high-level research goal of this
thesis is:

To develop fast, recursive, and accurate estimation and prediction procedures for
the aforementioned LH and RH problems.

For the LH problem, the main concern is the possibility of a further improvement
in the accuracy because of the reasonably good performance of the available solution
in almost all cases. This solution performs poorly with increasing errors in time only
for long lot scenarios where large time constants are present. In those cases, non-
divergent solutions are wanted, in which the errors decrease and then level off. On
the other hand, for the RH problem, the maximum error (at the reticle level) in the
predicted set of displacements is desired to be smaller than 0.4 nm in each of the
spatial directions x and y, defined by the Cartesian axes in Figure 4.2. This number
results from a budget breakdown related to a targeted overlay performance down to
a few nanometers at the wafer level. In addition, it entails both accurate modeling
approaches and a suitably chosen estimation and prediction method as subgoals. For
both LH and RH problems, the speed of an algorithm is considered acceptable as
long as it is recursive, processes only the most recent measurements, and does not
involve brute-force approaches (e.g., particle filtering). Besides the case where the
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nonlinearly parametrized model is used in the LH problem, all LH and RH estimation
and prediction routes are linear, meaning that a fast solution is guaranteed by deriving
recursions similar to the ones in the recursive least squares.

1.2.3 Earlier work

For the LH problem, the earlier work consists of the available models and the linear
estimation (based on Tikhonov regularization) and prediction approach for delivering
better Zernike predictions to the controller from a regularly updated model. The
identified areas of improvement are

• The batch formulation of the available solution, which is not an efficient form to
utilize the limited computational and storage resources. For one Zernike model,
the size of the measurement vector and the number of rows in the model matrix
that relates the model parameters to the measurements is equal to “2 × the
number of processed wafers” due to the 2 measured slit positions per wafer.
Thus, the problem size becomes already 100 after 50 wafers. In the most recent
measurement schemes (which is not treated in this thesis), 5 or even more
measurements are performed per wafer instead of only 2. This trend highlights
the growing significance of the problem with the batch formulation. To keep
the computational and storage requirements independent of time (the number
of processed wafers), a recursive formulation is derived that is able to return the
same solution as the batch formulation. Not only for the available solution, but
also for all proposed solutions in Chapters 2 and 3 (except the minimax MSE
approach that does not lead to performance gains), a recursive formulation
is given. Since the number of measurements have no impact on the model
structures or the techniques, the recursive formulations that we provide remain
applicable for other measurement schemes as well.

• The suboptimality of the available solution due to the heuristic choice of the
regularization parameter. Although this solution performs reasonably well, a
theoretical treatment is carried out to further improve the existing performance
(as shown in Chapter 2) because that even minor gains are crucial in imaging.

• The deficiency of a nonlinear solution that can be utilized in real-time estima-
tion and prediction. Despite the high accuracy of the linearly parametrized
model, the original (nonlinearly parametrized) model and solutions based on
it may become useful in situations where we have large time constants (see
Subsection 3.4.2). Thus, reliable recursive solutions are also necessary for the
nonlinearly parametrized model.

• The lack of a comparative analysis between a linear solution and its nonlinear
counterpart, which is a consequence of the item above. Since we develop the
nonlinear counterparts of the linear solutions in Chapter 3, this comparison is
now made possible, leading to a better insight on which solutions to prefer
under various circumstances.
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Concerning the RH problem, there exists only one earlier investigation, given by [13],
that treats the same topic of developing fast models for the EUV reticle to accurately
predict thermal deformations. The main shortcomings of this earlier work are

• The approximate large-scale mechanical model that relates nodal temperatures
of the finite element mesh to nodal displacements along the Cartesian axes x,
y, and z. The nonlinearity of this function, due to the temperature-dependent
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of materials, renders the derivations in-
tricate. The inexactness of this model is because that during the derivations,
each element of the mesh is assumed to have only one temperature value, cor-
responding to the average value of its nodal temperatures. This assumption was
made in order to arrive at a function from the nodal temperatures to displace-
ments, and an exact way of modeling without any assumption was not found,
claiming that it is not possible (which is not true as we will show in Subsection
4.3.2). As the result, the combination of the reduced-order thermal model and
the inexact large-scale mechanical model led to a maximum error (occurring in
the y direction) in the illuminated area around 0.8 nm. This error value could
have been significantly smaller, that is, in the order of 10−2 nm (in the interval
[10−2, 10−1) nm) or even lower instead of being in the order of 10−1 nm (in the
interval [10−1, 100) nm), if an exact mechanical model was used. We base this
deduction on the fact that our reduced-order thermal model has a maximum
temperature error that is in the order of 10−2 ◦C (see Subsection 4.6), similar to
the numbers in [13]. However, unlike the case in [13], our temperature errors
translated into maximum displacement errors that are, at worst, in the order
of 10−2 nm by the use of the exact mechanical model that is computationally
simplified by means of nonlinear reduction methods. Therefore, the use of the
unreduced exact model would lead to even smaller errors. Moreover, the error
in the order of 10−1 nm in [13] is not any larger due to the fact that a densely
and uniformly meshed simple geometry was employed, that limits the accuracy
disadvantages of simplifying a temperature distribution throughout each mesh
element to a constant. With the same assumption applied to our nonuniformly
meshed complicated geometry (see Figure 4.2) for the purpose of comparison,
extremely large errors in the order of 100 nm were observed. To summarize,
an exact mathematical model for the mechanical part exists, which is able to
produce the same outputs as a finite element software. The use of this model in
reduction is essential for a satisfactory modeling accuracy.

• The incognizance of the high computational complexity of the mechanical model
and, hence, the need for nonlinear model reduction methods. Although linear
reduction methods are treated in [13] to obtain a low-order thermal model, the
mechanical model is left as it is, still requiring the storage and computation of
variables that have the number of entries being at least equal to the number of
elements of the mesh (which is minimally in the order of 104). Thus, such a
model can not be utilized in a real-time estimation and prediction routine. By
noticing this problem, we explore and apply nonlinear model reduction tech-
niques to reduce the large-sized variables to ones that have only a few entries.
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• The choice of the Arnoldi reduction [19] over the proper orthogonal decompo-
sition (POD) method [69] in reduction of the thermal model. This decision is
purely based on the reason that the latter approach is said to require the full
computation and storage of all left-singular vectors of a snapshot matrix (that
contains a nodal trajectory sample in time at each column). This claim implies
the necessary computation and storage of a full square matrix with orthonormal
columns that has the rank equal to the number of nodes in the mesh. Once this
step is achieved, then the first few columns of this matrix can be extracted to
form the projection matrix that is utilized in a Galerkin projection [4], accord-
ing to [13]. Since the outlined route involves heavy computations and demands
the storage of the complete set of left-singular vectors, the POD method is left
aside in [13], despite it was shown to perform better than the Arnoldi reduc-
tion when evaluated for a simplified model so that the POD computations were
possible. Actually, this claimed limitation in [13] can be eliminated by using
the so-called method of snapshots [69], which is quite well known in the model
reduction literature. In this way, the dimension of the problem is reduced from
the number of nodes (number of rows of the snapshot matrix) to the number
of trajectory samples in time (number of columns of the snapshot matrix), so
that the best performing method can now readily be applied, as we carry out in
Chapters 4 and 5.

• Not taking different initial thermal conditions due to reticle exchanges into ac-
count in the reduction procedure. Actually, consideration of these conditions
in reduction is essential in order to make the resultant models robust against a
wide range of initial conditions. In particular, varying initial conditions emerge
due to immediate illuminations after a new reticle is clamped to already heated
stage components. As is covered in Chapter 5, we also incorporate these effects
in the reduced-order modeling to preserve the accuracy.

Apart from the mentioned items and owing to its availability, we work on a signifi-
cantly more realistic design and geometry in comparison to the one in [13], which
models every stage component simply as a rectangular box (cuboid). Despite its short-
comings, [13] has been a very helpful and stimulating starting point for our research.

1.2.4 Methodology

LH problem: Linear estimation and prediction approaches

As already mentioned, the established LH estimation and prediction problem can
be better managed by a theoretical selection of the regularization parameter. The
discrepancy principle [57], the generalized cross-validation (GCV) [30], and the
L-curve [35] are arguably the most frequently encountered approaches to determine
the regularization parameter. The discrepancy principle requires an upper bound on
the norm of the noise term and is very sensitive to this bound. In our case, approxi-
mation of such an upper bound would lead to accuracy problems due to the Gaussian
noise. Regarding the L-curve, it is closely related and, under certain conditions [35],
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equivalent to the GCV method. In general, it can be considered as a robust version
of the GCV method against correlated noise. Since such noise characteristic does not
occur in the LH problem, we utilize the GCV method. In fact, the determined con-
stant regularization parameter belongs to a time-varying regularization matrix that
we keep the same due to its good performance in reducing the mean-squared error
(MSE). Note that if only the constant regularization parameter exists, then the resul-
tant formulation becomes equivalent to the Kalman filter (KF).

Moreover, based on the described linear solution with Tikhonov regularization
that aims to reduce the MSE, the MSE theory for estimation and prediction is further
investigated by making use of the concepts of admissibility and domination [26]. This
route is promising because it offers a theoretical framework to analyze solutions and
to develop new ones. A prerequisite to benefiting from this framework is defining a
region in the parameter space that the true parameter values are likely to be included
in. We particularly utilize ellipsoidal regions because the quadratic regularization
part in the original cost function relates to an ellipsoidal constraint and closed-form
solutions are often available for these regions [10].

LH problem: Nonlinear estimation and prediction approaches

In the design of nonlinear estimation and prediction methods, the nonlinearity prob-
lem is treated with either the first-order Taylor expansion or the unscented trans-
formation, depending on whether the extended Kalman filter (EKF) [43] or the un-
scented Kalman filter (UKF) [44,75] is employed. These two basic techniques against
the nonlinearity are preferred over the others because of speed concerns. For instance,
a higher-order Taylor expansion or the use of particles (as in a particle filter) imposes
too many computations, and this contradicts with our aim of developing fast solvers.
Besides the traditional EKF and the UKF, the counterparts of the linear solutions are
developed for the nonlinearly parametrized model as well, with the assumption that
the performance advantages of the underlying ideas will remain the same irrespective
of the model in use. In both linear and nonlinear solutions, a recursive formulation is
achieved by carrying out a derivation similar to the one of the KF from a quadratic cost
function consisting of a residual and a regularization term (see [24] for an example).

RH problem: Modeling and model approximation

Regarding the RH problem, we are restricted to simulations using the provided geom-
etry, material properties, and operating conditions because no real data exists from an
EUV tool due to the low wattage of the EUV source (and various sensor related prob-
lems). From the mathematical perspective, the partial differential equation (PDE) of
the heat transfer and several boundary conditions are initially available for the ther-
mal modeling. Having a complex geometry as depicted in Figure 4.2 precludes the
derivation of a closed-form solution. Therefore, as the most widely used numerical
method to solve PDEs and considering the availability of software packages, the finite
element method (FEM) is adopted to approximate the PDE into a system of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs). This requires that the spatial domain is first discretized
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by means of meshing it into numerous smaller elements (volumes). In this way, each
ODE describes the evolution of temperature at a particular node (vertex of an ele-
ment). Since many nodes and hence many ODEs exist, the associated computational
load is burdensome in practical applications. Model reduction methods are useful
in dramatically reducing this demand in return for a negligible loss in the modeling
accuracy. Thus, we first spatially discretize and then reduce the ODEs. A work that
has been conducted in parallel to ours attempted to first reduce and then do the dis-
cretization [42]. Despite the high computational and theoretical efforts to compute
surface and volumetric integrals, the achieved modeling errors were not as small as
the values we found, and especially in the boundaries where convective conditions
are present, a significant performance degradation was observed. In addition, this
approach still relied on finite element simulations and hence the use of a mesh for the
generation of basis functions.

By proceeding with the discretized spatial domain, we evaluate the feasibility and
performance of the well-known linear reduction methods to result in a few number of
ODEs for the thermal model. In detail, these techniques are the balanced truncation
[55, 77], Krylov subspace methods (e.g., Arnoldi reduction and Lanczos reduction)
[7,34], and the POD method [69]. Similar to the approach followed in modeling the
thermal part, the mechanical model is also developed by means of the FEM, but now
from the internal equilibrium equation for an elastic body. Once it is accomplished,
again, all available reduction methods from the literature are evaluated to reduce the
computational costs as much as possible by minimally affecting the accuracy. Since
the mechanical model is linear, the considered methods are the trajectory piecewise-
linear (TPWL) approach [33,65], missing point estimation (MPE) [6] approach, and
discrete empirical interpolation method (DEIM) [17].

RH problem: Initial condition approximation and the selection of a method
for estimation and prediction

In addition to linear and nonlinear reductions, the models are extended to cope with
partially known initial thermal conditions via a parameter reduction procedure on the
vector of initial conditions. For the reason that POD-based methods (the POD method
itself and the DEIM) outperformed the others in the previous reduction steps, the
parameter reduction problem is also treated based on the POD method. The resultant
model is ultimately utilized in an estimation and prediction routine to update the
coefficients of the polynomial for the reticle’s CTE and to infer particular displacement
predictions. The selected method for this purpose is the classical KF because that the
underlying model is linear, all probability densities are Gaussian, and the system is
always overdetermined due to the fact that 12 measurements are taken per wafer
only to estimate 2-3 parameters. This abundance of measurements, along with the
well-conditioning of the problem, makes the investigation of complicated variants
of the KF (as the ones in the LH problem with a time-varying regularization term)
unnecessary.
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1.3 Thesis layout

This thesis consists of two major parts; the first part (Chapters 2–3) mainly concerns
estimation and prediction schemes for aberrations due to heating of the projection
lens in DUV lithography, whereas the second part (Chapters 4–5) focuses on reduced-
order modeling and prediction of thermally induced deformation in reticles for EUV
lithography.

Part I: Model-based prediction of lens-heating-induced aberrations in
deep ultraviolet lithography

The first part of this thesis aims to achieve more reliable, better performing, and
computationally less intensive prediction routes for lens aberrations in comparison
to the available solution. The corresponding material has been split into two dis-
tinct chapters where the division is made with respect to whether linear or nonlinear
estimation and prediction techniques are used, in accordance with the form of the
underlying model parametrization.

• Chapter 2 starts with the description of the models utilized in the prediction
of aberrations caused by heating of lenses in the projection optics of a DUV
tool. The model outputs correspond to a limited set of measured or predicted
Zernike polynomial coefficients at several locations on the exposure slit, from
which each aberrated wavefront can be retrieved. These outputs are modeled
by a sum of numerous exponential functions emanated from instantaneous dose
injections on each die. By fixing the time constants of the exponentials in a
particular way and not updating them, the only remaining parameters are the
gains of the exponentials and, thus, a linearly parametrized model is obtained.
Once the model description is completed, the existing regularization-based lin-
ear estimation-prediction routine is analyzed and improved by theoretically ad-
dressing the choice of the regularization parameter. In addition, a recursive ver-
sion of this approach is developed and some alternative methods with different
MSE properties are investigated where the recursive formulation is preserved in
all improved designs. To assess the accuracy of predictions with different ap-
proaches, various synthetic and experimental scenarios have been considered.

• Chapter 3 treats the same problem as the one in Chapter 2, but now with the
estimation of the time constants as well. This alteration turns the estimation
problem into a nonlinear one. As the main line of research, the counterparts of
the solutions in Chapter 2 are developed to possibly benefit from the successfully
working concepts in the linear scheme and to make the comparison between the
linear and nonlinear designs possible. These solutions cover various stochastic
recursive methods from the Bayesian framework, such as the EKF, several of
its variants, and the UKF. Besides the simulated test cases in Chapter 2, a long
lot case, influenced by a large time constant, is especially investigated to reveal
under which circumstances a nonlinear solution can outperform a linear route.
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Part II: Reduced-order modeling and stochastic prediction of thermal
deformation in reticles for extreme ultraviolet lithography

The second part of this thesis aims to derive a computationally feasible and accu-
rate thermo-mechanical model of the EUV reticle (and parts of its stage) and, con-
sequently, to determine a recursive estimation and prediction framework in which
this model can efficiently be utilized to accurately produce predictions of thermal de-
formation. These challenges are addressed in two chapters where, initially, modeling
tools are explored and a basic model of low complexity is built. Then, in the last chap-
ter, the model is first generalized with respect to different initial thermal conditions
and is then utilized in a suitably chosen model update and prediction scheme.

• Chapter 4 presents large-scale and reduced-order thermo-mechanical modeling
of the EUV reticle and several other selected components from the short stroke
stage that have an impact on characterizing thermal deformation in the reticle.
In large-scale modeling, the FEM is utilized to spatially discretize the consid-
ered geometry and to derive the corresponding thermal and mechanical model
with the aid of the principle of virtual work. In reduced-order modeling, both
linear and nonlinear model reduction techniques are investigated due to the
nonlinearity in the mechanical model that arises because of the temperature-
dependent CTE of the materials used in the reticle and its stage. Based on
simulations from two different cooling configurations of the reticle, a compar-
ative analysis of available reduction strategies from the literature is made and
reasons to favor the combination of the POD approach and the DEIM over the
others are given.

• Chapter 5 extends the reduced-order thermo-mechanical model derived in
Chapter 4 to account for partially known initial thermal conditions. This applies
to the situation where the illumination is started immediately after a new reti-
cle is clamped to already heated stage components, hereby, avoiding the waiting
time for the system to cool down completely. As the first step, a few elements
of the initial thermal condition are determined from which the remaining ones
can accurately be reconstructed, leading to placement of temperature sensors
at the corresponding locations to realize parameter reduction with respect to
the elements of the initial condition. Next, the actual model reduction is carried
out, resulting in a fully reduced model that is employed in the Kalman frame-
work to estimate the parameters of the reticle’s CTE from several displacement
measurements and to perform online prediction of a set of displacements to be
used in control. Based on the conclusion from Chapter 4, the reduction pro-
cedure is again centered around the POD method and DEIM. In particular, the
reduced-order models for the two cooling designs of the reticle are individually
tested in the KF, under various simulated scenarios.

Conclusions and recommendations

• Chapter 6 summarizes the main conclusions from this thesis and points out
directions for further research.
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Abstract

Lens-heating-induced aberrations rank among the dominant causes of image deterio-
rations in photolithography. In order to accurately counteract them via the available
manipulators within the projection lens, it is crucial to employ a predictive model that
has relatively small errors. The lens heating behavior is modeled within the coeffi-
cients of a limited set of Zernike polynomial functions that characterize the wavefront
aberrations. In this chapter, a linearly parametrized phenomenological model of each
coefficient is updated from the measurements taken at the end of each wafer, and is
afterwards utilized in aberration predictions for the dies of the next wafer. In particu-
lar, the regularization-based linear estimation and prediction strategy involved in this
cycle is converted into a recursive form, fine-tuned, and theoretically analyzed with
respect to the mean-squared error and the concepts of admissibility and domination.
Performances of this strategy and several of its modified versions are evaluated in
terms of the root-mean-square and maximum prediction errors by using both syn-
thetic and experimental data.
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2.1 Introduction

Advances in photolithography have provided the means for semiconductor manufac-
turers to continually shrink feature sizes over the years, following the International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors. As a consequence, this has imposed more
stringent requirements at the nanometer scale for tolerable levels of imaging errors.
Such errors are primarily introduced by various components of a wafer scanner, of
which the projection lens in a deep ultraviolet tool is among the main contributors
to focus [18] and overlay [16] errors. Lens aberrations are primarily due to the
deformations caused by exposures rather than imperfections in lens manufacturing.
The energy emitted from the laser is first shaped towards an optimal angular inten-
sity distribution via illumination optics. Then it gets diffracted by the structures on
the reticle and is partly absorbed by the individual lens elements within the projec-
tion lens, which leads to localized heating induced physical phenomena and property
variations such as surface deformations, thermal expansions, and changes in the re-
fractive indices. Although always at non-negligible levels, lens aberrations become
even more severe with off-axis illumination settings [47] and increased through-
put [50]. The off-axis illumination is distinguished by localized poles in the pupil
shape (e.g., dipole and quadrupole) in order to improve the resolution. In compari-
son to the conventional illumination, the uniformity of energy distribution over each
lens is disrupted more with the off-axis illumination. On the other hand, ramping
up the throughput intensifies the aberrations because of higher power transmission
throughout the lenses. Reticle, exposure dose, numerical aperture (NA), and resist
stack also influence the lens heating behavior, making it application-specific [9].

Lens aberrations are expressed with respect to the wavefront and the correspond-
ing phase errors are described in terms of an infinite series of weighted Zernike poly-
nomials. These polynomials are orthogonal functions defined on the unit disk and
have physically meaningful interpretations as each of them relates to a particular
type of aberration [52]. In practice, it is common to truncate the Zernike series af-
ter 25 or 36 terms. Lately, models including the first 64 Zernike polynomials have
also come into use due to the development of manipulators having enhanced aberra-
tion correction capabilities [71]. The weights or the coefficients of these polynomials
determine the resultant aberration and are shortly referred to as Zernikes through-
out the remainder of this thesis. In the ideal situation where no wavefront aber-
rations are present, all Zernikes are zero, whereas in reality, it is desired that they
should be as small as possible. For that purpose, modern scanners are equipped with
built-in lens manipulators that are optimized to compensate for the existing aberra-
tions [82], [58]. Adjustments to the position and orientation of particular lens ele-
ments, the wafer stage and the reticle stage are typical setpoints that are calculated
from the measured or predicted Zernikes at several locations along the exposure slit.
This is achieved by utilizing a linear model that consists of the sensitivities of the
Zernikes to the relevant manipulator settings [81]. The mentioned control actions
are applied once per die and have a finer (about a factor of 100) temporal granularity
than aberration (Zernike) measurements that only occur in between two wafer expo-
sures. By using a predictive model rather than relying solely upon the most recent
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measurement, Zernike drifts within a wafer and also for the subsequent lots can be
better anticipated. In this way, model predictive type of controllers can be realized,
as illustrated in Figure 1.4.

Accurate prediction of the lens aberrations necessitates a model that is to be iden-
tified based on the collected measurements. Originating from the physics of heating,
Zernike predictions and measurements are expressed in a phenomenological model
by a summation of numerous exponential functions. In this chapter, the estimation
and prediction procedure is linearly parametrized by utilizing an alternative model
with known time constants that restricts the estimation problem only to the gains
of the exponentials. The design of this estimation and prediction strategy is based
on the concept of regularization, that provides a unique solution when the system is
underdetermined and, otherwise, helps in minimizing the mean-squared error (MSE)
by introducing bias. Additionally, recursive solutions are also realized where it is
possible.

2.2 Modeling of lens-heating-induced aberrations

2.2.1 The original model

Lens-heating-induced aberrated wavefronts exhibit merely a pure-phase component
and such an aberrated optical system is described by the complex-valued pupil func-
tion [31,74]

ρ(r, θ) = exp{jφ(r, θ)} (2.1)

on the pupil (Fourier) plane of the lens, where φ(r, θ) is the real-valued aberration
phase function with its arguments 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π corresponding to the
radial and angular variables of the normalized polar coordinate system respectively.
The pupil plane is located within the projection lens and the pupil function of an
ideal lens describes the portion of light that makes it through the lens, being equal
to one inside the aperture and zero elsewhere [53]. The aberration phase in (2.1) is
decomposed into a weighted Zernike series

φ(r, θ) =
2π

λ

∞∑
i=1

zifi(r, θ) (2.2)

where λ is the wavelength of the light used, fi(r, θ) are the Zernike polynomial func-
tions and zi are the coefficients, or the Zernikes as we refer to them. We adopt the
Fringe Zernike convention [25], [80] of the functions and approximate (2.2) by its
first nz terms, where nz is usually chosen from the set {25, 36, 64}. The first nine
Zernike polynomials and the names associated with them are listed in Table 2.1. The
orthogonality holds in the sense that∫ 1

0

∫ 2π

0

fi(r, θ)f`(r, θ)r dθ dr =

{
c̃i, i = `
0, i 6= `

(2.3)

where c̃i is a nonzero constant.
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i fi(r, θ) Common name

1 1 Piston
2 r cos(θ) Tilt - x
3 r sin(θ) Tilt - y
4 2r2 − 1 Defocus
5 r2 cos(2θ) Astigmatism - x
6 r2 sin(2θ) Astigmatism - y
7 (3r2 − 2)r cos(θ) Coma - x
8 (3r2 − 2)r sin(θ) Coma - y
9 6r4 − 6r2 + 1 Spherical

Figure 2.1 & Table 2.1: Fringe Zernike convention

Zernikes, expressed in nanometers, are characterized and measured along the ex-
posure slit, on which a comprehensive overview of the aberrations over the entire
imaging field can be obtained. Measurements are taken after each wafer exposure,
with the aid of a scanner integrated wavefront measuring interferometer [73], [70].
In this way, all considered Zernikes at a given point on the slit are measured at
once. Since variations in aberrations are observed to be critical along the horizon-
tal (longer) side of the slit, we consider spatial sampling only in this direction. Let
P = {p1, p2, . . . , pnp} be the set of possible distinct measurement locations on the slit,
consisting of np scalar elements, and p denote an arbitrary element of it. Similarly,
we drop the subscript of zi and give the explicit model with respect to an arbitrary
Zernike z because each Zernike is assumed to be independent from the rest and will
be modeled under the same structure. Showing resemblance to the model in [67], all
Zernikes are assumed to be expanded in terms of a truncated power series of p

z(t, p) =

nc∑
`=0

c`(t)p
` (2.4)

where t is the time at which the Zernike is evaluated and c`(t), named as field effects,
are the functions that constitute lens heating dynamics. It is encountered in practice
to model the thermal behavior of the lens by a summation of exponential curves,
each characterized by a scaling factor µ and a positive time constant τ [18], [22].
Moreover, every field effect is separated into ne functions that are associated with
different (µ, τ) pairs

c`(t) =

ne∑
m=1

s`·ne+m(t) (2.5)

for ` = 0, 1, . . . , nc, where si(t) for i = 1, 2, . . . , ns, with ns = ne(nc + 1), are the
solutions to the inhomogeneous first order differential equations of the form

ṡi(t) = −(1/τi)si(t) + (µi/τi)d(t) (2.6)

with the initial conditions si(0) = 0 and d(t) being a known excitation signal. The
zero initial condition is due to the assumption that the lenses are cooled down before-
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of a typical trajectory of s(t). Note that the total response is
obtained by summing up all individual responses to exposures.

hand so that there are no aberrations at time zero, which corresponds to all Zernikes
being equal to zero. The exogenous input d(t) is taken to be the combination of
instantaneous exposure pulses

d(t) =

γ(t)∑
m=1

Dmδ(t− t∗m) (2.7)

where Dm = D(t∗m) are the energy values transmitted onto each die at the injection
times t∗m (with one integrated injection per die and 0 < t∗1 < . . . < t∗γ(t)), γ(t) stands
for the total number of injections in the time interval [0, t], and δ(·) is the Dirac delta
function. The solution to (2.6) is given by the discontinuous functions

si(t) = (µi/τi)

γ(t)∑
m=1

Dm exp{(t∗m − t)/τi}H(t− t∗m) (2.8)

where H(·) denotes the Heaviside step function. From the definition of δ(·), the
differential equations themselves and accordingly, the solution above are undefined
at t = t∗m. However, we circumvent this limitation by using H(·) in the half-maximum
convention, given by

H(t) :=

 1, t > 0
1/2, t = 0
0, t < 0,

(2.9)

and thereby define

si(t) :=

{
ξi(t), t 6∈ T ∗
ξi(t)− (1/2)(µi/τi)Dγ(t), t ∈ T ∗ (2.10)

for i = 1, . . . , ns, where T ∗ = {t∗1, t∗2, . . .} is the set of injection times and

ξi(t) = (µi/τi)

γ(t)∑
m=1

Dm exp{(t∗m − t)/τi}. (2.11)
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Figure 2.3: Two exponentials with time constants τ = 50 and τ = 200, respectively,
are linearly combined to fit the exponential with time constant τ = 100.

Note that (2.11) is equivalent to (2.8) if the domain is restricted to t 6∈ T ∗. Fig-
ure 2.2 visualizes how a trajectory of s(t) may look like, making the heating and
cooling phases noticeable. The presented model is convenient for online use as its
parametrization is not elaborate and not application-dependent. Despite the fact that
it does not incorporate many of the process variables into the formulation, it still
successfully accounts for their impact via the magnitudes of the (µ, τ) pairs.

2.2.2 The approximate model

From (2.8), it is immediately clear that the parametrization is nonlinear due to the
time constant, and therefore, a combined estimation of the gain and the time constant
will involve nonlinear methods. In search of simplifications, the most basic way of
eliminating this nonlinearity is to estimate the gain alone while keeping the time
constant at a particular value, based on the prior knowledge. Dependent on how
accurate the time constant is known beforehand, small or large errors will inevitably
emerge from the predictions made by s(t). An elegant and accurate alternative to
this linearization is based on the fact that an arbitrary exponential function can be
fit by a weighted sum of two exponentials with fixed time constants (see Figure 2.3
for an example of this idea). As the result, the problem of estimating the gain and
the time constant is converted to the estimation of two gains, which solely involves
linear techniques. It is important to highlight that such a change in parametrization
is allowed because only the predictions from the model are utilized in control, not the
original parameter values.

By applying the outlined modification, the expression for a Zernike can be approx-
imated by

z̃(t, p) =

nc∑
`=0

ñe∑
m=1

µ̃`·ñe+ms̃`·ñe+m(t) p` (2.12)
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where ñe = 2ne and

s̃i(t) = (1/τ̃i)

γ(t)∑
j=1

Dj exp{(t∗j − t)/τ̃i}H(t− t∗j ) (2.13)

for i = 1, . . . , ñs = ñe(nc + 1), with H(·) being defined as in (2.9). Every τ̃ is set to
a predetermined value that remains the same irrespective of the Zernike or process
variables. Thus, they are treated as known quantities and only the µ̃s are there to
be estimated. Although µ̃s have slight time-dependent variations to better approxi-
mate z(t, p), they are treated as fixed parameters throughout the thesis. The model
described by (2.12) is known to be extremely accurate besides long lot cases where
the established values for the τ̃s may not accurately represent the underlying τs. Es-
timation and prediction strategies based on this model are covered in the remainder
of this chapter, whereas those based on the original representation z(t, p) are left to
the next chapter.

2.3 Mathematical formulation for linear estimation
and prediction

The reason to evaluate z̃(t, p) is twofold: first, to generate the setpoints of the con-
troller by means of prediction; second, to update the estimates for the parameters.
The former requires an evaluation at each die exposure, whereas the latter involves
the insertion of measurement times given by

T = {t̃1,1, . . . , t̃1,ny1 , t̃2,1, . . . , t̃nw,nynw } (2.14)

where t̃i,` represents the time instant of the `th measurement of the ith wafer. As the
result, nyi and nw are defined as the number of distinct measurement times at the end
of ith wafer and the total number of wafers respectively. Note that at each t̃i,`, Zernike
measurements are performed at particular locations on the slit that are chosen from
the set P (the set of possible distinct measurement locations on the slit). It is also of
importance to emphasize that, if nyi > 1 for some i, then each measurement of the ith
wafer is performed at a different subset Pi,` of P such that Pi,1 ∩Pi,2 ∩ · · · Pi,nyi = ∅.
Let sort(·) be the operator that arranges the elements of its argument in ascending
order and define

{tk}ntk=0 = sort({0} ∪ T ∪ T ∗) (2.15)

= {0, t∗1, . . . , t∗γ(t̃1,1), t̃1,1, . . . , t̃1,ny1 , t
∗
γ(t̃1,1)+1, . . . ,

t∗γ(t̃2,1), t̃2,1, . . . , t̃2,ny2 , . . . , t̃nw,nynw },

where k denotes the discrete-time index, as the sequence of all evaluation times that
consists of nt+1 elements. Observe that the ordering involves the evaluation times of
consecutive wafers, and within each wafer, a sequence of exposure times is followed
by a sequence of measurement times.
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Having made the problem restricted to specific discrete time instants, the variables
to build the formulation for linear estimation and prediction are now defined. Let
x = Tµ̃ be the parameter vector to be estimated, where T ∈ Rñm×ñs (with ñm ≤
ñs) is a selection matrix and µ̃ =

[
µ̃1 . . . µ̃ñs

]T
. Via the use of T, a prior

knowledge on non-existent field effects in a Zernike can be incorporated into the
formulation. This would indicate that the corresponding µ̃s are zero and, hence, not
to be estimated. Furthermore, let yk = y(tk) ∈ Rnpk (with npk ≤ np) and qk =
q(tk) ∈ Rnp be the vectors of Zernike measurements and predictions, respectively, at
applicable values of tk. The predictions are calculated for all slit locations in P and are
referred to as the auxiliary or the unmeasured model outputs in the control literature.
In addition, the measurement noise is denoted by vk and is a zero-mean Gaussian
random vector with positive-definite covariance Rk. The introduced variables are
utilized in the formulation of the measured and unmeasured outputs as follows:

yk = Ckx + vk (2.16a)

qk = Ekx (2.16b)

where Ck = C∗kS
∗
k and Ek = E∗S∗k, with

C∗k =
( [
p0
k p1

k . . . pnck
]
⊗ 11×ne

)
TT

E∗ =
( [
p0 p1 . . . pnc

]
⊗ 11×ne

)
TT

S∗k = T diag (s̃1(tk), . . . , s̃ñs(tk)) TT

and given that pi =
[
pi1 . . . pinp

]T ∈ Rnp for i = 0, . . . , nc, pk ∈ Rnpk is the
vector of measured slit positions at time tk, and pik ∈ Rnpk is formed by taking every
entry of pk to its ith power. Moreover, 1 corresponds to the array (size given by the
subscript) of all ones, and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. If the time-dependent
components in (2.16) do not exist (being undefined) at a given time instant, then
they are taken as empty arrays.

The model (2.16) is not yet recursive due to the computation of each s̃ in S∗k that
becomes more demanding as the number of exposures increases in time. This prob-
lem is solved by the following recursive relationship that expresses the lens heating
dynamics in (2.13) from one time moment to the next:

s̃i(tk) = e
(tk−1−tk)

τ̃i s̃i(tk−1) +
ζ1
2τ̃i

Dme
(t∗m−tk)

τ̃i

∣∣∣∣
m=γ(tk−1)

+
ζ2
2τ̃i

Dme
(t∗m−tk)

τ̃i

∣∣∣∣
m=γ(tk)

(2.18)
for i = 1, . . . , ns, where

ζ1 =

{
1, tk−1 ∈ T ∗
0, tk−1 6∈ T ∗ and ζ2 =

{
1, tk ∈ T ∗
0, tk ∈ T .

The estimation problem in batch formulation involves

yk = Ckx + vk (2.19)
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where yk =
[

yT1 . . . yTk
]T
, Ck =

[
CT

1 . . . CT
k

]T
, vk =

[
vT1 . . . vTk

]T
and the noise covariance now becomes Rk = blockdiag(R1, . . . ,Rk), whereas the
prediction problem uses the relation (2.16b). Although expressed in this form for
brevity, note that these augmented arrays in fact contain only the variables at t ∈ T
given that 0 < t ≤ tk because at other time instants, the variables are empty arrays.
If it exists, the recursive counterpart of a batch solution needs only the most recent
variables, such as the previous estimate, yk, and Ck, making the demands on memory
and computations not dependent on time.

2.4 The estimation and prediction method

In estimation, a parameter estimate x̂k is determined from the system of equations
yk = Ckx taken from (2.19). For the first few wafers, these equations are underde-
termined, that is, rank(Ck) < ñm. Assuming that a solution exists, it is not unique
because the number of unknowns is larger than the number of equations. For this
reason, an appropriately specified constraint on the solution set is necessary to guar-
antee uniqueness. As more measurements become available, the problem soon be-
comes overdetermined so that such a constraint is no longer a requirement. In this
case, dependent on how well-conditioned system we have, inclusion of the constraint
may still contribute to the estimation scheme by minimizing the MSE more than the
best linear unbiased estimator for particular values of the parameter vector [27].
To address the mentioned aspects, a regularization term is preferred in the existing
(available) solution to incorporate the constraint into the cost function:

x̂k = argmin
x∈Rñm

{
(yk −Ckx)TWk(yk −Ckx) + xTΦkx

}
= (C

T

kWkCk + Φk)−1C
T

kWkyk (2.20)

where Wk = blockdiag(Wk−1,Wk) and Φk are weights on the residual and regu-
larization terms, respectively, with Wk being nonempty at tk ∈ T and Φk = Φk−1 if
tk 6∈ T . The explicit solution in (2.20) is proven in Appendix A.2. At each time step k,
the type of regularization in the cost function is Tikhonov regularization [72], which
is also referred to as ridge regression [39] in the statistical literature.

Remark 2.4.1 As is apparent from the definitions of yk, Ck, and Wk, the dimensions
of these variables increase as more measurements become available in time. As a
consequence, the computational complexity of (2.20) is also increased. �

Moreover, consider the optimization problem

x̂k = argmin
x∈Rñm

{
(yk −Ckx)TWk(yk −Ckx)

}
subject to xTΦkx ≤ xT∗,kΦkx∗,k

(2.21)
where x∗,k = (C

T

kWkCk + Φk)−1C
T

kWkyk, which is the solution to the uncons-
trained optimization in (2.20).
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Theorem 2.4.2 The minimization in (2.20) is equivalent to the constrained mini-
mization (2.21) in terms of having the same optimal solution x̂k (see Appendix A.2
for the proof). Thus, the optimal solution to either one of these optimizations is the
optimal solution for the other as well. �

An estimation step is followed by a prediction step for the next time moment if a
control action will take place. This is achieved with the equation

q̂k+1 = Ek+1x̂k.

Recursive formulation of the estimator

Although (2.20) is advantageous in terms of the existence of an explicit solution, its
computational complexity grows with increasing values of k, as already mentioned in
Remark 2.4.1. In order to overcome this problem, a recursive formulation is necessary.
As another advantage of the Tikhonov estimator, a recursive counterpart to the same
solution also exists, as will be explained next.

Derivation 2.4.3 The conversion from the batch formulation starts with the follow-
ing reformulations:

C
T

kWkCk + Φk = C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + CT
kWkCk + Φk (2.22a)

C
T

kWkyk = C
T

k−1Wk−1yk−1 + CT
kWkyk. (2.22b)

Substitution of the equivalent expressions in (2.22) into the explicit solution in (2.20)
and relocation of the inverted term to the left-hand side of the equation returns

(C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + CT
kWkCk + Φk)x̂k = C

T

k−1Wk−1yk−1 + CT
kWkyk. (2.23)

The next equation is especially introduced to yield a recursive relationship when com-
bined with (2.23):

(C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + CT
kWkCk + Φk−1)x̂k−1

= (C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + Φk−1)x̂k−1 + CT
kWkCkx̂k−1

= C
T

k−1Wk−1yk−1 + CT
kWkCkx̂k−1. (2.24)

Now, subtracting (2.24) from (2.23) and then leaving x̂k on one side results in

x̂k = (C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + CT
kWkCk + Φk)−1

(C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + CT
kWkCk + Φk−1)x̂k−1 +

(C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + CT
kWkCk + Φk)−1CT

kWk(yk −Ckx̂k−1). (2.25)

Let P̃k = (C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + CT
kWkCk + Φk)−1 so that (2.25) becomes

x̂k = P̃k(P̃−1
k −Φk + Φk−1)x̂k−1 + P̃kC

T
kWk(yk −Ckx̂k−1) (2.26a)

= x̂k−1 + P̃k(Φk−1 −Φk)x̂k−1 + P̃kC
T
kWk(yk −Ckx̂k−1). (2.26b)
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From (2.22a), P̃k = (C
T

kWkCk + Φk)−1, implying that P̃k−1 = (C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 +

Φk−1)−1. Thus, the recursive relation involving P̃ is

P̃k = (P̃−1
k−1 + CT

kWkCk + Φk −Φk−1)−1. (2.27)

By defining C̃k =
[

CT
k I I

]T
and W̃k = blockdiag(Wk,Φk,−Φk−1), (2.27) is

rewritten as
P̃k = (P̃−1

k−1 + C̃T
k W̃kC̃k)−1 (2.28)

which is now in suitable form to apply the matrix inversion lemma (see Appendix
A.1). Via this lemma, (2.28) turns into

P̃k = P̃k−1 − P̃k−1C̃
T
k (C̃kP̃k−1C̃

T
k + W̃−1

k )−1C̃kP̃k−1 (2.29)

where the term P̃−1
k−1 has been eliminated. Furthermore, let

K̃k = P̃k−1C̃
T
k (C̃kP̃k−1C̃

T
k + W̃−1

k )−1 (2.30)

so that (2.29) can compactly be written as

P̃k = (I− K̃kC̃k)P̃k−1. (2.31)

Then, by utilizing the equations (proof given in Appendix A.3 and in [24])

K̃k = P̃k−1C̃
T
k (C̃kP̃k−1C̃

T
k + W̃−1

k )−1 = P̃kC̃
T
k W̃k (2.32)

=
[

P̃kC
T
kWk P̃kΦk −P̃kΦk−1

]
and definitions

K̃k =
[

K1,k K2,k K3,k

]
=
[

P̃kC
T
kWk P̃kΦk −P̃kΦk−1

]
, (2.33)

(2.26b) is converted into

x̂k = x̂k−1 − (K2,k + K3,k)x̂k−1 + K1,k(yk −Ckx̂k−1). (2.34)

The equations (2.34) and (2.31) together form the recursions of our new formulation:

x̂k = x̂k−1 − (K2,k + K3,k)x̂k−1 + K1,k(yk −Ckx̂k−1)

P̃k = (I− K̃kC̃k)P̃k−1

(2.35)

where K̃k is computed from (2.30). In this way, once K̃k is calculated for (2.31),
it is also used in (2.34), without needing to calculate the terms K1,k = P̃kC

T
kWk,

K2,k = P̃kΦk, and K3,k = −P̃kΦk−1 based on their definitions. Note also that (2.35)
reduces to x̂k = x̂k−1 and P̃k = P̃k−1 when tk 6∈ T .

Although the recursions are obtained, the values of x̂0, P̃0, and Φ0 still remain to
be determined. To address this task, the batch solution at k = 1 is investigated:

x̂1 = (CT
1 W1C1 + Φ1)−1CT

1 W1y1. (2.36)
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Returning back to the recursive method, with the help of (2.27), (2.26a) at k = 1 can
be expressed as shown below.

x̂1 = (P̃−1
0 + CT

1 W1C1 + Φ1 −Φ0)−1(P̃−1
0 + CT

1 W1C1)x̂0 +

(P̃−1
0 + CT

1 W1C1 + Φ1 −Φ0)−1CT
1 W1(y1 −C1x̂0)

= (P̃−1
0 + CT

1 W1C1 + Φ1 −Φ0)−1P̃−1
0 x̂0 +

(P̃−1
0 + CT

1 W1C1 + Φ1 −Φ0)−1CT
1 W1y1 (2.37)

The choice of P̃0 = Φ−1
0 is applied to make the second term of the summation above

equal to (2.36). This simplifies (2.37) to

x̂1 = (CT
1 W1C1 + Φ1)−1P̃−1

0 x̂0 + (CT
1 W1C1 + Φ1)−1CT

1 W1y1. (2.38)

Therefore, the first term of the summation in (2.38) should be zero in order to arrive
at (2.36). This can be satisfied by various selections on P̃0 and x̂0. In particular, to
initiate the recursions, we select

x̂0 = 0 and P̃0 → diag(∞, . . . ,∞), implying that Φ0 = 0

where “∞” can be replaced with a large value in practice. �

Choice of the optimization variables

The existing solver’s estimator, given by (2.20), makes use of the selection

Wk = I, Φk = αkI =

(
αr
‖Ck‖
‖yk‖

)2

I (2.39)

for tk ∈ T , where αk is referred to as the regularization parameter, αr is an inner
tuning parameter that is roughly determined based on various lens heating test cases,
and the term ‖Ck‖/‖yk‖ is placed intuitively based on this reasoning: If measure-
ments are large, then estimates can allowed to be larger and in case of a significant
lens heating, that is, a large ‖Ck‖, then a tighter regularization is necessary to pre-
vent large errors. This explanation becomes more clear if αk is expressed in terms of
the condition number of the problem:

αk = α2
r

‖Ck‖2‖C
†
k‖2

‖C†k‖2‖yk‖2
= α2

r

(
cond(Ck)

)2 1

‖C†k‖2‖yk‖2
(2.40)

where cond(·) and (·)† are the condition number and the Moore-Penrose pseudoin-
verse of the corresponding matrix, respectively, and Ck is assumed to have full row
or column rank. Interpreting the expression in the denominator of the last term in
(2.40) as an upper bound to the least-squares solution, the regularization is primarily
influenced by the condition number of Ck. With the choice (2.39), the solution to the
estimation problem becomes

x̂k = (C
T

kCk + αkI)−1C
T

k yk. (2.41)
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To recursively compute αk, the 2-norm of Ck is replaced with the Frobenius norm,
leading to the recursions

‖Ck‖2F = ‖Ck−1‖2F + ‖Ck‖2F and ‖yk‖2 = ‖yk−1‖2 + ‖yk‖2. (2.42)

This approach has been tested under various test cases with no observable changes in
performance from the original formulation with the 2-norm.

Theoretical selection of the regularization parameter

To improve on the performance of the estimator, the regularization parameter α can
be determined based on a theoretically established method. In particular, we adopt
the generalized cross-validation (GCV) method [30], which is one of the popular
methods for computing the regularization parameter. Irrespective of whether the
problem is underdetermined or overdetermined [59], α is chosen as the minimizer of
the GCV function G(α), defined by

G(α) =
‖y −A(α)y‖2

Tr2(I−A(α))

where A(α) = C(C
T
C + αI)−1C

T
, with the time indices being omitted for brevity.

This function is derived from and is equal to

G(α) = (1/ñ2
p)

ñp∑
`=1

(
[Cx̂(`)(α)]` − y`

)2

w2
` (α)

where x̂(`)(α) is the Tikhonov estimate (2.41) of x with the `th data point y` omitted
from the measurements, [Cx̂(`)(α)]` is the `th component of Cx̂(`)(α), ñp denotes the
size of y, and w`(α) = (1−a``(α))/(1−Tr(A(α))/ñp), with a``(α) being the ``th entry
of A(α) [30]. Now being apparent from G(α), the GCV method is based on the prin-
ciple that a good value of the regularization parameter should predict a missing data
value accurately. Moreover, this cost function corresponds to the rotation-invariant
version of the ordinary cross-validation that has w`(α) = 1 for all `.

2.5 Mean-squared error framework for analysis

Since regularization-based solutions aim to improve the performance with respect to
the mean-squared error (MSE), the exploration of the MSE theory may provide an
additional insight on the utilized solutions and may be beneficial in developing better
solutions.

The linear measurement and prediction model given by (2.19) and (2.16b) are
included here once more for the ease of readability:

yk = Ckx + vk

qk = Ekx
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where Ck is taken to have full column rank, which is the case after a few wafers. As
the most widely used error criterion in the design and evaluation of estimation and
prediction schemes, the MSE for the prediction problem involving this model is

ε(x̂k−1,x) = E{‖q̂k − qk‖2} = E{‖Ekx̂k−1 −Ekx‖2} = E{‖x̂k−1 − x‖2Mk
} (2.43)

where Mk = ET
kEk. Note that the last equation highlights the fact that the MSE of

prediction is equivalent to the provided weighted MSE of estimation. We are partic-
ularly interested in estimators of the form x̂k−1 = Ge,k−1yk−1, to which the applied
Tikhonov estimator (2.20) can be given as an example. Furthermore, by means of
q̂k = Ekx̂k−1, this implies predictors of the form q̂k = EkGe,k−1yk−1. By the use
of this structure, the measurement model, and E{vk−1v

T
k−1} = Rk−1, (2.43) is ex-

panded into

ε(Ge,x) = E{‖Ex̂−Ex‖2} = xT (E−EGeC)T (E−EGeC)x + Tr(EGeRGT
e ET )

= ‖B(Ex̂,Ex)‖2 + V (Ex̂)

where the time index has been omitted for brevity (x̂k−1 → x̂, q̂k → q̂, yk−1 → y,
Ek → E, Ge,k−1 → Ge, Ck−1 → C, Rk−1 → R) and

B(Ex̂,Ex) = E{Ex̂} −Ex = (EGeC−E)x

V (Ex̂) = E{(Ex̂− E{Ex̂})T (Ex̂− E{Ex̂})} = Tr(EGeRGT
e ET )

correspond to the bias and variance of the predictor Ex̂. The most straightforward
way of minimizing the MSE ε(Ge,x) is to restrict the predictor q̂ to be unbiased,
that is, EGeC = E so that the dependency on the unknown parameter vector x is
eliminated. This leads to the well-known least-squares solution

q̂LS = Ex̂LS = EGLSy = E(C
T
R
−1

C)−1C
T
R
−1

y

which is the best linear unbiased predictor in terms of minimizing the variance. How-
ever, a small MSE is not necessarily achieved with this method, especially if the prob-
lem is ill-conditioned. On the other hand, the MSE can also be minimized by biased
approaches that assume the vector x lies in a subset U ⊆ Rñm and use this knowledge
in the MSE minimization. Before going into the details of biased solutions, two im-
portant concepts in comparing the MSE of different approaches are introduced [26].

Definition 2.5.1 Domination: An estimator x̂a dominates an estimator x̂b on U if

E{‖x̂a − x‖2M} ≤ E{‖x̂b − x‖2M} for all x ∈ U and

E{‖x̂a − x‖2M} < E{‖x̂b − x‖2M} for some x ∈ U .

Furthermore, x̂a strictly dominates x̂b on U if

E{‖x̂a − x‖2M} < E{‖x̂b − x‖2M} for all x ∈ U .

Thus, in both cases, x̂a is a better estimator than x̂b on U with respect to the MSE. �
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Definition 2.5.2 Admissibility: An estimator x̂ is admissible on U if it is not dom-
inated by any other linear estimator. Therefore, an inadmissible estimator is domi-
nated by another estimator on U that attains a lower MSE on U . �

For our problem, by setting M = ETE, the definitions above relate to the predictor
rather than the estimator. It is desired that a predictor has at least the property of
being admissible. Given a predictor q̂o = EGe,oy, its admissibility on a given U can
be tested by aiming to design a corresponding strictly dominating predictor by solving

min
F

max
x∈U

{
ε(F,x)− ε(Fo,x)

}
= min

F
max
x∈U

{
xTZx + Tr(FRFT )−Tr(FoRFTo )

}
(2.44)

where F = EGe, Fo = EGe,o, and Z = (E−FC)T (E−FC)−(E−FoC)T (E−FoC).

Theorem 2.5.3 (Taken from and proven in [26]) Let q̂o = Foy be a given predictor,
FMX be the solution to (2.44), q̂MX = FMXy, and let V be the value of (2.44) achieved
with F = FMX. Then, the following statements are true:
1) FMX is unique;
2) q̂MX is admissible on U ;
3) q̂o is admissible on U if and only if FMX = Fo, or equivalently, if and only if V = 0;
4) If V < 0, then q̂o is inadmissible and q̂MX strictly dominates q̂o on U . �

Therefore, the admissibility test is carried out by checking either one of the equivalent
conditions in the third statement to see whether it holds or not (as this would imply
the same for the other condition). To treat the minimax optimization problem (2.44),
we use ellipsoidal uncertainty sets of the form

U = {x ∈ Rñm |xTΨx ≤ β2} (2.45)

where Ψ � 0. This choice is in the same form as the constraint of the Tikhonov
estimator (2.21) and will lead to a different solution that is also in the form of the
Tikhonov estimator (see the minexp MSE solution in this section for details). With
the specified U , an explicit solution to (2.44) exists only for a few special cases [26].
However, it is possible to formulate this problem as a set of linear matrix inequalities.

Minimax MSE solution

Consider the optimization problem

min
κ,B,η

κ subject to:

η ≥ 0,

[
κ− β2η bT

b I

]
� 0,

[
ηI + Ψ−

1
2 AΨ−

1
2 Ψ−

1
2 (E−B)T

(E−B)Ψ−
1
2 I

]
� 0

(2.46)
in terms of the variables κ, η, and B ∈ Rnp×ñm , where A = (E−FoC)T (E−FoC) and
b = vec((C

T
R
−1

C)−1/2BT ), with vec(·) being the operator that stacks the columns
of its argument.
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Theorem 2.5.4 Let FMX be the solution to (2.44) and V be the value of (2.44) achie-
ved with F = FMX, as already defined in Theorem 2.5.3. Then,

FMX = B̂(C
T
R
−1

C)−1C
T
R
−1

and V = κ̂− Tr(FoRFTo )

where B̂ and κ̂ are the solutions to (2.46). The derivation of this formulation from
(2.44) can be found in Appendix A.4. �

Unless q̂o is inadmissible, q̂MX = FMXy is always the same as q̂o, which is the usual
case with a well-tuned predictor. As an alternative to the minimax MSE solution that
guarantees an improved performance for inadmissible cases, we also investigate the
minexp MSE problem [10] that is formed by replacing the maximization operator in
(2.44) with the expectation operation E{·}. In this way, different predictors can be
achieved in return for the guarantee of improved performance.

Minexp MSE solution

Based on the previous description, the minexp MSE problem considers the optimiza-
tion

min
F

E
x∈U

{
ε(F,x)− ε(Fo,x)

}
= min

F
E

x∈U

{
xT (E− FC)T (E− FC)x + Tr(FRFT )−

xT (E− FoC)T (E− FoC)x− Tr(FoRFTo )
}

(2.47)
where U defined by (2.45). Denoting the solution to (2.47) by FEXP, the minexp MSE
predictor is then given by q̂EXP = FEXPy.

Theorem 2.5.5 The solution to (2.47) is

FEXP = E(C
T
R
−1

C + ((ñm + 2)/β2)Ψ)−1C
T
R
−1
, (2.48)

with its derivation included in Appendix A.5. Notice that FEXP is dependent on the
number of parameters and is the same irrespective of Fo. �

Corollary 2.5.6 The minexp MSE estimator given by

x̂EXP = (C
T
R
−1

C + ((ñm + 2)/β2)Ψ)−1C
T
R
−1

y

is always admissible on U . �

Proof: The proof makes use of the following proposition:

Proposition 2.5.7 (Taken from and proven in [26]) The Tikhonov estimator
x̂ = (C

T
R
−1

C + Φ)−1C
T
R
−1

y is admissible on U defined by (2.45) if and only if
Tr(ΨΦ−1) ≤ β2. Although this result is only valid for the estimator where M = I, it
is a good indicator for the predictor as well since the predictor is achieved by premul-
tiplying the estimator with E. �

Based on this, checking the necessary and sufficient condition Tr(ΨΦ−1) ≤ β2 where
Φ = ((ñm + 2)/β2)Ψ results in ñm < ñm + 2 that always holds, thereby proving the
admissibility [10].
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2.6 Illustrative cases

This section covers two synthetic and two experimental examples, where perfor-
mances of several predictors are compared for each Zernike. Before forging ahead
directly, the model specifications and metrics that will help in interpreting the results
are described.

2.6.1 Performance criteria and model specifications

The employed performance metrics in assessment of the prediction quality are

RMS =

√
1

nK

∑
k∈K

RMS2
k, where RMSk =

√√√√ 1

nrunnp

nrun∑
i=1

‖q̂ik − qk‖2, and

MAX =
1

nK

∑
k∈K

MAXk, where MAXk = max
i

max |q̂ik − qk|,

with K denoting the set of the time indices k that are utilized in the evaluation,
nK = card(K), and q̂ik corresponding to the prediction computed for time tk during
the run with the ith measurement noise sequence, among the total of nrun indepen-
dent runs. As long as simulations with synthetic data are concerned, nrun = 100
independent noise realizations from the zero-mean Gaussian density, having the co-
variance in the form R = diag(0.04, . . . , 0.04), are generated to include many runs in
the evaluations. For our application, the lithography industry employs the MAX error
more in comparison to the RMS error.

For tests with synthetic data, Zernikes 2-25 (denoted by Z2, Z3, . . ., Z25) are
considered, whereas for cases with experimental data, Zernikes 5-25 are taken into
account due to the limited availability of data and the need for various preprocessing
techniques for Zernikes 2-4, which are taken with a different sensor. Note that the
first Zernike term with the function f1(r, θ) = 1 is ignored because, as a constant
phase contribution, it creates no variance over the angular plane of the lens. All test
cases are uncalibrated single lot scenarios, which normally involve 25 wafers. The
model parameters are always

nc = 3, ne = 2, ns = ne(nc + 1) = 8, ñe = 2ne = 4, ñs = ñe(nc + 1) = 16

which corresponds to a Zernike model

z(t, p) = (s1(t) + s2(t)) + (s3(t) + s4(t))p+ (s5(t) + s6(t))p2 + (s7(t) + s8(t))p3

and an approximate Zernike model

z̃(t, p) =(µ̃1s̃1(t) + µ̃2s̃2(t) + µ̃3s̃3(t) + µ̃4s̃4(t)) + . . .+

(µ̃13s̃13(t) + µ̃14s̃14(t) + µ̃15s̃15(t) + µ̃16s̃16(t))p3

where the τ̃s of each field effect are set to [30, 120, 480, 1920] seconds by the experts
at the company based on many evaluations. The field effects corresponding to the
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increasing orders of p are often referred to as the offset, the tilt, the curvature, and
the third order. With synthetic data, a Zernike model consists of either the offset and
the curvature or the tilt and the third order, implying that ñm = 8. However, all field
effects are modeled in experimental cases to fit the measurements better.

Regarding the predicted and measured positions on the slit, we have

p =


−1.27
−0.63

0.00
0.63
1.27

 cm, pk = p(tk) =


[

1.27 0.00
]T

for tk = t̃1+4i,1[
−0.63 0.00

]T
for tk = t̃2+4i,1[

0.63 0.00
]T

for tk = t̃3+4i,1[
−1.27 0.00

]T
for tk = t̃4+4i,1

for the synthetic data cases, where i ∈ N and nyi = 1 for all i. From this information,
it can be deduced that np = 5 and npk = 2 for all applicable k (i.e., two measurements
at the very same moment in time). On the other hand, when real data is in use, the
two measurements do not occur exactly at the same time, leading to

pk =


0.00 for tk = t̃1+4i,1, 1.27 for tk = t̃1+4i,2,
−0.63 for tk = t̃2+4i,1, 0.00 for tk = t̃2+4i,2,

0.00 for tk = t̃3+4i,1, 0.63 for tk = t̃3+4i,2,
−1.27 for tk = t̃4+4i,1, 0.00 for tk = t̃4+4i,2,

where i ∈ N. Thus, we now have nyi = 2 for all i and npk = 1 for all measurement-
related k. As is apparent from the expressions, this sampling scheme measures two
slit positions per wafer, and within a lot, the measurements are made at changing slit
positions with the periodicity of four. Sampling schemes that measure more positions
are also available in the most recent wafer scanners.

2.6.2 Tested prediction routes

Original predictor (TIKInit): This solution corresponds to the predictor with the
Tikhonov estimator in which (2.39) holds and αr = 0.1.

Improved predictor via the GCV method (TIKGCV): To possibly improve the perfor-
mance with TIKInit, the GCV method is applied by utilizing the CSVD and GCV func-
tions from the RegTools package [36]. In this way, the regularization parameter is
fine-tuned to the value αr = 0.21. This value is found by averaging the regularization
parameter over test cases, runs, Zernikes, and available time instants so that there is
a single value for αr which is the same for every Zernike irrespective of the test case
and is not dependent on time. As the graphical description, Figure 2.4(b) displays the
computed optimal values for αr (averaged over the runs), for Z2-Z25 of the simulated
dipole-X and dipole-Y illumination cases that will be covered in the next subsection.
Therefore, αr = 0.21 is simply the average of the discrete values in this plot. Perform-
ing such an averaging is reasonable in this case because that the disparity between the
curves in Figure 2.4(b) is small and almost all curves do not exhibit large variation in
their values during the process of 25 wafers (except for the first wafer).
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Figure 2.4: Optimal regularization parameters via the GCV method for Z2-Z25 of
the simulated dipole-X and dipole-Y illumination cases. Note that Zernikes are not
distinguished from each other since it is the extent of disparity of the curves that is of
importance.

Kalman filter (KF): Based on TIKInit and TIKGCV that utilize Φk as defined in (2.39),
it is of importance to investigate the significance of the term ‖Ck‖/‖yk‖ and, hence,
a time-dependent α (i.e., αk). For this aim, we remove the time-dependent terms
from the regularization, simplifying it to Φ = αI. In fact, this setting corresponds to
the KF operated on the state-space model built from (2.16) and the state transition
xk+1 = xk, where the equivalence is shown in Appendix A.6. Similar to the use of
the GCV method for TIKGCV, this route is again utilized to determine a good value
for α. Figure 2.4(a) shows the computed optimal values for

√
α. Here, due to the

large disparity between the curves, the value achieved by averaging (
√
α = 0.414) is

not utilized. Instead, based on simulations with different settings,
√
α = 0.15 was

chosen, which gave a better performance. By observing from Figure 2.4(a) that most
of the curves are located around this value, this decision can be interpreted as placing
more emphasis on the number of Zernike curves that are accurately described instead
of also accounting for the Zernike curves that go beyond some value such as 0.5.
Despite the simulation-based choice of α, the performance of the KF is found to be
apparently worse than the performance of the approaches that use a time-dependent
regularization parameter. For an example, see Figure 2.5, that displays the prediction
errors for the second Zernike of the simulated dipole-X illumination scenario where
TIKInit, TIKGCV, and EXP (the minexp MSE solution) are grouped closely and are all
based on a time-dependent regularization parameter. Thus, this highlights the sig-
nificance of the term ‖Ck‖/‖yk‖ and the regularization parameter that is varying in
time. Since the KF is significantly outperformed by the other predictors (with a time-
dependent regularization parameter) and to zoom in on the improvements made with
respect to TIKInit, the KF will not be included in the remaining error plots.

Minimax MSE predictor (MX): In order to apply the MSE framework, we first need
to specify the ellipsoidal set U . Based on Theorem 2.4.2 and having only the original
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Figure 2.5: RMSk and MAXk errors for the second Zernike of the simulated dipole-X
illumination scenario, where the circles correspond to the measurement times.

prediction route initially, we select U∗ = {x ∈ Rñm |xTx ≤ xT∗,kx∗,k} where x∗,k is
the estimation output of TIKInit at the discrete-time k. Then, for almost every k in
all simulated cases, the computation to arrive at the strictly dominating predictor
of TIKInit on this set resulted in the same predictor, which indicates that TIKInit is
admissible. As one may expect, in reality, xTx ≤ c∗x

T
∗,kx∗,k where c∗ > 1. However,

the admissibility result still holds because that U∗ is a subset of this set. In other
words, admissibility property holds for all larger sets that include the original set
for which the solution is admissible. For the reason that MX is always equivalent to
TIKInit, it will not be mentioned explicitly in the results.

Concerning the admissibility of TIKGCV, it is found out that this solution is also
admissible. According to Proposition 2.5.7, increase of the regularization helps in
preserving admissibility and since αr is increased with respect to TIKInit, it was antici-
pated that TIKGCV would be admissible as well. Finally, as one would expect from the
performance of the KF, inadmissibility is often encountered with the KF.

Minexp MSE predictor (EXP): With the similar selection of the ellipsoidal set as U∗,
the minexp MSE solution has been obtained. Same as the other predictors, this route
turned out to be admissible too. Although it offers no theoretical guarantees, it will
be shown later that this predictor performs quite well for the tested Zernike models.

2.6.3 Synthetic data scenarios

This subsection treats two synthetic data cases whose models are extracted from re-
alistic dipole-X and dipole-Y illumination scenarios, respectively. At each wafer, 101
dose injections are made (one onto each die) with the dose Dm = 0.1073 J for all m.
Without any loss of generalization, the evaluation times per wafer for the prediction
error are limited to 10 equidistant injection times plus the measurement time.
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Figure 2.6: RMS and MAX errors for the simulated dipole-X illumination scenario
covering the Zernikes 2-25.

Simulated dipole-X illumination case

In what follows next, we initially demonstrate the operation of the predictors on a
single Zernike to exemplify evolutions of the RMS and MAX errors with different
strategies. For this purpose, the second Zernike (Z2) is chosen, which is the first
Zernike in the set Z2-Z25 and adds to pattern placement (overlay) errors. Since our
purpose is only to show an example, any other Zernike could have been chosen as
well. In Figure 2.5, RMSk and MAXk errors for the second Zernike are shown. From
the plots, it is observed that the original solution (TIKInit) is slightly better than the
other two in terms of the RMS error, whereas for the MAX error, the opposite is true.

By examining the overall results in Figure 2.6, it can be stated that EXP appears
as an improved version of TIKGCV and provides an evident performance gain with
respect to TIKInit in terms of the MAX error. Regarding the RMS error, TIKGCV and EXP
perform similarly when all Zernikes are considered.
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Figure 2.7: RMS and MAX errors for the simulated dipole-Y illumination scenario
covering the Zernikes 2-25.

Simulated dipole-Y illumination case

Changing the illumination scenario to dipole-Y modifies the RMS and MAX errors as
plotted in Figure 2.7. It is clear from this figure that EXP still performs better than
TIKGCV, and now, both of these predictors outperform TIKInit with respect to both error
measures, where the improvement in the MAX error is more significant than the gain
in the RMS error.

Finally, as a combined evaluation of Figures 2.6 and 2.7, the minexp MSE solution
(EXP) improves the RMS and MAX errors by 3% and 12.5%, respectively, compared to
the original solution (TIKInit). These values correspond to the relative improvements
(with respect to TIKInit) that are averaged over the 48 Zernikes of the considered two
test cases.
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Figure 2.8: RMS and MAX errors for the dipole-Y illumination scenario with real data
covering the Zernikes 5-25.

2.6.4 Experimental data scenarios

In this subsection, two experimental data cases are analyzed where there is only one
set of measurements (one run) for each scenario. Due to this reason, it is not pos-
sible to make solid conclusions on the performance. Nonetheless, we present our
observations based on the available data. For error calculations, we only consider the
components of the prediction vector q̂k at where there is a corresponding measure-
ment and treat the measurements as the true state of the system (given by qk) in
order to compute the errors.

Open frame reticle with dipole-Y illumination

In this experimental setting, the wafers are exposed using an open frame reticle under
unpolarized dipole-Y illumination (σinner/σouter = 0.636/0.9) with the lens NA being
set to 1.35. Figure 2.8 displays the plots for RMS and MAX errors from which it
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Figure 2.9: RMS and MAX errors for the rotated dipole illumination scenario with
real data covering the Zernikes 5-25.

is observed that both TIKGCV and EXP provide a small improvement over TIKInit. In
addition, it is hard to make a distinction between TIKGCV and EXP because of their
similar error curves.

Open frame reticle with rotated dipole illumination

This example focuses on the exposure scenario with open frame reticle under unpo-
larized rotated dipole illumination (σinner/σouter = 0.90/0.98), with the rotation angle
and the lens NA being set to 26.5◦ (with respect to the x-axis) and 1.35, respectively.
As is visible from Figure 2.9 and in accordance with the observations from the previ-
ous data set, both TIKGCV and EXP again perform slightly better than TIKInit. If it is
required to make a choice between TIKGCV and EXP, then the latter should be selected
based on tiny differences in the errors. Also similar to the previous example, ranking
of the performances for each Zernike does not vary much when the criterion is altered
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from RMS to MAX, which is due to the fact that nrun = 1.
As a combined evaluation of Figures 2.8 and 2.9, the minexp MSE solution (EXP)

improves the RMS and MAX errors by 7% and 5%, respectively, compared to the
original solution (TIKInit). These values are obtained by averaging the relative perfor-
mance improvements over the Zernikes of the two experimental scenarios.

In general, the experimental results appear to be in the direction of the simulation
results, but with increased errors and diminished differences in performances. Devi-
ations from the assumed measurement noise statistics, unmodeled terms such as the
possible presence of a fourth order field effect, and especially, unknown disturbances
from various parts of the wafer scanner are all contributors to this diminution and the
increased errors with respect to the simulations.

2.7 Conclusions

The existing Tikhonov-regularization-based estimation and prediction strategy of lens-
heating-induced aberrations was first converted into a recursive form to make the
computational and storage costs not dependent on time and, thus, to render the so-
lution ready to be utilized in real-time. Employing a linearly parametrized model,
the regularization term of this solution was then fine-tuned via the generalized cross-
validation (GCV) method. Finally, the concept of mean-squared error (MSE) mini-
mization was incorporated into the existing predictor (that includes also the estima-
tor) to theoretically analyze it and to possibly create alternatives. In this direction,
the minimax MSE approach was initially tested that resulted in the same predictor as
the existing one due to its admissibility. To generate a different predictor, the minexp
MSE predictor was developed that did not offer any theoretical guarantees apart from
being admissible. Different from all these approaches in terms of having a constant
regularization parameter, the Kalman filter (KF) was especially analyzed to highlight
the performance disadvantages of having a constant regularization parameter instead
of a time-varying one. In general, expect for the KF, all of the tested predictors were
admissible, and from this, it is concluded that admissibility is not a criterion that can
distinguish between sufficiently well-tuned predictors. Instead, simulation results are
necessary to evaluate the relative performances of such predictors.

As expected from its inadmissibility, the performance achieved with the KF was
the worst by a significant margin. Among the existing (original), the fine-tuned (via
the GCV), and the minexp MSE predictors, the minexp solution performed the best
in the synthetic data scenarios, followed by the fine-tuned, and then, the existing so-
lution. The relative performance improvement achieved by the minexp solution with
respect to the existing solution was 3% and 12.5% for the RMS and MAX errors, re-
spectively, where it is known that the MAX criterion is more relevant in the industry.
When the setting is switched to experimental data, the same conclusions remained
valid, but with the errors of the compared predictors getting larger and closer to each
other due to deviations from the ideal measurement noise statistics and contribution
of unknown disturbances. In this case, the minexp solution outperformed the existing
solution by 7% and 5% for the RMS and MAX errors, respectively. It is also crucial
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to note that the statements regarding the real data cases are only based on a single
measurement set per scenario. This limited availability of measurements taken under
similar conditions is an important aspect that prevents the construction of enhanced
models by means of identification of disturbances. In practice, this limitation can
be overcome if considerable amount of time from the busy schedules of the operat-
ing DUV tools can be allocated to the task of collecting measurements under similar
conditions.
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Abstract

In this chapter, the established parameter estimation and Zernike prediction frame-
work for the linearly parametrized model is adapted to be applicable to the original
model that is nonlinearly parametrized because of the updated time constants. In this
manner, the counterparts of the techniques in Chapter 2 are built where the obstacle
of nonlinearity is bypassed by means of either the Taylor expansion or the unscented
transformation, which form the essence of the extended and the unscented Kalman
filters, respectively. Apart from these traditional approaches, modified versions of the
extended Kalman filter, with time-varying initial covariances, are also investigated
since they correspond to the Tikhonov estimators in Chapter 2 in which the regu-
larization matrix depends on time. Based on the evaluations under the available
synthetic and experimental data, the nonlinear solutions performed almost the same
as their linear counterparts that are relatively simpler and computationally cheaper,
indicating the high accuracy of the linearly parametrized model. The only exception
occurred for the simulated long lot case where large time constants are encountered
and the unscented Kalman filter performed better than the rest that often displayed a
divergent behavior.
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3.1 Introduction

This chapter utilizes the original (nonlinearly parametrized) model from Subsection
2.2.1 in estimation schemes to make better predictions of the Zernikes. The nonlinear
nature of this model stems from the inclusion of the time constants to the unknown
parameters and entails suboptimal routes in search of a solution. Among the sub-
optimal approaches, the most basic ones are the extended Kalman filter (EKF) [43]
and the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [44] that are the counterparts of the classical
Kalman filter [45] for the linearly parametrized model. All of these three estimation
and prediction routes assume an initial covariance on the state vector (regularization
matrix) that does not vary with time. Since a time-dependent version of this variable,
as presented in (2.39), showed great value in terms of improving the performance,
the same idea is also applied to the EKF to form the counterparts of the solutions
for the linearly parametrized model. In this way, it is made possible to compare any
nonlinear solution to its linear counterpart and to derive conclusions on whether the
use of the original model may offer some advantages or not. In what follows next, we
first develop a state-space model for the original model to enable the recursive estima-
tion and prediction routes that are subsequently described. Similar to the evaluation
of the linear solutions, performances are again compared under exposure scenarios
taken from Chapter 2 and in terms of the root-mean-square and maximum prediction
errors. In addition, a long lot case is simulated as a special case to highlight where the
use of the original model and its solutions are more preferable over the linear ones.

3.2 State-space formulation

Recall from equations (2.4)-(2.8) in Chapter 2 that the original model for a Zernike
is given by

z(t, p) =

nc∑
`=0

ne∑
m=1

s`·ne+m(t) p`

where t ≥ 0 denotes the time, the scalar p denotes the position, and

si(t) = (µi/τi)

γ(t)∑
j=1

Dj exp{(t∗j − t)/τi}H(t− t∗j ) (3.1)

for i = 1, . . . , ns = ne(nc + 1), with Dj denoting the exposure energy onto each die
at the injection time t∗j , γ(t) denoting the number of injections in the interval [0, t],
and H(·) being defined as in (2.9). After defining the discrete evaluation times as in
Section 2.3, a recursive relation for an si, similar to (2.18), between two consecutive
evaluation instants can be written out as follows:

si(tk+1) = e
(tk−tk+1)

τi si(tk)+
ζ1µi
2τi

Dme
(t∗m−tk+1)

τi

∣∣∣∣
m=γ(tk)

+
ζ2µi
2τi

Dme
(t∗m−tk+1)

τi

∣∣∣∣
m=γ(tk+1)

(3.2)
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for k = 0, . . . , nt − 1, where

ζ1 =

{
1, tk ∈ T ∗
0, tk 6∈ T ∗ and ζ2 =

{
1, tk+1 ∈ T ∗
0, tk+1 ∈ T ,

with T and T ∗ corresponding to the sets of measurement and injection times, re-
spectively. The recursions (3.2) will form the dynamic portion of the state transition
model to be built. The rest will involve the parameters (µs and τs) because they
are the unknowns to be estimated. Instead of adopting the original parametrization,
one can also employ a transformed version of it, under the condition that the unal-
tered representation can be uniquely retrieved. For our case, we have the positivity
constraint on all time constants, which implies a cooling behavior right after an in-
stantaneous heating by assuring exponential decays in (3.1). In order to comply with
this restriction, we define τ̆ = ln(τ) for the time constants and utilize this variable
and the scaling factors (µs) in the recursions.

Next, we append every s(tk) to the parameter vector that is composed of the
scaling factors and transformed version of the time constants. We then select the
modeled entries to form the augmented state vector xk = x(tk), which is defined as

x(tk) =
[

(Tµ(tk))T (Tτ̆ (tk))T (Ts(tk))T
]T ∈ Rnx

where the bold symbols µ, τ̆ , and s denote the vectors that are built by stacking
the corresponding individual elements

(
e.g., µ = [ µ1 . . . µns ]T

)
, and T is a

selection matrix of the size nm × ns (with nm ≤ ns and implying that nx = 3nm) to
choose the (existing) field effects whose µs are nonzero, having the same purpose as
the T defined in Section 2.3. Note that as a part of the state vector, the parameters
are expressed as a function of time. By bringing together the contemplated building
blocks for the state evolution, we arrive at the model

xk+1 = gk(xk) (3.3)

where gk(·) acts as an identity operator for the first 2nm entries of its argument corre-
sponding to the parameters: gk(xk) = [ (Tµ(tk))T (Tτ̆ (tk))T . . . ]T . To describe
the remaining rows, belonging to the system dynamics, we first define
gi,k(µi, τi, si(tk)) as the right hand side of (3.2) where i is restricted to the indices
i1 < i2 < . . . < inm of the selected entries via T. Inclusion of the inputs, such as
tk, tk+1, t∗m and Dm, is collectively handled by the time-dependency of the function
gi,k(·) itself. This implies that we assume precise knowledge on the required future
inputs. Our formulation of the state transition is completed by replacing the variables
(µi, τi, si(tk)) with (x`,k, exp{x`+nm,k}, x`+2nm,k) where ` = 1, . . . , nm and x`,k is the
`th element of xk. Altogether, we have

gk(xk) =



x1,k

...
x2nm,k

gi1,k(x1,k, exp{x1+nm,k}, x1+2nm,k)
...

ginm ,k(xnm,k, exp{x2nm,k}, x3nm,k)


.
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Finally, we introduce the measurement and prediction models along with (3.3) to
form the following nonlinear time-variant state-space model:

xk+1 = gk(xk)

yk = Ckxk + vk (3.4)

qk = Exk

where yk ∈ Rnpk , qk ∈ Rnp , and vk ∈ Rnpk are the same ones in (2.16) and corre-
spond to the measurement vector, the prediction vector, and the zero-mean Gaussian
noise vector (with the covariance Rk � 0), respectively, and

Ck =
[

0npk×2nm

( [
p0
k p1

k · · · pnck
]
⊗ 11×ne

)
TT

]
E =

[
0np×2nm

( [
p0 p1 · · · pnc

]
⊗ 11×ne

)
TT

]
with pk being the vector of measured slit positions from the set P = {p1, p2, . . . , pnp}
at time tk, pi = [ pi1 · · · pinp ]T , and pik being similarly defined.

It is crucial to correctly interpret yk at instants other than the measurement
times. The concept of pseudo-measurements (see, e.g., [28]) is especially practi-
cal when it is needed to perform multiple recursive predictions based on the same
parameter estimate in the absence of a measurement. Therefore we intentionally set
Rk = R(tk)→ diag(∞, . . . ,∞) at tk 6∈ T to exclude such non-existing measurements
from any algorithm and ultimately, to skip a possible parameter update stage.

3.3 Estimation and prediction algorithms

In this section, we first investigate the counterparts of the celebrated Kalman filter
(KF) [45] for our nonlinear state-space model. Expressed in terms of our model (3.4),
it is well known that Kalman filtering is based on minimizing the cost function [41]

Jk(x0, . . . ,xk) = ‖x0−x∗0‖2P−1
0

+

k∑
i=1

‖yi−Cixi‖2R−1
i

+

k∑
i=1

‖xi−gi−1(xi−1)‖2
Q−1
i−1

(3.5)

where x∗0 and P0 are the mean and the covariance, respectively, of the initial state x0

and Q−1
i−1 → diag(∞, . . . ,∞), having the dimension nx, assures that the state transi-

tion holds exactly. Therefore, the minimization of (3.5) is equivalent to the minimiza-
tion of

Jk(x0, . . . ,xk) = ‖x0 − x∗0‖2P−1
0

+
k∑
i=1

‖yi −Cixi‖2R−1
i

subject to: xi = gi−1(xi−1) for i = 1, . . . , k (3.6)

in terms of having the same solution. By means of algorithms that solve this min-
imization, the estimates x̂0, . . . , x̂k can be computed. Due to the nonlinearity, the
analytical solution to this problem can not be determined and the use of the KF is
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precluded. Therefore, we inevitably settle for suboptimal results [38]. Based on the
linearly parametrized approximate model in Chapter 2, it is clear that the nonlinear-
ities for lens heating are not severe. For this reason, the presence of Gaussian mea-
surement noise, together with demands on real-time calculation speeds, we assess the
basic extended Kalman filter (EKF) and unscented Kalman filter (UKF) algorithms on
the nonlinear state-space model, and do not head for complicated and computation-
ally intensive approaches such as particle filters. In addition, by following the same
strategy in Section 2.4, we design an estimator with its regularization matrix of the
parameters (the upper-left matrix of the size 2nm× 2nm in P−1

0 ) being dependent on
time.

3.3.1 Extended Kalman filter

One of the routes to overcome the problem of nonlinearity is to locally linearize the
nonlinear functions around the operating points of interest, which are the most recent
estimates. The Taylor expansion provides the means for achieving linear models in
the EKF. Because of additional complexity, we proceed with its most widespread form
where only the first term is retained:

xi = gi−1(xi−1) ≈ gi−1(x̂i−1) + Ĝi−1(xi−1 − x̂i−1) (3.7)

for i = 1, . . . , k, where Ĝi−1 = (dgi−1(x)/dx)|x=x̂i−1
is defined as the Jacobian matrix

of gi−1 evaluated at x̂i−1. Note that EKFs with higher order Taylor expansions also
exist in return for the increased computational complexity. For an example, the reader
is referred to [38] for the consideration of the second-order term, leading to the
second-order EKF.

In the estimation problem, only x̂k is of interest, rather than the whole set of
estimates starting from x̂0. For this reason, the cost function (3.5) can be transformed
into a new one that depends solely on xk by using the assumption

xi−1 = Ĝ−1
i−1xi − Ĝ−1

i−1gi−1(x̂i−1) + x̂i−1 (3.8)

which results from the first-order expansion (3.7). In this way, the third term in (3.5),
which corresponds to the constraint in (3.6), can be incorporated into the second term
that relates to the measurement model. By writing out this combination of terms for
the first few time instants, as in

k = 1 : ‖y1 −C1x1‖2R−1
1

k = 2 : ‖(y1 + C1Ĝ
−1
1 g1(x̂1)−C1x̂1)− (C1Ĝ

−1
1 )x2‖2R−1

1
+ ‖y2 −C2x2‖2R−1

2

k = 3 : ‖(y1 + C1Ĝ
−1
1 g1(x̂1)−C1x̂1 + C1Ĝ

−1
1 Ĝ−1

2 g2(x̂2)−C1Ĝ
−1
1 x̂2)−

(C1Ĝ
−1
1 Ĝ−1

2 )x3‖2R−1
1

+ ‖(y2 + C2Ĝ
−1
2 g2(x̂2)−C2x̂2)− (C2Ĝ

−1
2 )x3‖2R−1

2
+

‖y3 −C3x3‖2R−1
3
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it can be deduced that

‖yk −Ckxk‖2Wk
=

k∑
i=1

‖yi −Cixi‖2R−1
i

+
k∑
i=1

‖xi − gi−1(xi−1)‖2
Q−1
i−1

(3.9)

where

yk =

[
yk−1 + Ck−1(Ĝ−1

k−1gk−1(x̂k−1)− x̂k−1)
yk

]
, Ck =

[
Ck−1Ĝ

−1
k−1

Ck

]
, (3.10)

Wk = blockdiag(Wk−1,Wk), with y1 = y1, C1 = C1, W1 = R−1
1 , and Wk = R−1

k .

Note that the dimension of yk, Ck, and Wk grow with k. In a similar manner, by
using (3.8) and recalling that x̂0 = x∗0, the first term in (3.5) that relates to the error
in the initial state is written out for the first few time instants in terms of xk:

k = 1 : ‖x1 − g0(x̂0)‖2
(Ĝ−1

0 )TP−1
0 Ĝ−1

0

k = 2 : ‖x2 − (Ĝ1g0(x̂0) + g1(x̂1)− Ĝ1x̂1)‖2
(Ĝ−1

1 )T (Ĝ−1
0 )TP−1

0 Ĝ−1
0 Ĝ−1

1

k = 3 : ‖x3 − (Ĝ2Ĝ1g0(x̂0) + Ĝ2g1(x̂1)− Ĝ2Ĝ1x̂1+

g2(x̂2)− Ĝ2x̂2)‖2
(Ĝ−1

2 )T (Ĝ−1
1 )T (Ĝ−1

0 )TP−1
0 Ĝ−1

0 Ĝ−1
1 Ĝ−1

2

,

from which it can be derived that

‖xk − x∗k‖2Φk
= ‖x0 − x∗0‖2P−1

0
(3.11)

where

x∗k = Ĝk−1x
∗
k−1 + gk−1(x̂k−1)− Ĝk−1x̂k−1 and Φk = (Ĝ−1

k−1)TΦk−1Ĝ
−1
k−1, (3.12)

with Φ0 = P−1
0 . Finally, (3.9) and (3.11) are brought together to form the simplified

cost function

Jk(xk) = (yk −Ckxk)TWk(yk −Ckxk) + (xk − x∗k)TΦk(xk − x∗k). (3.13)

Based on this derivation, the following theorem can be stated:

Theorem 3.3.1 In terms of having the same solution x̂k, the minimization of (3.13)
is equivalent to the minimization of (3.5) subject to the constraint gi−1(xi−1) =

gi−1(x̂i−1) + Ĝi−1(xi−1 − x̂i−1) (first-order Taylor approximation). Moreover, the
optimal solution x̂k is given by (proven in Appendix B)

x̂k = (C
T

kWkCk + Φk)−1(C
T

kWkyk + Φkx
∗
k) (3.14)

and can be computed in a recursive manner by means of the EKF’s system of equations
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(derivation given in Appendix B):

x̂k|k−1 = gk−1(x̂k−1) (3.15a)

Pk|k−1 = Ĝk−1Pk−1Ĝ
T
k−1 (3.15b)

q̂k = Ex̂k|k−1 (3.15c)

Pq,k = EPk|k−1E
T (3.15d)

x̂k = x̂k|k−1 + Kk(yk −Ckx̂k|k−1) (3.15e)

Pk = Pk|k−1 −KkCkPk|k−1 (3.15f)

where
Kk = Pk|k−1C

T
k (CkPk|k−1C

T
k + Rk)−1, (3.16)

the pairs (x̂k|k−1,Pk|k−1) and (x̂k,Pk) denote the a priori and a posteriori state
estimates and their covariances at time tk, respectively, and the recursions start from
the Gaussian pdf N (x0; x̂0,P0), with the mean x̂0 = x∗0 and the covariance P0. �

In the KF framework, (3.15a) and (3.15b) compose the prediction stage. However,
the fact that we are eventually concerned with the auxiliary outputs (inferred from
the predicted pdf) dictates an additional prediction step provided by (3.15c) and
(3.15d). Furthermore, (3.15e) and (3.15f) are referred to as the update stage of the
filter, and if there are no measurements, this stage becomes obsolete since the gain
matrix Kk is then zero due to the infinite Rk.

It is apparent from the recursions that the EKF [43] copies the exact mechanism of
the KF and propagates Gaussian approximations of the probability densities by means
of local linearizations. The EKF will perform well in the presence of small nonlin-
earities and Gaussian noise terms. Owing to its straightforward implementation and
speed, it has been widely preferred in tracking applications [8].

Remark 3.3.2 It is important to show that nonlinear Kalman filtering is the counter-
part of the minimization of the cost function in (2.20) with the restriction that the
regularization term is constant, meaning that Φk = Φ. For simplicity and without any
loss of generalization, we demonstrate the equivalence of the two cost function struc-
tures for the EKF, which treats the nonlinearities via first-order Taylor expansions.
Since the cost function in (2.20) only consists of parameters, we need to express
(3.13) also as a function of only the parameters in xk, that are, the first 2nm ele-
ments in xk. For this purpose, we partition the utilized variables with respect to the
estimated µ, τ̆ , and s:

xk =

[
xp,k

xs,k

]
=


xµ,k

xτ̆ ,k

xs,k

 , x∗k =

[
x∗p,k

x∗s,k

]
=


x∗µ,k

x∗τ̆ ,k

x∗s,k

 , Ck =
[

Cµ,k Cτ̆ ,k Cs,k

]
,

G̃−1
k−1 = Ĝ−1

0 Ĝ−1
1 . . . Ĝ−1

k−1 =

[
G̃11,k−1

G̃21,k−1

]
=


I 0 0

0 I 0

G̃−1
µ,k−1 G̃−1

τ̆ ,k−1 G̃−1
s,k−1
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where G̃−1
k−1 ∈ Rnx×nx and x•,k,x

∗
•,k ∈ Rnm , G̃−1

•,k−1 ∈ Rnm×nm , and C•,k ∈ Rñp×nm

given that “•” is µ, τ̆ , or s. Furthermore, we define P−1
0 = blockdiag(P−1

p,0,P
−1
s,0)

where P−1
p,0 and P−1

s,0 are positive definite matrices having the dimensions 2nm and
nm, respectively. Based on these definitions, the regularization term can be written
as follows:

(xk−x∗k)TΦk(xk − x∗k)

= (xk − x∗k)T (G̃−1
k−1)T

([
P−1
p,0 0
0 0

]
+

[
0 0
0 P−1

s,0

])
G̃−1
k−1(xk − x∗k)

= (xp,k − x∗p,k)TP−1
p,0(xp,k − x∗p,k) + (xk − x∗k)T G̃T

21,k−1P
−1
s,0G̃21,k−1(xk − x∗k)

(3.17)
where the last term is actually a constraint because we have P−1

s,0 → diag(∞, . . . ,∞)
since without dose injections, it is certain that all s are equal to zero at time zero
(x∗s,0 = 0). This constraint holds if and only if G̃21,k−1(xk − x∗k) = 0. Writing this
equation in explicit form and leaving xs,k on one side results in

xs,k = (x∗s,k + G̃s,k−1G̃
−1
µ,k−1x

∗
µ,k + G̃s,k−1G̃

−1
τ̆ ,k−1x

∗
τ̆ ,k)

−(G̃s,k−1G̃
−1
µ,k−1)xµ,k − (G̃s,k−1G̃

−1
τ̆ ,k−1)xτ̆ ,k.

This equation is used to eliminate xs,k from yk−Ckxk = yk−(Cµ,kxµ,k+Cτ̆ ,kxτ̆ ,k+
Cs,kxs,k) in (3.13):

yk −Ckxk = yp,k −Cp,kxp,k (3.18)

where

yp,k = yk −Cs,k(x∗s,k + G̃s,k−1G̃
−1
µ,k−1x

∗
µ,k + G̃s,k−1G̃

−1
τ̆ ,k−1x

∗
τ̆ ,k)

Cp,k =
[
Cµ,k −Cs,kG̃s,k−1G̃

−1
µ,k−1 Cτ̆ ,k −Cs,kG̃s,k−1G̃

−1
τ̆ ,k−1

]
.

Since the constraint (the last term) in (3.17) is incorporated into (3.18), the reg-
ularization term is now (xk − x∗k)TΦk(xk − x∗k) = (xp,k − x∗p,k)TP−1

p,0(xp,k − x∗p,k).
Moreover, x∗p,k = x∗p,0 because the update of x∗k in (3.12) becomes x∗k = x∗k−1 for the
parameter components (the first 2nm elements in x∗k). By modifying the regulariza-
tion term with respect to this observation and then by combining it with (3.18), the
cost function (3.13) is turned into

Jk(xp,k) = (yp,k −Cp,kxp,k)TWk(yp,k −Cp,kxp,k) + (xp,k − x∗p,0)TP−1
p,0(xp,k − x∗p,0).

(3.19)
Considering that the counterpart of x∗p,0 in the cost function in (2.20) is equal to zero,
Jk now has the same structure as the function in (2.20) if Φk is a constant matrix
for all k, corresponding to the KF. In addition, unlike the case in (2.20), C is now
dependent on the estimates due to the treatment of nonlinearities. �

As experimented in Chapter 2, this chapter will also investigate whether a time-
dependent P−1

p,0 can lead to a performance enhancement, but before forging ahead
directly, another technique to treat the nonlinearities will be emphasized.
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3.3.2 Unscented Kalman filter

Performance degradation due to the analytical linearization approach of the EKF has
been mitigated by the UKF [44], [75]. Based on linearization in a statistical man-
ner, the UKF still maintains the Gaussian properties, but leaves the nonlinearities un-
touched. In particular, the unscented transformation (UT) is utilized for calculating
the mean and covariance of a random vector that undergoes a nonlinear transforma-
tion.

We illustrate the operating principles of the UT on an arbitrary nonlinear function
h : Rna → Rnb that propagates the random vector a to yield the random vector b.
The UT solves the problem of finding the first two moments of b, given the mean â
and the covariance Pa of a, along with the function h(·). The technique starts by
deterministically choosing 2na + 1 weighted samples of a, called sigma points, such
that they completely capture â and Pa. These samples and their associated weights
are denoted by Si =

(
Xi, w(i)

m

)
where i = 0, . . . , 2na.

(
X0, w

(0)
m

)
=

(
â,

λ̃

na + λ̃

)
(
Xi, w(i)

m

)na
i=1

=

(
â +

[((
na + λ̃

)
Pa

)1/2]
i
,

1

2
(
na + λ̃

))
(
Xi, w(i)

m

)2na
i=na+1

=

(
â−

[((
na + λ̃

)
Pa

)1/2]
i
,

1

2
(
na + λ̃

))

stands out as the most common choice of the sigma points where
[((

na + λ̃
)
Pa

)1/2]
i

is the ith column of the matrix square root of (na+ λ̃)Pa and λ̃ = α2
ukf(na+κukf)−na,

with κukf usually chosen as zero and 0 ≤ αukf ≤ 1 being the tuning parameter that
controls the spread of the sigma points [38].

Let the following define the auxiliary weights

w(0)
c = w(0)

m + (1− α2
ukf + βukf), w

(i)
c = w(i)

m for i = 1, . . . , 2na,

where βukf incorporates knowledge on the higher order moments and has the optimal
value of 2 for a Gaussian prior [75]. These weights become useful in computing the
posterior mean and covariance as in

b̂ =

2na∑
i=0

w(i)
m h(Xi) and Pb =

2na∑
i=0

w(i)
c

(
h(Xi)− b̂

)(
h(Xi)− b̂

)T
.

The covariance equation uses the modified weights w(i)
c instead of simply keeping

w
(i)
m in order to prevent a possibly non-positive semidefinite Pb.

The UKF incorporates the described propagation scheme in the KF framework. As
shown in [68], the matrix form of UKF presents a compact view of the filter equations
without redundant complexity in notation. This requires the convention that the ith
column of the matrix g(X) is formed by inserting the ith column of X into g(·). In
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such a fashion, the UKF equations for the state prediction are

x̂k|k−1 = gk−1(Xk−1)wm

Pk|k−1 = gk−1(Xk−1)WgTk−1(Xk−1)

where

Xk−1 =
[

x̂k−1 · · · x̂k−1

]
+

√
λ̃+ nx

[
0nx×1 P

1/2
k−1 −P

1/2
k−1

]
wm =

[
w

(0)
m · · · w

(2nx)
m

]T
and W = Vdiag

(
w(0)
c , . . . , w(2nx)

c

)
VT ,

with V = I2nx+1 −
[

wm · · · wm

]
∈ R2nx+1×2nx+1 and Xk−1 ∈ Rnx×(2nx+1).

Regarding the prediction stage of outputs and the update stage, equations
(3.15c)−(3.15f), along with (3.16), stay unchanged, and this formulation takes the
name Rao-Blackwellized UKF [15] as it directly integrates the KF into the applicable
linear parts, thereby leading to reduced Monte-Carlo variance. Even so, we still use
the abbreviation UKF for brevity.

Unlike the situation in the EKF, there is no computation of a derivative in the
UKF. Instead, function evaluations are sufficient for taking care of the nonlinearities.
Theoretically, the capability of the UKF in capturing the mean and covariance of a
transformed variable comes close to the capability of the second-order EKF where the
second-order term in the Taylor expansion is also taken into account [38].

3.3.3 Modified extended Kalman filter

Returning back to the EKF with the cost function (3.19), we can convert the regular-
ization matrix Φ = P−1

p,0 to a time-dependent one by following the same strategy in
Section 2.4. Regarding the EKF, the specific structure of this matrix is Φ = P−1

p,0 =
blockdiag(αµI, ατ̆ I) where each block is of the size nm × nm, and αµ and ατ̆ are pos-
itive constants. By multiplying Φ with a positive scalar that varies with time, Φk can
be achieved. This Φk will be referred to as ΦMEKF,k in this subsection, and the modi-
fied EKF that utilizes ΦMEKF,k will be abbreviated as MEKF throughout the remainder
of this chapter.

Since µ and τ̆ have different physical meanings and magnitudes, the use of a
common multiplier for all elements in ΦMEKF,k may lead to performance degrada-
tion. Based on simulations, we decided to keep the ατ̆ I block the same and use the
multiplier for the αµI block. In this way and in agreement with (2.39),

ΦMEKF,k = blockdiag

((
αr
‖Cp,k‖
‖yp,k‖

)2

αµI, ατ̆ I

)
(3.20)

where αr is computed via the generalized cross-validation (GCV) method [30]. Be-
sides averaging the regularization parameter αr over test cases, runs, Zernikes, and
available time instants, other factors that increase suboptimality are the dependency
of Cp,k on the EKF’s estimates and the limitation of the RegTools package [36] that
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considers αr also as the multiplier of ατ̆ during the computations. By performing
various simulations with different values of αr, it is made sure that these subopti-
malities do not lead to an αr (via the GCV method) that would visibly degrade the
performance. In summary, the MEKF estimates the parameters by minimizing the cost
function

Jk(xp,k) = (yp,k−Cp,kxp,k)TWk(yp,k−Cp,kxp,k)+(xp,k−x∗p,0)TΦMEKF,k(xp,k−x∗p,0)
(3.21)

that has the explicit solution

x̂p,k = (C
T

p,kWkCp,k + ΦMEKF,k)−1(C
T

p,kWkyp,k + ΦMEKF,kx
∗
p,0). (3.22)

Similar to the EKF, the MEKF also permits a recursive formulation, as covered in
Appendix B, and for this purpose, the Frobenius norm of Cp,k should be employed in
(3.20), in the same way as in (2.42).

3.3.4 Minexp MSE solution

Since the minexp MSE strategy led to a performance enhancement when using the
linearly parametrized model, its counterpart for the original model is investigated as
well. Following a similar design to the one in Chapter 2, the ellipsoidal set is now
defined based on the estimates from the MEKF:

(xp,k − x∗p,0)TΦMEKF,k(xp,k − x∗p,0) ≤ (x̂p,k − x∗p,0)TΦMEKF,k(x̂p,k − x∗p,0)

where x̂p,k consists of the estimates from the MEKF and ΦMEKF,k is defined as in
(3.20). Then, the minexp MSE solution minimizes the cost function

Jk(xp,k) = (yp,k−Cp,kxp,k)TWk(yp,k−Cp,kxp,k)+(xp,k−x∗p,0)TΦEXP,k(xp,k−x∗p,0)
(3.23)

where
ΦEXP,k =

2nm + 2

(x̂p,k − x∗p,0)TΦMEKF,k(x̂p,k − x∗p,0)
ΦMEKF,k.

Note that (3.23) has the same form as the cost function of the MEKF given by (3.21),
with the only difference that here ΦMEKF,k is replaced with ΦEXP,k. Therefore, the
explicit solution (3.22) and the recursive formulation of the MEKF provided in Ap-
pendix B remain applicable for this route by simply replacing ΦMEKF,k with ΦEXP,k.
Moreover, the abbreviation NL-EXP is used to distinguish this minexp MSE solution
from the one for the linearly parametrized model (which was abbreviated as EXP).

3.4 Illustrative cases

In this section, the same performance metrics, simulation settings, and test cases from
Section 2.6 are utilized, unless stated otherwise. In addition, solver-specific settings
belonging to the nonlinear solutions should be defined, as is detailed next.
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Figure 3.1: Optimal regularization parameters via the GCV method for Z2-Z25 of
the simulated dipole-X and dipole-Y illumination cases. Note that Zernikes are not
distinguished from each other since it is the extent of disparity of the curves that is of
importance.

Selection of the solver parameters

First, the application of the GCV method to determine the regularization parame-
ters is described. Figures 3.1(a) and 3.1(b) display the computed optimal values for√
α = αr(‖Cp,k‖/‖yp,k‖) and αr, respectively, for Z2-Z25 of the simulated dipole-

X and dipole-Y illumination cases. Similar to the observations from Figure 2.4, the
curves of αr again show a small disparity in contrast to those of

√
α. For this rea-

son, a decision on the value for αr of the MEKF is made based on Figure 3.1(b) by
averaging the curves among themselves and, then, over the time instants (wafers),
resulting in αr = 0.86. On the other hand, due to the large disparity between the
curves, Figure 3.1(a) is not utilized in the selection of the initial covariance of the
EKF and the UKF, which would give α = 2.7 by averaging. Instead, based on simula-
tions with different settings, α = 1 was chosen. By observing from Figure 3.1(a) that
most of the curves are located around this value, this decision can be interpreted as
placing more emphasis on the number of Zernike curves that are accurately described
instead of also accounting for the Zernike curves that go beyond some value such as
5 (which are generally lower Zernikes like Z2-Z5). Therefore, for the EKF and the
UKF, we are left with Φ = P−1

p,0 = blockdiag(αµI, ατ̆ I) where αµ = 0.1 and ατ̆ = 10
are determined based on simulations. In addition, the UKF has its specific parameters
chosen as αukf = 0.02, βukf = 2, and κukf = 5. Concerning the initial estimates, we
have

x∗µ,0 = 1nm
2 ×1 ⊗

[
0
0

]
, x∗τ̆ ,0 = 1nm

2 ×1 ⊗
[

ln(100)
ln(2000)

]
, x∗s,0 = 1nm

2 ×1 ⊗
[

0
0

]
where the estimates for the scaling factors and the dynamic component of the state
vector are initially zero, as in Chapter 2.
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3.4.1 Inclusion of the nonlinear solutions to the considered
test cases

In order to include the new solvers to the comparisons in Section 2.6, we again con-
sider the dipole-X and dipole-Y illumination cases with synthetic data and also the
dipole-Y and the rotated dipole scenarios with real data. For each test case, we com-
pare the four nonlinear solutions (EKF, UKF, MEKF, and NL-EXP) among themselves
and relate them to their linear counterparts for the aim of revealing which model is
more advantageous in terms of producing better predictions of the Zernikes.

By inspection of the plots in Figure 3.2, it is observed that the NL-EXP performs
the best, followed by the MEKF, and then, the UKF and the EKF, which is in total
agreement with the ranking from Chapter 2. As a difference, the KF has two counter-
parts here, which are the EKF and the UKF. Looking closely to the lower Zernikes, the
UKF offers a negligible improvement over the EKF, but nonetheless, its performance
is barely distinguishable from the EKF’s. On Figure 3.3, only the best performing lin-
ear and nonlinear solutions (EXP and NL-EXP) are plotted for succinctness. Although
the performance is hardly altered, the EXP solution here is based on the TIKGCV to
be in parallel with the design of the NL-EXP that is based on the solution with the
GCV method. As is apparent from the plots, the NL-EXP provides no enhancement
over the EXP which is evidently even better at the lower Zernikes. This conclusion
is also observed to be true when other nonlinear routes are compared to their linear
counterparts.

When experimental data is in use, the previous conclusions remain valid (see Fig-
ures 3.4 and 3.5), with the additional observation that the error curves of the MEKF
and NL-EXP are grouped more closer and separate from those of the EKF and UKF.
Thus, these results clearly point out that the linearly parametrized model behaves
identically to the original model from where the simulation measurements are gen-
erated. Over the covered test cases, the linearly parametrized model should be pre-
ferred to eliminate the extra computational load to deal with the nonlinearities and
to simplify the design and analysis of the solvers.

3.4.2 Example of a long lot scenario

Long lot cases pose the risk of divergence especially for the linear solutions since the
time constants of each field effect are fixed at [30, 120, 480, 1920] seconds. If time con-
stants larger than 1920 are encountered, then using the linearly parametrized model
may no longer be satisfactory. Here, we consider a simplified long lot scenario con-
sisting of 300 wafers where only one time constant (and hence one nonzero scaling
factor) is present, under the assumption that only one time constant usually domi-
nates the long term effects. This time constant is taken to be in the field effect offset
and have the value τ = 3000.

Figure 3.6 presents the results with respect to the RMS and MAX errors where
all solvers have the prior knowledge that only the first field effect (offset) exists.
Regarding the nonlinear solutions, the UKF performed reliably, whereas the EKF (and
also its extensions MEKF and NL-EXP) displayed a divergent behavior. Considering
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Figure 3.2: RMS and MAX errors for the simulated dipole-X (first two plots) and
dipole-Y (last two plots) illumination scenarios covering the Zernikes 2-25.
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Figure 3.3: RMS and MAX errors for the simulated dipole-X (first two plots) and
dipole-Y (last two plots) illumination scenarios covering the Zernikes 2-25.
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Figure 3.4: RMS and MAX errors for the dipole-Y (first two plots) and the rotated
dipole (last two plots) scenarios with real data covering the Zernikes 5-25.
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Figure 3.5: RMS and MAX errors for the dipole-Y (first two plots) and the rotated
dipole (last two plots) scenarios with real data covering the Zernikes 5-25.
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Figure 3.6: Zoomed-in plots of the RMS and MAX errors for the long lot scenario
where the linear minexp MSE solution (EXP) has been evaluated with 5 different
time constant selections.

that the initial estimate is 2000 for these solutions, the UKF was able to cope with the
large deviation of 1000 from the underlying value.

Among the linear solutions, the minexp MSE solution (EXP) has been selected to
illustrate the consequences of using the linearly parametrized model (although any
linear solution performed quite similarly). The first five curves in the plots belong to
the results with the EXP in which the last time constant was modified to the indicated
values. From these plots, it is clear that all selections lead to errors that increase with
time where the increment depends on the accuracy of the prior knowledge. Since a
very high accuracy around ±200 from the underlying value would rarely be available
and the divergent behavior can not be prevented, the UKF appears as the solution to
prefer for the long lot cases.

3.5 Conclusions

Adapted from the theoretical framework in Chapter 2, counterparts of the linear pre-
dictors have been developed for the nonlinearly parametrized model. The recursive
algorithms of the extended Kalman filter (EKF) and the unscented Kalman filter (UKF)
are introduced as the counterparts of the Kalman filter for the linear setting that mini-
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mizes the quadratic residual along with a constant regularization matrix. On the other
hand, the modified extended Kalman filter (MEKF) and its extension to the minexp
MSE approach (NL-EXP) are developed as the counterparts of the improved predictor
via the GCV method (TIKGCV) and the minexp MSE predictor (EXP), respectively, from
Subsection 2.6.2.

By carrying out a similar performance analysis as in Section 2.6, it is concluded
that, besides the long lot scenarios, every nonlinear solution performs almost iden-
tically to its linear counterpart and, therefore, provides no advantages in return for
the increased computations and complexity. Concerning long lot cases, the UKF can
cope with larger time constants better than the other techniques which are prone to
divergent behavior.
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Abstract

Ranking already among the dominant causes of imaging errors in photolithography,
deformation of reticles due to inevitable heating is becoming progressively more cru-
cial in extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography as the source power continually in-
creases, leading to higher levels of absorption of the EUV light by reticles. Accurate
predictions of such deformations are essential for a control scheme to mitigate the
consequent impact on exposed layers. To serve this purpose, a large-scale thermo-
mechanical model in partially linear state-space form is derived by using the finite
element method (FEM). The temperature-dependent coefficient of thermal expansion
of materials produces the only nonlinearity in the model that is present in the output
equations. Since only low-order models are feasible for real-time use, this model is
subjected to several model reduction techniques to arrive at the best compact model
with respect to its prediction performance, compaction rate, and easiness of computa-
tion. Treating the simulation outputs from a FEM software model as the benchmark,
the proper orthogonal decomposition approach combined with the discrete empirical
interpolation method is selected as the most suitable route for the studied application.
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4.1 Introduction

The unceasing demand for increasingly smaller semiconductor devices urges the lit-
hography industry to figure out surpassing solutions to the major technological prob-
lems on the horizon. One of the promising routes to pattern finer features in the
present state of the art is the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography [46]. At the
core of this technology are light source options that produce and steer EUV pho-
tons at an imaging wavelength of 13.5 nanometers. Although the future of EUV
lithography is fraught with challenges, today’s main hurdle is to accelerate chip pro-
duction by achieving higher power levels with the light source [63]. Apart from this
fact, the evident shrink in feature sizes in comparison to the deep ultraviolet (DUV)
lithography imposes more stringent requirements on the tolerable imaging errors.
Accordingly, most correction mechanisms and hence underlying models pertaining
to a wafer scanner have to be revised or created from scratch by accounting for the
architectural differences between the EUV and DUV tools. In the scope of imaging
quality, the reticle (mask) [1] and elements of the projection optics [11] are among
the primary contributors to thermally induced aberrations, which result in imaging
errors. These components are subjected to the energy emitted from the light source
during exposures, and they consequently deform due to the heat absorption. Com-
pensation actions driven by accurate models are necessary to counteract the effects of
such phenomena on the resultant layers. In particular, this chapter limits the context
to reduced-order thermo-mechanical modeling of the EUV reticle from a large-scale
model that is obtained with the aid of the finite element method (FEM). In modeling
and related simulations, a light source power level around 250 W is assumed, which
is the planned value by 2015 [64], as is mentioned in the Introduction chapter. By
means of simplified models that capture the most important dynamics, efficient esti-
mation and control strategies can be realized. Being the only earlier investigation on
this topic and as already described in Subsection 1.2.3, [13] lacks an exact mechan-
ical model, the use of reduction techniques on it, the use of the proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD) method, and the incorporation of different initial thermal con-
ditions into reduction schemes. Besides the consideration of initial conditions that is
covered in Chapter 5, the remaining shortcomings are eliminated in this chapter.

As the first step in modeling, the short stroke chuck (the portion of the short
stroke stage containing the reticle and its nearby components) is considered and then
spatially discretized to make the FEM operational. In this way, partial differential
equations (PDEs), along with their boundary conditions (BCs) and initial conditions
(ICs), pertaining to heat transfer are approximated as a system of ordinary differen-
tial equations (ODEs) and their ICs, constituting the state evolution in a state-space
model. The output model is formed by the mechanical part that is taken as a static re-
lation from temperatures to displacements because the time scale in the thermal prob-
lem is much longer than the one on the structural side. In spite of linear dynamics,
the displacements depend nonlinearly on the thermal loads due to the temperature-
dependent coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of materials. This characteristic
of the CTE is among the major differences of EUV components from the DUV compo-
nents, where the CTE can be taken as constant over the temperature range of interest.
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the followed research approach.

Since the state-space model constructed via the FEM consists of large matrices,
compact modeling methods are needed to reduce the associated computational costs.
Balanced truncation [55,77], Krylov subspace methods [7,34], and the POD method
[69] are commonly used techniques across a wide range of engineering fields. Al-
though these methods reduce the dimension of the state vector, the complexity of
evaluating the nonlinear terms in the output model remains unchanged. Nonlin-
ear reduction methods like the trajectory piecewise-linear (TPWL) approach [33,65],
missing point estimation (MPE) [6] approach, and discrete empirical interpolation
method (DEIM) [17] address the mentioned problem and are applied to the model
that has already been linearly reduced. Among these routes, we emphasize the POD
and DEIM as they provide good results in cost of an acceptable amount of computa-
tions.

Figure 4.1 summarizes the followed research approach that utilizes spatial dis-
cretization in combination with model reduction techniques (which are applied to a
partially linear state-space model) to arrive at computationally cheap models that are
suitable for real-time estimation and control.

4.2 Description of the modeled components

The short stroke chuck and also an illustration of its side view to discern its main
building blocks are displayed in Figure 4.2. The undermost component is the reticle
on which a rectangular illumination area and, in the remaining area around it, several
displacement sensor markers are located. As the most common scenario, this work
utilizes all of the illumination area rather than subjecting only parts of it to the in-
coming light. Further, the heating occurring there is assumed to be uniform because
the reticle, illuminated through a slit, scans almost instantaneously. Note also that
any variation in the thermal properties caused by a spatial distribution of different
structures on the reticle is neglected. Since EUV roadmaps [54] aim at an increased
source power to speed up production, reticle temperature profiles are likely to get
higher. EUV reticles are made up of a multi-layer reflective coating (omitted in the
model) deposited on an ultra-low expansion glass (ULE) substrate in order to gener-
ate a high level of reflected light and, consequently, to alleviate thermal distortions.
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Figure 4.2: Left: Schematic of the short stroke chuck. Right: Illustration of the
subcomponents from side view.

The clamp, a thin front plate of the chuck built of ZERODUR (another low expan-
sion material), provides the electrostatic forces for the reticle to be held against its
pimpled bottom surface [23]. The protrusions to which the reticle is clamped are
often referred to as burls. The burls reduce the contact surface and thereby lessen
sticking effects [32], and between the burls is a backfill gas (hydrogen) to promote
a better heat transfer from the reticle to the chuck. Located on the top of the clamp,
the chuck is also composed of ZERODUR, and either the clamp or the chuck contains
a cooling network to diminish increases in temperature of the reticle.

In our analyses, two distinct designs of the short stroke chuck are considered that
only differ by where the cooling channels are located:

• Chuck cooling design, also referred to as the MK2 design, corresponds to the
geometry where the cooling channels are placed inside the chuck.

• Clamp cooling design, also referred to as the MK4 design, corresponds to the
geometry where the cooling channels are placed inside the clamp.

Since the clamp is closer to the reticle, the MK4 design provides a better cooling solu-
tion to the reticle, leading to lower temperatures than those encountered in the MK2
design. Needless to say, each design has its own challenges in the path of realization,
and at the time of this work, there has not been a solid decision on the preference of
the ultimate design by the experts at ASML.

For implementing the model, the choice of a FEM software package was made in
favor of COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS [20], owing to its interface with MATLAB and ability
to return linearized models in state-space form. This interface enables the transfer of
information on the model from one software platform to the other, and consequently,
complexity reduction routines can efficiently be performed in MATLAB. Simulations
are run with piecewise linear shape (basis) functions on the discretized geometries
of the two cooling designs, both individually having around 55,000 nodes (mesh
points) and 250,000 tetrahedral elements. Being the most heated region, the reticle’s
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bottom surface is meshed extremely fine. The route of using a quarter geometry is not
considered due to the limited symmetry of the temperatures and displacements. The
symmetry is only with respect to the the y-axis in Figure 4.2, owing to the positioning
of the cooling channels along this direction. Moreover, a half geometry is also not
taken into account because of its relatively low simplification and the complications
associated with the boundary conditions of the newly generated boundaries that do
not exist in reality. When using quarter of half models, such boundaries are inevitably
created from the interior of the complete geometry as it is sliced into pieces.

4.3 Thermo-mechanical modeling

In this section, a large-scale thermo-mechanical model of the short stroke chuck is
derived by means of the FEM, with the aim of uncovering the exact equations that are
in use during simulations of this system in a FEM software package.

4.3.1 Thermal model

From the conservation of thermal energy, the heat transfer equation for the provided
geometry is given by

ρcp
∂T

∂t
= ∇ · (K∇T ) (4.1)

where T = T (x, y, z, t) ∈ R is the temperature at the Cartesian coordinate (x, y, z) and
time t, ∇ =

[
∂/∂x ∂/∂y ∂/∂z

]T
is the gradient operator, “·” denotes the inner

(dot) product, ρ is the material density, cp is the heat capacity, and K is the diagonal
matrix of the thermal conductivities in x, y, and z. Note from Figure 4.2 that the
z-axis is perpendicular to the illuminated area. In general, (4.1) is specialized to a
differential control volume, and in the scope of FEM, this corresponds to an element
with nonzero volume. The associated boundary conditions to an element may be

(−K∇T ) · ñi = 0 for (x, y, z) ∈ Si (4.2a)

(−K∇T ) · ñj = −qj for (x, y, z) ∈ Sj (4.2b)

(−K∇T ) · ñ` = h`(T − T∞,`) for (x, y, z) ∈ S` (4.2c)

where i ∈ Γ1, j ∈ Γ2, ` ∈ Γ3, with each Γ being the set of indices of the surfaces
that are subjected to a distinct type of boundary condition, ñ are the outward surface
normal vectors, qj is the nonzero inward heat flux from the EUV illumination that is
normal to the boundary (surface) Sj , h` 6= 0 is the heat transfer coefficient and T∞, `
is the adjacent fluid’s bulk temperature at the cooling network boundary S`. From
this definition, {Γ1,Γ2,Γ3} is pairwise disjoint. Relating these equations to the geom-
etry at hand, the thermal insulation condition (4.2a) is active at all outer boundaries
except the illuminated area where (4.2b) is valid due to the partial absorption of the
EUV light. Moreover, the convective condition (4.2c) is employed by the boundaries
of the cooling network.
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In what follows next, starting from a single element (tetrahedron) of the mesh,
(4.1) will be rewritten in terms of nodal temperatures to form the corresponding
ODEs. To initiate this conversion, (4.1) is expressed for an arbitrary element by using
the principle of virtual work:∫

Ve

ρcpδT
∂T

∂t
dVe =

∫
Ve

δT (∇ · (K∇T )) dVe (4.3)

where δT = δT (x, y, z, t) ∈ R is a virtual change in temperature and Ve is the element
volume. Afterwards, the right-hand side of (4.3) is manipulated first by using the fact
that (taken from [48] and proven in Appendix C.1)

δT (∇ · (K∇T )) = −(∇δT )T (K∇T ) +∇ · (δT (K∇T )) (4.4)

and then by applying the Divergence Theorem to arrive at a surface integral where
possible, eventually turning into∫

Ve

δT (∇ · (K∇T )) dVe = −
∫
Ve

(∇δT )T (K∇T ) dVe +

∫
Se

δT (K∇T ) · ñ dSe. (4.5)

After the insertion of (4.2) into (4.5), (4.3) can be written as∫
Ve

ρcpδT
∂T

∂t
dVe +

∫
Ve

(∇δT )T (K∇T ) dVe =∑
j∈Γ2

∫
Sj

δTqj dSj +
∑
`∈Γ3

∫
S`

δTh`(T∞,` − T ) dS`. (4.6)

Furthermore, T and δT can both be represented in terms of the nodal quantities as
follows:

T (x, y, z, t) =

nv∑
i=1

Te,i(t)ζi(x, y, z) and δT (x, y, z, t) =

nv∑
i=1

δTe,i(t)ζi(x, y, z) (4.7)

where Te,i(t) ∈ R and δTe,i(t) ∈ R are the temperature and the virtual change in
the temperature, respectively, at the ith node of the element, ζi(x, y, z) ∈ R is the
corresponding shape function that is used for interpolation inside the element, and
nv stands for the number of nodes of the element, which is the same for all ele-
ments. In particular, nv = 4 in our case due to the use of linear shape functions
(with respect to the variables x, y, and z) in tetrahedral elements, meaning that
the nodes of each tetrahedral element correspond to its vertices [29]. By defining
Te = Te(t) = [ Te,1(t) . . . Te,nv (t) ]T ∈ Rnv as the vector of nodal temperatures,
δTe = δTe(t) = [ δTe,1(t) . . . δTe,nv (t) ]T ∈ Rnv as the vector of virtual changes
in the nodal temperatures, and n = n(x, y, z) = [ ζ1(x, y, z) . . . ζnv (x, y, z) ]T ∈
Rnv as the vector of the shape functions of the considered element, (4.7) can be
expressed in the compact form

T = nTTe and δT = nT δTe.
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Then, by substituting these equivalent expressions for T and δT into (4.6), taking
every qj = q (uniform heat flux) and T∞, ` = T∞ (uniform cooling channel tempera-
ture) for our purposes, and doing some rearrangement, the following system of linear
ODEs is obtained from (4.6):

CeṪe + AeTe = Beu∗

where

Ae =

∫
Ve

(∇n)TK(∇n) dVe +
∑
`∈Γ3

h`

∫
S`

nnT dS`, Ce = ρcp

∫
Ve

nnT dVe,

Be =
[∑

j∈Γ2

∫
Sj

n dSj
∑
`∈Γ3

h`
∫
S`

n dS`
]
, and u∗ =

[
q T∞

]T
.

Next, the global sparse matrices Ca, Aa ∈ Rn×n and Ba ∈ Rn×2 in

CaṪa + AaTa = Bau∗ (4.8)

are assembled by summing the contributions from the elements of a mesh [3], where
n denotes the total number of nodes in the mesh. From the list of nodal indices
1, . . . , n, let ıji denote the index of the jth node of the ith element. In this way, the
assembly procedure can mathematically be expressed by

Ca =

ne∑
i=1

Pe,iCe,iP
T
e,i, Aa =

ne∑
i=1

Pe,iAe,iP
T
e,i, and Ba =

ne∑
i=1

Pe,iBe,i

where Ce,i, Ae,i, and Be,i correspond to the matrices Ce, Ae, and Be, respectively, for
the ith element of the mesh, Pe,i ∈ Rn×nv is defined as the matrix whose jth column
is given by the ıji-th column of the identity matrix In, and ne denotes the total number
of elements in the mesh. In summary, each particular element matrix has first been
mapped onto a high-dimensional empty matrix (with its size determined by n instead
of nv) at the entries corresponding to the global indices of the element’s nodes, and
then, all these high-dimensional matrices are combined via summation to result in a
global matrix. In addition to the assembly procedure, Ca and Aa can be permuted
to banded matrices to reduce computational costs, which is typically performed while
running simulations in a finite element software.

Since the heat transfer for the analyzed problem is linear, COMSOL can
automatically extract the system matrices. These matrices are extracted around an
equilibrium point, that is defined by a Tref (a vector in which all elements are Tref)
and a uref = [ qref Tref ]T such that AaTref = Bauref. In view of the thermal dis-
placements, Tref is especially chosen as the temperature at which thermal strains are
zero (22 ◦C). In addition, qref is set to 0 because no heating relates to an equilibrium.
In comparison to the state vector Ta and the input vector u∗ in (4.8), COMSOL uses
the state and the input vectors

T̃a = (1/Tref)P∗(Ta −Tref) and ũ∗ = u∗ − uref in C̃a
˙̃
Ta = ÃaT̃a + B̃aũ∗
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where P∗ is a permutation matrix, changing the ordering of the nodes, and C̃a, Ãa,
and B̃a are the produced system matrices. We take the state vector as the unscaled
temperature difference, by multiplying T̃a, its derivative, and B̃a in the last equation
above with Tref. We adopt the resultant form

Cẋ = Ax + Bu (4.9)

as our thermal model, where x = TrefT̃a = P∗(Ta − Tref), u = ũ∗ = u∗ − uref,
C = C̃a = P∗CaP

T
∗ , A = Ãa = −P∗AaP

T
∗ , B = TrefB̃a = P∗Ba, and the transition

is initiated from x(0) = x0 at t = 0.

4.3.2 Mechanical model

The aim of this subsection is to derive a model that computes the nodal displacements
along the Cartesian axes from the thermal state of the system. In this way, thermal de-
formation throughout the analyzed geometry can be quantified. In modeling, the CTE
will be approximated by a simple polynomial and, as a consequence, a key ingredient
of the derived model will be its algebraic expression that involves multiplications of
various orders of temperature values at the nodes of an element.

The internal equilibrium equation for an elastic body is

DT
∗ σ + b = 0 (4.10)

where σ =
[
σx σy σz τxy τyz τzx

]T
is the stress vector with each σ and τ

corresponding to a normal and a tangential component respectively,

D∗ =

 ∂/∂x 0 0 ∂/∂y 0 ∂/∂z
0 ∂/∂y 0 ∂/∂x ∂/∂z 0
0 0 ∂/∂z 0 ∂/∂y ∂/∂x

T ,
and b =

[
bx by bz

]T
has the body forces. The stress field is linked to the strain

components of elasticity via [61]

σ = E(ε− ε0) + σ0 (4.11)

where ε =
[
εx εy εz γxy γyz γzx

]T
is the strain vector, with the normal

strains ε and tangential strains γ, σ0 and ε0 are the initial stresses and strains respec-
tively, and E is a symmetric matrix which is referred to as the elasticity matrix. For
isotropic materials,

E = blockdiag

 λ/ν − λ λ λ
λ λ/ν − λ λ
λ λ λ/ν − λ

 ,
 µ 0 0

0 µ 0
0 0 µ

 (4.12)

where λ = Eν/((1 + ν)(1− 2ν)) is Lamé’s first parameter and µ = E/(2(1 + ν)) is the
shear modulus, that are both functions of the Young’s modulus E and the Poisson’s
ratio ν.
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The strain vector can be inferred from the displacements by the relation ε = D∗d∗
where d∗ = [ u v w ]T is the vector of displacements along x, y, and z. The initial
strain vector due to thermal strains is ε0 = ϑα(T − Tref) where α = α(T ) is the
temperature-dependent CTE, and ϑ = [ 1 1 1 0 0 0 ]T . Finally, insertion of
these expressions for ε and ε0 into (4.11) returns

σ = ED∗d−Eϑα(T − Tref) + σ0. (4.13)

The present boundary conditions imposed on an element of the meshed geometry
may be

d∗ = 0 for (x, y, z) ∈ Si (4.14a)

bn = rj at Pj = (xj , yj , zj) (4.14b)

where i ∈ Γ4, j ∈ Γ5, with each Γ being the set of indices of the surfaces S or nodes P
that are subjected to the corresponding boundary condition, bn denotes nodal forces
in x, y, and z, and rj is the value taken by bn at Pj . Note that the cardinality of Γ5

is equal to the number of nodes in an element (nv) since zero force values (rj = 0)
are also taken into account in the mathematical presentation to follow. The fixed
boundary condition (4.14a) is encountered on the areas belonging to the top surface
of the whole component as indicated on Figure 4.2, whereas, when nonzero, (4.14b)
relates to the forces defined by Hooke’s law that appear at both ends of every burl.
The latter arises from the fact that each burl is modeled simply with two pointwise
forces applied at the two ends of the line where the burl is located around in reality.

Following a similar methodology to the thermal modeling part, we benefit from
the principle of virtual work to obtain the weak form of (4.10) over an arbitrary
element [13]: ∫

Ve

(δd∗)
TDT
∗ σ dVe +

∫
Ve

(δd∗)
Tb dVe = 0 (4.15)

where δd∗ = [ δu δv δw ]T is the vector of virtual displacements. Analogous to
(4.4) and as proven in Appendix C.2,

(δd∗)
TDT
∗ σ = −(D∗δd∗)

Tσ +∇ · ((δd∗)TΣ)T , where Σ =

 σx τxy τzx
τxy σy τyz
τzx τyz σz


(4.16)

is known as the Cauchy stress tensor, is used in (4.15) to yield∫
Ve

(D∗δd∗)
Tσ dVe =

∫
Ve

(δd∗)
Tb dVe +

∫
Ve

∇ · ((δd∗)TΣ)T dVe.

This is further converted into∫
Ve

(D∗δd∗)
Tσ dVe =

∫
Ve

(δd∗)
Tb dVe +

∫
Se

(δd∗)
TΣñ dSe (4.17)

via the Divergence Theorem. The last term in (4.17) is divided into more terms if
separate forces that act on edges or points are present. In our case, we only have
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nodal forces as shown in (4.14b). Therefore, the additional term
∑
j∈Γ5

(δdj)
T rj is

added to the right-hand side of (4.17) where δdj = δd∗(xj , yj , zj) corresponds to a
virtual nodal displacement. Since we have no volumetric forces (b = 0) or surface
tractions (Σñ = 0), we are eventually left with the equation∫

Ve

(D∗δd∗)
Tσ dVe =

∑
j∈Γ5

(δdj)
T rj . (4.18)

Note that the constraint (4.14a) will be taken into account when solving for the dis-
placements. If Γ5 is empty (i.e., when no burl forces are present at any of the nodes of
an element), then the right-hand side of (4.18) becomes 0. Otherwise, the summation
in (4.18) can be written in compact form by introducing δde = [ δdTi1 . . . δdTinv ]T

and re = [ rTi1 . . . rTinv ]T where i` is the `th element of Γ5:∫
Ve

(D∗δd∗)
Tσ dVe = (δde)

T re. (4.19)

Displacements within an element can be interpolated from the nodal displacements
with the relation

d∗(x, y, z) =

 u(x, y, z)
v(x, y, z)
w(x, y, z)

 =

 ∑nv
i=1 uiζi(x, y, z)∑nv
i=1 viζi(x, y, z)∑nv
i=1 wiζi(x, y, z)

 (4.20)

where ui, vi, and wi are the displacements of the ith node of the element along
x, y, and z, respectively. By defining de = [ u1 v1 w1 . . . unv vnv wnv ]T

and N = N(x, y, z) =
[

N1(x, y, z) . . . Nnv (x, y, z)
]
, with Ni(x, y, z) =

diag(ζi(x, y, z), ζi(x, y, z), ζi(x, y, z)) for i = 1, . . . , nv, (4.20) can be expressed in the
compact form d∗ = Nde. The same can also be done for the virtual displacements:
δd∗ = Nδde where δde = [ (δd1)T . . . (δdnv )T ]T . By utilizing δd∗ = Nδde on
the left-hand side of (4.19), now both sides of the equality have (δde)

T in common.
As it does not vary over the element, (δde)

T can be pushed out of the integral and
then canceled with the same term in front of re, resulting in∫

Ve

STσ dVe = re (4.21)

where S = D∗N. By replacing σ with its equivalent in (4.13) and taking σ0 = 0 as it
applies to the case at hand, (4.21) becomes∫

Ve

STED∗d∗ dVe =

∫
Ve

STEϑα(T − Tref) dVe + re. (4.22)

Moreover, it holds that re = −He2de where He2 is diagonal (of size 3nv) with each
of its nonzero entries being the division of a spring constant by the number of mesh
elements that the corresponding node is shared by. Regarding the CTE, we assume its
temperature dependence as a polynomial expression:

α = α(T ) =

nx∑
i=1

αi(T − Tref)
i−1, (4.23)
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with the coefficients αi, that is quadratic (nx = 3) for the MK2 design and linear
(nx = 2) for the MK4 design because a narrower range of temperatures is relevant in
the latter due to reduced heating of the reticle. Under these assumptions, (4.22) is
altered via T − Tref = nT (Te −Tref) and d∗ = Nde to include the nodal values. This
ends up with

Hede = fe (4.24)

where

He = He1 + He2 and fe =

nx∑
i=1

αi

∫
Ve

STEϑ(nT (Te −Tref))
i dVe, (4.25)

with He1 =
∫
Ve

STES dVe. It is crucial to separate (Te − Tref) from the integral
in (4.25) and, therefore, to push the integral operation into a matrix that can be
precomputed. Otherwise, to find the nodal displacements, a volumetric integration
per element should be carried out whenever the state vector in (4.9) and hence ev-
ery element’s Te evolves in time. In [13], it is claimed that this separation is not
possible when i 6= 1, and as a way out, temperature of an element is taken as con-
stant by setting nT = (1/nv)11×nv , where 1 is an array of all ones, so that all of
(nT (Te − Tref))

i can be pushed out of the integral. This leads to an approximate
model that is only accurate for densely meshed simple geometries such as the one
treated in [13]. However, this route returns an unacceptable modeling error (in the
order of 100 nm) when applied to our complicated geometry, and moreover, it is not
needed because it is actually possible to separate (Te−Tref) from the integral, as will
be shown next. In fact, (nT (Te − Tref))

i is a polynomial where each term involves
the multiplication of i elements of n ◦ (Te − Tref) with each other, noting that “◦”
takes the element-wise product (of vectors in this case). The unique terms of this
polynomial can be constructed via the selection matrices Me

ij for j = 1, . . . , i, and the
contribution of each term is determined by a multinomial coefficient that is chosen
accordingly. Adding all terms together leads to the desired polynomial:

(nT (Te −Tref))
i =

(
ci ◦

i∏
j=1

(Me
ijn)

)T i∏
j=1

(
Me

ij(Te −Tref)
)

(4.26)

where the product operator takes the element-wise product
(
i.e.,

∏2
i=1 vi = v1 ◦ v2)

and

ci{k} = i!

/
nv∏
`=1

((
i∑

j=1

Me
ij{k, `}

)
!

)
, (4.27)

for k = 1, . . . , nci = (i+ nv − 1)!/(i!(nv − 1)!), are the multinomial coefficients, with
ci{k} denoting the kth element of ci and Me

ij{k, `} denoting the element on the kth
row and `th column of Me

ij . For instance, (4.27) is always equal to 1 for i = 1 and
can be equal to 1 or 2 for i = 2, and 1, 3, or 6 for i = 3. By definition, each row of
Me

ij contains only a single 1, where all remaining entries are 0. Solely for i = 1, Me
11

is restricted to be a permutation matrix. We set Me
11 = Inv as the selection made here

is inconsequential.
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Remark 4.3.1 It is important to highlight that (4.26) can equivalently be written by

(nT (Te −Tref))
i =

(
i∏

j=1

n

)T i∏
j=1

(
Te −Tref

)
(4.28)

where the product operator is now changed into the Kronecker product so that, for
an example,

∏2
j=1(Te−Tref) is now equal to (Te−Tref)⊗ (Te−Tref). However, the

replacement of the term
∏i
j=1(Me

ij(Te − Tref)) (having the element-wise product)

with
∏i
j=1(Te − Tref) would increase the dimension of this term from nci = (i +

nv − 1)!/(i!(nv − 1)!) to nci = (nv)
i. To avoid this increase, we utilize the selection

matrices Me
ij , for j = 1, . . . , i, which are used in constructing only the unique terms

of the polynomial (nT (Te − Tref))
i. To give an example from the terms within this

polynomial, the use of Me
2j implies the treatment of the terms ζ1(Te,1−Tref) + (Te,1−

Tref)ζ1 as 2ζ1(Te,1 − Tref). �

Remark 4.3.2 To clarify and specialize the mentioned details, we explain the com-
putation of terms having an integral under the employed mesh scenario that uses
tetrahedra with linear shape functions (nv = 4). Due to the linearity, spatial deriva-
tives of the shape functions and therefore S are independent from the position and
can be shifted out of an integral, rendering

He1 = vole STES, and

Fei = (αivole(i!3!)/(i+ 3)!) STEϑ11×(i+3)!/(i!3!) (4.29)

where vole is the element volume and the fact that [21]∫
Ve

ζi1ζ
j
2ζ
k
3 ζ

`
4 dVe = 6vole

i!j!k!`!

(i+ j + k + `+ 3)!

is used in the derivation of (4.29). We also illustrate how Me
ij are built for the setting

i = 2. Let Ξ be the matrix given by

Ξ =

[
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4
1 2 3 4 2 3 4 3 4 4

]
where each column corresponds to the local indices of the two terms that are to be
multiplied with each other. This leads to

Me
21{`,Ξ{1, `}} = 1 and Me

22{`,Ξ{2, `}} = 1

for ` = 1, . . . , 10. �

At this stage, we restrict αi to coefficients of the reticle’s CTE curve and introduce
α∗i for coefficients of other parts’ CTE curves in the short stroke chuck. This separation
is done in order to explicitly include the coefficients of the reticle’s CTE curve in the
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model, which will actively be used in estimation in Chapter 5. Revisiting (4.24) in
the light of this notation and (4.26) produces

Hede =

nx∑
i=1

(Fei1 + αiF
e
i2)pei (4.30)

where

(Fei1,F
e
i2) =

{
(0,Fei ) if the element belongs to the reticle
(α∗iF

e
i ,0) if the element belongs elsewhere

pei =
∏i
j=1

(
Me

ij(Te −Tref)
)
,

with Fei =
∫
Ve

STEϑ
(
ci ◦

∏i
j=1(Me

ijn)
)T
dVe ∈ R3nv×nci , pei ∈ Rnci , and the remain-

ing terms stay as previously defined. The assembly step is carried out in the same
way as in the previous subsection. Consequently, the counterpart of (4.30) in the
total domain is Hada =

∑nx
i=1(Fai1 + αiF

a
i2)pai where

pai =
i∏

j=1

(
Ma

ij(Ta −Tref)
)
. (4.31)

The vector of nodal displacements da is of length 3n since it contains displacements
in x, y, and z for each node. Unlike Ha, Fai1, and Fai2 that are formed by summing
the contributions from elements, Ma

ij are built in the same manner as for an element.
Therefore, Ma

ij still contain a single 1 on each row and it holds that Ma
11 = In. For

i 6= 1, each Ma
ij has the size ni×nwhere ni > n is mesh and geometry dependent (i.e.,

the number of elements that each node is a member of). In particular, n ≈ 55, 000
and n2 ≈ 380, 000 for both MK2 and MK4 designs, and n3 ≈ 1, 220, 000 for the MK2
design because n3 does not exist for the MK4 design due to fact that nx = 2 (linear
CTE curve).

Solving for the displacements necessitates the inclusion of the boundary condi-
tions at the top surface, given by (4.14a). Although given for an element, this
constraint is translated into the global scheme as follows: first, determine the in-
dices in da where the displacements are not fixed to zero; then, having nf num-
ber of indices, build a selection matrix Pc ∈ Rnf×3n to solve the smaller system:
H̃ad̃a =

∑nx
i=1(F̃ai1 + αiF̃

a
i2)pai where d̃a = Pcda, H̃a = PcHaP

T
c , and F̃aij = PcF

a
ij

for j = 1, 2. Next, da = PT
c d̃a is used to embody the zero displacements: da =∑nx

i=1(Da
i1 + αiD

a
i2)pai where Da

i1 = PT
c H̃−1

a F̃ai1 and Da
i2 = PT

c H̃−1
a F̃ai2. From this,

(4.31), and the definition x = P∗(Ta − Tref) in (4.9), the mechanical model can be
written as

d =
(
D11 + α1D12

)
x +

nx∑
i=2

(
Di1 + αiDi2

)
pi(x) (4.32)

where d = da, D1j = Da
1jP

T
∗ and Dij = Da

ij for i = 2, 3, j = 1, 2, and

pi(x) =
i∏

j=1

(Mijx), (4.33)
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with Mij = Ma
ijP

T
∗ . Note that instead of combining everything into one summation

that starts from i = 1, the linear term with respect to x is written separately from the
nonlinear one due to different reduction strategies that are to be applied.

In addition, if we are interested in finding displacements at only a few specific lo-
cations (e.g., sensor locations, controller-relevant locations, etc.), then (4.32) needs
to be premultiplied by the matrix that correctly performs the corresponding interpo-
lation via the shape functions.

Remark 4.3.3 Since this chapter will not cover the estimation of α’s, (4.32) is rewrit-
ten concisely as

d = D1x +

nx∑
i=2

Dipi(x) (4.34)

where D` = D`1 + α`D`2 for ` = 1, . . . , nx. �

Combined model

With the mechanical model given above, the total model consisting of the thermal
and the mechanical parts is given by

Cẋ = Ax + Bu

d = D1x +

nx∑
i=2

Dipi(x).

4.4 Reduced-order modeling

4.4.1 Linear model reduction via the POD method

Mathematical preliminaries

Let the Cartesian coordinate (x, y, z) be denoted by p and X be defined as a Hilbert
space of functions that map a spatial geometry V to R. Furthermore, let 〈·, ·〉 denote
the inner product in X and ‖ · ‖X denote its induced norm defined by

‖ϕ(p)‖X =
√
〈ϕ(p), ϕ(p)〉

for ϕ(p) ∈ X . Then, ϕ1(p), ϕ2(p) ∈ X are orthonormal if

‖ϕ1(p)‖X = 1, ‖ϕ2(p)‖X = 1, and 〈ϕ1(p), ϕ2(p)〉 = 0,

or shortly,

〈ϕi(p), ϕj(p)〉 = δij =

{
1, if i = j,
0, otherwise,
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where i, j = 1, 2. If Xr ⊂ X has dimension nr, then a set {ϕj(p)}nrj=1 where
ϕ1(p), . . . , ϕnr (p) ∈ Xr is said to be an orthonormal basis if its functions are pair-
wise orthonormal. In that case, any ϕ(p) ∈ Xr can uniquely be represented as

ϕ(p) =

nr∑
j=1

〈ϕ(p), ϕj(p)〉ϕj(p).

Optimization for the POD method

Given the set of trajectories {x(p, t) | p ∈ V, t ∈ {t1, . . . , tnt}} where each x(p, ·) ∈ X ,
the POD method (in the continuous spatial domain) finds nr ≤ nt orthonormal basis
functions {φj(p)}nrj=1 in Xr such that they minimize the approximation error:

nt∑
k=1

∥∥∥x(p, tk)−
nr∑
j=1

〈x(p, tk), φj(p)〉φj(p)
∥∥∥2

X
subject to: 〈φi(p), φj(p)〉 = δij (4.36)

where the constraint assures the orthonormality of the basis functions in the inner
product of X , that is chosen as the weighted L2 inner product:

〈g1(p), g2(p)〉 =

∫
V

g1(p)g2(p)υ(p) dp (4.37)

for our purposes, where υ(p) > 0 is a weight function.
Since a FEM solution is expressed as a linear combination of the shape functions

ζ1(p), . . . , ζn(p), we can write

x(p, tk) =
n∑
i=1

ai(tk)ζi(p) (4.38)

where ai are coefficients. Moreover, it is assumed that φj(p) ∈ span{ζ1(p), . . . , ζn(p)}
for j = 1, . . . , nr (justified because of (4.38)). As a consequence of this assumption,
each POD basis function can be expanded into

φj(p) =

n∑
`=1

bj`ζ`(p). (4.39)

Substituting the expansions in (4.38) and (4.39) into the terms in (4.36) that are
within an inner product gives

nt∑
k=1

∥∥∥x(p, tk)−
nr∑
j=1

〈 n∑
i=1

ai(tk)ζi(p),
n∑
`=1

bj`ζ`(p)
〉
φj(p)

∥∥∥2

X
=

nt∑
k=1

∥∥∥x(p, tk)−
nr∑
j=1

(ãTkΨb̃j)φj(p)
∥∥∥2

X

subject to:
〈 n∑
`=1

bi`ζ`(p),
n∑
`=1

bj`ζ`(p)
〉

= b̃Ti Ψb̃j = δij

(4.40)
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where ãk =
[
a1(tk) . . . an(tk)

]T
, b̃j =

[
bj1 . . . bjn

]T
, and

Ψ{i, j} = 〈ζi(p), ζj(p)〉 =

∫
V

ζi(p)ζj(p)υ(p) dp

is referred to as the Gramian [2]. Note also that Ψ ∈ Rn×n is positive definite.
Furthermore, owing to (4.38) and (4.39), the approximation error can also be written
as a linear combination of the shape functions:

x(p, tk)−
nr∑
j=1

(ãTkΨb̃j)φj(p) =

n∑
i=1

ci(tk)ζi(p). (4.41)

where ci are coefficients. In this way, (4.40) can be modified to

nt∑
k=1

c̃TkΨc̃k subject to: b̃Ti Ψb̃j = δij (4.42)

where c̃k =
[
c1(tk) . . . cn(tk)

]T
.

The state-space model given by (4.9) and (4.34) is already in spatially discrete
form where each state corresponds to a temperature value at a node. As projection
matrices are needed for reducing this model, (4.38), (4.39), and (4.41) should first
be discretized by restricting p to the set of mesh points P = {P1, . . . , Pn} and then
be involved in (4.42). In this manner, we define φj =

[
φj(P1) . . . φj(Pn)

]T
as

the jth POD basis vector and xk =
[

x(P1, tk) . . . x(Pn, tk)
]T

as the kth snap-
shot in time. Equations (4.38), (4.39), and (4.41) become xk = ãk, φj = b̃j , and
xk −

∑nr
j=1(ãTkΨb̃j)φj = c̃k, respectively, after discretization. Utilizing all these in

(4.42) leads to the minimization of

nt∑
k=1

∥∥∥xk − nr∑
j=1

(xTkΨφj)φj

∥∥∥2

Ψ
subject to: φTi Ψφj = δij (4.43)

where ‖x‖2Ψ = xTΨx. By defining X =
[

x1 . . . xnt
]
∈ Rn×nt as the matrix of

snapshots and V =
[
φ1 . . . φnr

]
∈ Rn×nr as the matrix of POD basis vectors,

(4.43) can equivalently be written as the minimization of

‖X−VVTΨX‖2F,Ψ subject to: VTΨV = Inr (4.44)

where ‖X‖2F,Ψ = Tr(XTΨX). It is well known that the solution to (4.43) and (4.44)
is provided by the first nr eigenvectors of the eigenvalue decomposition problem:
(1/nt)XXTΨφj = λjφj , j = 1, . . . , n, where the eigenvalues are arranged in de-
scending order. Since n � nt, it is impractical to solve in this fashion. Instead, via
the method of snapshots [69], (1/nt)X

TΨXξj = λjξj , j = 1, . . . , nt, is solved to
calculate the POD basis vectors that are related to ξj by

φj =
(
1/
√
ntλj

)
Xξj
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for j = 1, . . . , nr. As is evident from the solution, this shortcut can be utilized if
nr ≤ rank(X) which, in most cases, can easily be satisfied by collecting more indepen-
dent data as needed. In a succinct notation, we express the procedure of computing
the POD basis vectors as a function evaluation:

V = POD(X, nr), if Ψ = In, (4.45a)

V = POD(X,Ψ, nr), otherwise. (4.45b)

Model reduction

The final step is to use a Petrov-Galerkin projection [4] Π = VWT ∈ Rn×n, where
WTV = Inr , and thus, W = ΨV ∈ Rn×nr (due to VTΨV = Inr), to reduce the
model given by (4.9) and (4.34). Note that Π = VWT with WTV = Inr defines a
projection because Π2 = ΠΠ = VWTVWT = VWT = Π. The main steps followed
for reducing the model are outlined as follows:

First, the state space of x is approximated with an nr−dimensional state xr by
means of x ≈ Vxr. This modifies (4.9) and (4.34) into

CVẋr = AVxr + Bu (4.46a)

d̂ = D1Vxr +

nx∑
i=2

Dipi(Vxr). (4.46b)

Then, the error CVẋr −AVxr −Bu is set to be orthogonal to the subspace defined
by the columns of W, meaning that

WT (CVẋr −AVxr −Bu) = 0.

In this way, a Petrov-Galerkin approximation of our dynamical system has been con-
structed, which turns (4.46) into

ẋr = Arxr + Bru (4.47a)

d̂ = D1rxr +

nx∑
i=2

Dipi(Vxr) (4.47b)

where Ar = (WTCV)−1WTAV, Br = (WTCV)−1WTB, and D1r = D1V. The
evolution is initiated from xr,0 = xr(0) = WTx0 by premultiplying the approximation
x ≈ Vxr with WT to achieve xr ≈ WTx and then by assuming this as an equality
at t = 0. Note that the time-dependency of xr(t), u(t), and d(t) is omitted in the
expressions for brevity.

With the model (4.47), the dimension of the state vector has been decreased from
n to nr. The utilized POD method to arrive at this model is completely algebraic and
is dependent on the provided data in the snapshot matrix. Therefore, the accuracy
of (4.47) is expected to be good as long as the inputs and the initial condition are
similar to the ones that generated the trajectory in the snapshot matrix. Although the
computation of the thermal part (4.47a) is fast, the mechanical part (4.47b) is still
time-consuming due to the explicit computation of the n−dimensional vector Vxr
and the multiplication with Di.
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4.4.2 Nonlinear model reduction via the DEIM

Examining the remaining high-dimensional variables and operations in (4.47), the
large size of d̂ ∈ R3n appears to be inherently unavoidable. Actually, as will be
detailed in Chapter 5, only a moderate number of elements in d̂ are needed for
estimation and control purposes. For example, to specify the displacement sensor
outputs, d̂ and therefore all D matrices are premultiplied by a matrix consisting of
a limited number of rows (which is 12 for our practical case). Having clarified this
issue, the persisting computationally demanding evaluations pertain to the expres-
sion with pi(Vxr) where i = 2, . . . , nx, which covers the evaluation of Vxr ∈ Rn
and pi(·) ∈ Rni (recall that ni > n), and also the multiplication with Di. By using
nonlinear model reduction techniques, these costs can be substantially decreased.

In particular, the DEIM [17] is based on the following approximation:

pi(Vxr) ≈ Ui(P
T
i Ui)

−1PT
i pi(Vxr) (4.48)

for i = 2, . . . , nx, where PT
i ∈ Rmi×ni (mi � ni) is a selection matrix that selects

mi distinct rows from its postmultiplier and Ui ∈ Rni×mi contains the first mi POD
basis vectors that are calculated from the snapshots Xpi =

[
pi(x1) . . . pi(xnt)

]
.

As the exact reduction level mi is not yet available prior to the computation of Pi,
we consider a practical upper limit m̃i ≥ mi for which we initially solve for the first
m̃i � n POD basis vectors Ũi = POD(Xpi , m̃i). As an equivalent mathematical
explanation of the selection matrix, PT

i = [ ıni℘1
. . . ıni℘mi

]T , with ıni℘j being the ℘j-th
column of the identity matrix Ini , for j = 1, . . . ,mi, and rank(Pi) = mi. Elements
of the set {℘1, . . . , ℘mi} are referred to as the interpolation indices because (4.48) is
exact at these points; i.e., it becomes an equality when premultiplied by PT

i .

Derivation 4.4.1 A short derivation of (4.48) is as follows [17]: By definition, we can
approximate pi(Vxr) in the subspace spanned by the columns of Ui via pi(Vxr) ≈
Uici where ci is the corresponding coefficient vector. Premultiplying each side of
this approximation by PT

i yields PT
i pi(Vxr) ≈ PT

i Uici. Having an invertible PT
i Ui,

which is assured by the DEIM algorithm [17] (included herein as Algorithm 1) that
determines Pi, we find ci ≈ (PT

i Ui)
−1PT

i pi(Vxr). Finally, a premultiplication by Ui

returns (4.48) since pi(Vxr) ≈ Uici. �

Once Ũi has been determined, a reasonable Pi must be found in order to accurately
realize (4.48) together with Ui, that is, the first mi columns of Ũi. This task is car-
ried out by the DEIM algorithm, that is included here as Algorithm 1 and presented
in a general setting. The inputs Ũ and n∗ to this algorithm correspond to Ũi and mi,
respectively, in the current case, and the optional input  contains the indices from
{1, 2, . . . , rowdim(Ũ)} that are allowed to be chosen as interpolation indices. If there
is no such restriction, then the input  can simply be omitted. By inspection of this
algorithm, it can be observed that the `th basis vector u` (` > 1) in Ũ is approximated
via the first `− 1 basis vectors and interpolation indices, in the same way as pi(Vxr)
is approximated in (4.48), but now at the intermediate dimension `−1. The `th inter-
polation index is then chosen as the index where the magnitude of the approximation
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error, restricted to the indices in , is largest (see Line 11 in the algorithm). Even
though pi(·) is not explicitly involved in the approximation given in the algorithm,
this approach is validated because every basis vector is a function of Xpi , which is
composed of different realizations of pi(·). Following from the treatment of the DEIM
as a function evaluation, the solution to the current problem can be expressed with

[Ui,Pi] = DEIM
(
Ũi,mi). (4.49)

To decide on mi, a relevant error function, such as a particular norm of the recon-
struction error Xpi −Ui(P

T
i Ui)

−1PT
i Xpi , must be investigated for several candidate

values. Finally, mi is taken as the smallest value that yields an acceptable error.

Remark 4.4.2 Although the desired optimization is in the form:
argmin ‖Xpi −Ui(P

T
i Ui)

−1PT
i Xpi‖2F , subject to UT

i Ui = Imi and the special struc-
ture of PT , this leads to an infeasible computational complexity, with many variables
involved. For this reason, the ingredients of (4.48) are obtained in two consecutive
fast steps: Obtaining Ui by means of the POD method and then finding Pi by means
of the DEIM algorithm. �

Algorithm 1 : [U,P] = DEIM
(
Ũ, n∗, 

)
or DEIM

(
Ũ, n∗

)
1: nrow = rowdim(Ũ), ncol = coldim(Ũ)

2: if  is not defined, then  =
[

1 2 3 . . . nrow
]T

3: n = rowdim()
4: set i = T ı

n

i for i = 1, . . . , n (ith element of )
5: set ui = Ũıncoli for i = 1, . . . , n∗ (ith column of Ũ)

6: P =
[
ınrow1

ınrow2
. . . ınrown

]
(P = Inrow if  is initially undefined)

7: ℘1 = indmax{|PT
 u1|}, ℘1 = ℘1

8: U = [u1], P = [ ınrow℘1
]

9: for ` = 2 to n∗ do
10: r̃ = u` −U(PTU)−1PTu`
11: ℘` = indmax{|PT

 r̃|}, ℘` = ℘`
12: U← [ U u` ], P← [ P ınrow℘`

]
13: end for

By premultiplying (4.48) with Di and by substituting the explicit expression for
pi(·) provided in (4.33), the approximation becomes

Dipi(Vxr) ≈ DiUi(P
T
i Ui)

−1PT
i

i∏
j=1

(MijVxr) = DiUi(P
T
i Ui)

−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
3n×mi

i∏
j=1

(PT
i MijV︸ ︷︷ ︸
mi×nr

xr)

(4.50)
for i = 2, . . . , nx, where the underbraced quantities can be precomputed, hence elim-
inating variables of dimension ni. Notice that this is possible because the last PT

i can
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be shifted inside the product operator, owing to the fact that Di was left out of the
nonlinear function. The fully reduced model is

ẋr = Arxr + Bru (4.51a)

d̂ = D1rxr +

nx∑
i=2

Dir

i∏
j=1

(Mr
ijxr) (4.51b)

where Dir = DiUi(P
T
i Ui)

−1 and Mr
ij = PT

i MijV.

Remark 4.4.3 Note that the premultiplier matrix Di has no influence on the choice of
Ui and Pi because it is not incorporated into the corresponding optimization. A better
alternative to the outlined procedure in this subsection would be first to include Di

into the approximation (4.48) and then to perform the rest, because our aim in reality
is to approximate Dipi(Vxr) rather than pi(Vxr). In that case, the POD basis vectors
are computed from

[
Dipi(x1) . . . Dipi(xnt)

]
. However, this route is impractical

because of the non-sparse structure of Di that does not directly allow PT
i to be shifted

into the nonlinear part, as can be deduced from Ui(P
T
i Ui)

−1PT
i Di

∏i
j=1(MijVxr).

To circumvent this problem, Dipi(x) needs to be expressed as a summation of terms
such that Di is separated into submatrices, each having only one nonzero element
per row. Since for our case Di has many nonzero elements, the inclusion of Di into
the optimization in this manner is impractical. �

Remark 4.4.4 The MPE approach can be related to the DEIM by constraining
Ui = Pi so that (4.50) becomes

Dipi(Vxr) ≈ DiPi︸ ︷︷ ︸
3n×mi

i∏
j=1

(PT
i MijV︸ ︷︷ ︸
mi×nr

xr)

for i = 2, . . . , nx. As Ui is inferred from Pi, the DEIM algorithm that derives Pi based
on Ui is not operational here. Instead, the greedy algorithm given in [6] can be used
to determine the interpolation indices and hence Pi. The restriction Ui = Pi removes
the involvement of POD basis vectors and leads to a significant increase (>100 times)
in mi in our simulations to get a similar accuracy when compared to the DEIM. For
this reason, we proceed with the DEIM that has more degrees of freedom and benefits
from the high compaction rate of the POD method. �

4.5 Performance comparison of reduction strategies

Prior to any performance comparison among the reduction methods, the utilized sim-
ulation settings and error criterion are specified. Note that, unless stated otherwise,
any mentioned specification is valid for both MK2 and MK4 designs.

Different reduction techniques are evaluated under several test cases that are cen-
tered around a periodic heat flux:

q(t) =

{
2050 W/m2 if t ∈ [25i, 25i+ 20)
0 W/m2 otherwise

(4.52)
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where i ∈ N0. The “on” and “off” behavior of this signal corresponds to the ex-
posure and swap durations of a wafer, respectively. Simulations are carried out for
1000 s, during which 40 wafers can be processed with the aforementioned q(t). Test
cases are allowed to have up to 10% variation on the magnitude and also on the fre-
quency content of this heat flux. Furthermore, they are all initiated from Tref = 22 ◦C
(x0 = 0), where no displacements are present. The input T∞(t) is also set to Tref
for all t. At the end of 1000 s, a typical maximum temperature is around 50◦C and
35◦C for the MK2 and MK4 designs, respectively. Regarding the displacements, the
maximum magnitude is always in the y direction, reaching around 17 nm and 4.4 nm
for the MK2 and MK4 designs, respectively.

When building the reduced-order model by means of the POD method and DEIM,
(4.52) and x0 = 0 are used in order to create the samples for the snapshot matrices
X and Xpi for i = 2, . . . , nx. Having the sampling time of 1 s, the total of nt = 1001
samples are included in each snapshot matrix, starting from t = 0 s and ending at
t = 1000 s. Ideally, the complete geometry of the short stroke chuck is cooled down to
Tref = 22 ◦C before a new reticle is illuminated, implying that the initial condition is
zero. In reality, this may not always be the case since a reticle at 22 ◦C can be attached
to an already heated clamp, without letting the clamp to cool down. Such scenarios
will be covered in Chapter 5.

As the approximation error criteria, maximum errors are considered rather than
temporally and spatially averaged ones because for measurement and control pur-
poses, even a few outliers can potentially misguide the whole estimation and correc-
tion mechanism. For instance, if the maximum error occurs at a sensor location, then
this will reduce the accuracy of an estimator’s output even if the spatially averaged
error is small. The mathematical description of our error criterion is

1

nsim

nsim∑
i=1

‖Y(i)
r −Y

(i)
true‖max =

1

nsim

nsim∑
i=1

max
j,`
|Y(i)

r {j, `} −Y
(i)
true{j, `}|

where Y
(i)
true is the snapshot matrix of a particular quantity of interest that is output by

the FEM software for the ith test case, Y
(i)
r consists of the snapshots collected from

a reduced-order model, and the max-norm returns the maximum entry in absolute
value.

4.5.1 Linear model reduction

As is mentioned previously, the unreduced thermal model has the high dimension of
n ≈ 55, 000, and all of these nodal temperatures are needed to be accurately captured
in a reduced-order model so that all 3n displacements are also accurately approxi-
mated. The reduction method of balanced truncation [55] is prohibitively expensive,
even when the controllability and observability Gramians are approximated in the
frequency domain from empirical data [77]. If only a very small portion of the fre-
quencies and the nodes are taken into account in computations, then reduced-order
models can be achieved in our workstation. However, in comparison to the accuracy
of the POD-reduced models in Figure 4.3, the described balanced truncation route
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Figure 4.3: Maximum temperature errors for different orders of reduced-order models
via the Arnoldi and POD methods.

required around 40 states to have the same errors as the POD method with only 10
states. In addition, many of the reduced-order models were unstable due to the ap-
proximations involved. Even if the exact balanced truncation was computationally
feasible, then it is expected that the POD method would still outperform it because,
from a theoretical perspective, balanced truncation is a POD method that utilizes the
impulse response of a system [4], which is not a realistic input for our case. Instead,
the employed POD method collects the snapshots based on the periodic input signal
(4.52) and the assumed deviations from this signal in practice are small. Based on
the stated reasons and its performance that fell quite behind the one achieved via the
POD method, we left the route of balanced truncation aside.

Krylov subspace methods approximate the original system by moment matching
at the desired frequencies [7]. The projection matrices can efficiently be computed
either via the Arnoldi or the Lanczos method, where the latter preserves twice as many
moments as the former. Since we have a multiple-input and multiple-output system,
the global Krylov subspace methods [19] constitute the applicable algorithms. The
Lanczos method is only applicable when the number of inputs and outputs are equal.
Despite having many nodes in the output vector, selecting just two of them (due to
having two inputs) degraded the approximation quality (worse results than those with
balanced truncation). Instability of many of the reduced-order models was another
encountered drawback of the Lanczos method. Free from such disadvantages, the
Arnoldi method that is tuned with respect to the dominant frequencies of the input
signal performs reasonably well (see Figure 4.3). Note that because of the multiple-
input structure, nr is a multiple of the number of inputs. Figure 4.3 also compares
the Arnoldi method to the POD method that is utilized with Ψ = In in order to make
the orthonormality condition independent of the additional freedom Ψ, similar to the
Arnoldi case. As is apparent from the figure, for the MK2 design, the model with 18
states that is achieved via the Arnoldi reduction has a similar accuracy to the POD-
reduced model with 8 states. The same pattern is also true for the MK4 design, where
having 20 states with the Arnoldi reduction leads to a similar performance as having
7 states with the POD reduction. Thus, the POD method outperforms the Arnoldi
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Figure 4.4: Zoomed-in plot of the maximum errors in temperature for the
POD-reduced models with different Gramians.

reduction in our case.
Pursuing the POD route based on the previous discussions, we now investigate

what choice should be made for Ψ via the weight function υ(p) in the L2 inner prod-
uct given in (4.37). As the directly heated component, the highest temperatures and,
hence, modeling errors due to reduction, appear especially on the reticle’s illumi-
nated (bottom) surface. Bearing this in mind, we define some candidate Gramians:
Ψ1, Ψ103 , and Ψ105 , where the subscript denotes by how much υ(p) outweighs the el-
ements on the reticle’s bottom surface in comparison to the remaining elements. Also
added to this list are the two members, Ψ5I and ΨI, of the diagonal Gramians ΨkI

where υ(p) is equal to k > 0 at the nodes on the bottom surface of the reticle, 1 at the
other nodes, and 0 elsewhere. For instance, the special case of Ψ = In, denoted by
ΨI, is obtained from υ(p) = 1 at the nodes (p ∈ P), and 0 elsewhere. Notice that this
differs from Ψ1 that corresponds to υ(p) = 1 everywhere in the geometry (eliminat-
ing the weights introduced by the mesh). The results in Figure 4.4 indicate that the
Gramian imposed by the mesh (ΨI) is almost optimal in the sense that no significant
improvements can be achieved by introducing different weights. This outcome was
expected since around 10,000 nodes out of nearly 55,000 are located on the bottom
surface of the reticle in the utilized mesh designs. Being also clear from the figure, the
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Figure 4.5: Maximum displacement errors in x, y, and z directions for various values
of m2 in the DEIM.

applied Petrov-Galerkin projection may lead to an unstable model, resulting in huge
errors, if the weight function is not designed with care. Therefore, based on Figure
4.4, we choose Ψ = In for both cooling designs, and also by making use of Figure
4.3, we set nr = 11 and nr = 10 for the MK2 and MK4 designs, respectively. These
reduction levels are graphically chosen as the values after which a further increase of
the state dimension negligibly affects the accuracy. By using the determined reduction
levels, computation time of the thermal model is decreased by a factor around 650
and 250, for the MK2 and MK4 designs, respectively, in comparison to the full-order
model simulated in COMSOL.

4.5.2 Nonlinear model reduction

After having found a suitable route for the linear reduction, we apply the DEIM to
reduce the computational complexity of the nonlinear terms. From simulations with
the MK2 design, it was observed that the errors are more sensitive to the changes in
m2 than changes in m3. This enables us to choose an m3 that is smaller than m2. Fig-
ure 4.5(a) illustrates the maximum displacement errors in x, y, and z directions for
various values of m2 when m3 = 9, and by inspection, it is clear that once m2 = 12,
any improvement achieved by further increasing m2 is negligible. Also by evaluating
the errors at different values for m3, we eventually select m2 = 12 and m3 = 9 in the
DEIM for the MK2 design. This choice improved the evaluation speed of the mechani-
cal model by a factor of nearly 5000 with respect to the unreduced mechanical model
simulated in COMSOL that takes about 15 times more time than a COMSOL simulation
of the unreduced thermal model. With respect to the MK4 design, we select m2 = 11
as the reduction level based on Figure 4.5(b), leading to an improvement in speed by
a factor around 5500.

As an alternative to the DEIM, one may consider the TPWL approach [33,65] that
approximates a nonlinear function by a weighted combination of linearized functions.
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As the nonlinear part for our case,
∑nx
i=2 Dipi(x) is linearized around nlin samples

from X (the snapshot matrix used in linear model reduction), where the decision on
which samples to select is taken by the algorithm provided in [33, 65]. In principle,
more linearization points are chosen from regions in time where distances between
samples are large. For instance, it is expected that only a few samples are taken from
the region around the steady-state of a system, whereas many samples are likely to
be chosen from the time region that exhibits a steep increase in temperature. Once
nlin linearizations of the nonlinear term are obtained, each of them are reduced via
the POD method, as explained in Subsection 4.4.1. Finally, the nonlinear term is
expressed as a weighted combination of the reduced linear terms, where the weights
add up to 1, depend on the reduced-order state xr and, therefore, are computed
online. The computation of the weights is carried out by another algorithm from
[33,65], that checks the closeness of xr to the linearization points and assigns higher
weights to the models linearized around nearby points.

The major drawback of the TPWL approach is related to the number of models
needed for sufficient accuracy, that may get quite high in scenarios where nonlinear-
ities are severe. For this reason, we investigate the MK4 design, where the nonlin-
earity is less (due to the linear CTE) in comparison to the MK2 design, to strengthen
any chance of the TPWL approach against the DEIM in the comparisons to follow.
Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) present the largest displacement errors (over the whole
spatial domain) between the original and TPWL-reduced model, with nlin = 10 and
nlin = 20, respectively. In the plots, the vertical black lines indicate the time values
corresponding to a linearization point, and in the case with 20 linearized models,
the final 3 linearization points (at t = 400, 600, and 800) are placed manually, besides
the remaining 17 that are placed by the algorithm. As is observed from Figure 4.6,
switching from 10 to 20 models decreases the maximum error (encountered in the
y direction) from over 0.1 nm to nearly 0.05 nm. However, when compared to the
values in Figure 4.5(b), this error is still large. Based on this fact, even for the MK4
design, the TPWL approach requires tens of linearized models to reach to the accu-
racy achieved by the DEIM and, thereby, clearly exceeds the storage requirements and
computational costs that are imposed by the DEIM. Therefore, we decide to pursue
with the DEIM in nonlinear model reduction, which preserves the original nonlinear-
ities rather than having linearizations of them.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we used the finite element method to derive a large-scale state-
space model for the thermo-mechanical behavior of reticles for extreme ultraviolet
lithography. Despite having linear thermal dynamics, the mechanical model that re-
lates temperatures to displacements was nonlinear due to the temperature-dependent
coefficients of thermal expansion. Therefore, to fulfill the aim of achieving accurate
low-order models for real-time use, both linear and nonlinear model reduction meth-
ods had to be investigated. Among various well-known techniques, we conclude that
the POD method combined with the DEIM is preferable over the other options since
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Figure 4.6: Maximum displacement errors in x, y, and z directions for the TPWL
approach, where the time axis is plotted in logarithmic scale to clearly illustrate the
selected linearization points (vertical lines in black color) that are more concentrated
in the first hundred seconds.

it has the best compaction rate for any given approximation error while demanding a
modest amount of computations.

Having worked with two different cooling scenarios, the chuck cooling (MK2) and
the clamp cooling (MK4) designs, Table 4.1 displays the encountered maximum val-
ues for temperature and displacements at the end of 1000 s, when simulated with
inputs centered around (4.52) and having up to 10% variation on the magnitude and
also on the frequency content of this heat flux. Also included are the corresponding
maximum errors between the reduced and original models where the displacement
errors are given at the reticle level, indicating 4 times smaller errors at the wafer level.
In view of the fact that at least 0.4 nm accuracy is desired per spatial direction, an
estimation and prediction method based on either one of these reduced models would
have almost no errors that are due to modeling. In addition, the selected reduction
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Table 4.1: Typical maximum values for system variables and errors due to reduction

Temp. ( ◦C) x-disp. (nm) y-disp. (nm) z-disp. (nm)

MK2
Max. value 50 11 17 9
Max. error 0.07 0.013 0.021 0.024

MK4
Max. value 35 2.8 4.4 2.8
Max. error 0.06 0.005 0.006 0.007

Table 4.2: Selected reduction levels and the consequent decreases in simulation times

Thermal model Mechanical model

MK2
Improvement in speed × 650 × 5000
Reduced dimensions nr = 11 m2 = 12, m3 = 9

MK4
Improvement in speed × 250 × 5500
Reduced dimensions nr = 10 m2 = 11

levels and the corresponding speed improvements in comparison to the simulations in
COMSOL are summarized in Table 4.2. In the determination of these reduction levels,
each maximum error is evaluated for a range of values whose lower and upper bound
is sufficiently small and large, respectively, to capture the exponential-decay-like be-
havior of the error with increasing values of the reduction level. Thus, the errors
exhibit an apparent decrease and then become closer to leveling off after the reduc-
tion level has sufficiently been increased. Based on this observation, each selected
reduction level is chosen as the value after which a further increase in the reduction
level negligibly changes the considered error. Finally, note that all reduction designs
and analyses in this chapter are performed with respect to the zero initial condition
case, that is, the state of the system when the complete geometry is at Tref = 22 ◦C.
Thus, heating is taken to be initiated from this value when a newly clamped reticle is
illuminated.
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Abstract

This chapter extends the reduced-order thermo-mechanical model of the short stroke
chuck derived in Chapter 4 to cope with cases in which the initial condition is nonzero
and partially known. Physically, this occurs as the result of immediate illumination of
a newly placed reticle before the cooling down of the clamp and other components.
The applied reduction procedure is twofold: parameter reduction and reduction of all
high-dimensional variables. In the former part, the model is reduced with respect to
the parameters of its initial thermal condition such that having temperature measure-
ments at a few locations is sufficient to accurately reconstruct a wide range of initial
conditions. The utilized reduction technique is the POD method, and the locations to
measure are selected via the DEIM, which is an unconventional but highly effective
route for this purpose. In the latter part of the procedure, linear and nonlinear parts
in the model are reduced again via the POD method and DEIM, respectively. The
resultant model is employed in the Kalman filter that updates parameters of the ret-
icle’s CTE from several displacement measurements taken at the end of a wafer and
subsequently predicts a set of displacements for the dies of the next wafer.
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5.1 Introduction

Imaging errors in EUV lithography due to thermally induced deformation of the reticle
can typically be alleviated by adjusting the position and orientation of the wafer stage
and the reticle stage based on a set of predicted displacements that are utilized to
quantify the deformation to occur. Therefore, accurate predictions of deformation are
highly valuable. For this purpose, both the modeling approach and the method to
update a model become relevant.

Regarding the modeling procedures, this chapter builds on and extends the re-
sults reported in Chapter 4, in which we combined the FEM with model reduction
techniques to arrive at a reduced-order thermo-mechanical model for the EUV reticle
and its nearby components. Recall that the nonlinearities in the model are due to
the temperature-dependent CTE of materials. As the basic scenario, the derived low-
order model assumed that the illumination of a newly placed unheated reticle begins
after its adjacent components, such as the clamp, have completely cooled down to
the reticle’s temperature. That is, we assumed the uniform initial temperature of
Tref = 22 ◦C in all modeled components. However, in reality, such a reticle can also
be illuminated immediately following the preceding one so that the production is not
suspended, which implies the combination of a cold reticle and a heated clamp. This
makes the assumption of a uniform initial temperature distribution no longer valid.
For the uniformity to be valid again, one could wait for a natural temperature diffu-
sion, but this is not often preferred since it requires time during which the production
is interrupted. In the light of this information, we first place a couple of temperature
sensors to the lower surface of the clamp for keeping track of the thermal state. Then,
we extend the existing low-order model accordingly, with the aim to make it robust
against various initial thermal conditions. Since methods based on the POD (i.e., the
POD method itself and DEIM) were demonstrated to be the best in Chapter 4 for the
application at hand, we retain the POD as our primary tool in reduction. Ultimately,
the low-order model in Chapter 4 is preserved and extended to a more general form
such that it copes with reticle replacements and is now parametrized in terms of the
measurements of the placed temperature sensors.

With a model that is feasible for real-time use, the next step is to set up a mech-
anism that updates uncertain parameters in the model based on a limited set of dis-
placement measurements. In this way, the model and hence the predictions of dis-
placements, that characterize the expected deformations, are improved. The potential
parameters to be estimated are the coefficients of the polynomial for the reticle’s CTE,
which vary from one reticle to another. Due to the stochastic nature of the variables,
the Bayesian approach to estimation and prediction is chosen. Moreover, the Kalman
framework is taken as the basis of our algorithm to ensure that the computational and
storage costs remain independent of time, to which [13] can be given as an earlier
investigation of this route applied to a similar problem. Once a state-space model
is built from the reduced-order model to operate in this scheme, it is revealed that
we have a linear and Gaussian system. Therefore, the classical Kalman Filter [45],
which is the optimal solution with respect to the mean squared error, becomes di-
rectly applicable to our case. Performance of the filter is evaluated in terms of the
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root-mean-square and maximum prediction errors by processing outputs from the
simulated full-order model. Since there is a model mismatch due to the reduction,
the filter performance is also compared to the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [66]
to observe if there are any apparent differences.

5.2 Modeling of partially known initial conditions

The resultant large-scale thermo-mechanical model from Section 4.3 is repeated here
for convenience by combining the equations (4.9) and (4.32). This model is therefore
given by the equations

Cẋ = Ax + Bu (5.1a)

d =
(
D11 + α1D12

)
x +

nx∑
i=2

(
Di1 + αiDi2

)
pi(x) (5.1b)

where x(t) ∈ Rn is the vector of nodal temperature deviations from Tref = 22 ◦C,
the equilibrium temperature at which thermal strains are zero, u(t) ∈ R2 consists
of the heat flux to the illuminated area and the difference of the cooling fluid’s bulk
temperature from Tref, d(t) ∈ R3n is the vector of nodal displacements along the
Cartesian axes (x, y, and z), α`, for ` = 1, . . . , nx, are the coefficients of the reticle’s
CTE curve, given by

α(T ) =

nx∑
`=1

α`(T − Tref)
`−1, and pi(x) =

i∏
j=1

(Mijx).

Here, pi(x) ∈ Rni , for i = 2, . . . , nx, with nx = 3 where n3 > n2 > n for the MK2
design and nx = 2 where n2 > n for the MK4 design. Note that, unlike (4.34),
the CTE parameters are now kept explicit in the mechanical model because they will
be updated in an estimation scheme later in this chapter. Whenever a new reticle
(product) is placed for exposure, it should ideally be at Tref. At that precise moment,
t = 0 in the model, and heating is initiated from x(0) = x0.

In an EUV tool that has been operating for some period of time, the only elements
of the initial condition that are almost certain correspond to the nodes belonging to
the reticle, which can be assumed as zero in x0 (no deviation from Tref). Despite its
contribution, this partial knowledge alone is not sufficient for a satisfactory modeling
accuracy. Therefore, the thermal state of the remaining elements must also be uncov-
ered to some extent. This imperative is fulfilled by means of placing a limited number
(say, ns) of temperature sensors at cleverly chosen locations (nodes of the mesh). Let
PT

s ∈ Rns×n (ns � n) be a selection matrix that extracts ns distinct rows from its
postmultiplier. Equivalently, PT

s = [ ın℘1
. . . ın℘ns

]T , with ın℘` being the ℘`-th col-
umn of the identity matrix In, for ` = 1, . . . , ns, and rank(Ps) = ns. By setting ℘` as
the index of the node where the `th temperature sensor is to be placed, PT

s x0 cor-
responds to the initial temperature measurements, where there are ns measurements
in total. The reconstruction of the full initial condition vector x0 from the available
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measurements PT
s x0 can then be carried out via

x0 ≈ Us(P
T
s Us)

−1PT
s x0 (5.2)

where Us ∈ Rn×ns contains the first ns basis vectors from a set of n basis vectors
that span the subspace of initial conditions. These vectors are orthonormal in the
Euclidean inner product, meaning that UT

s Us = Ins . By noticing the similarity be-
tween (5.2) and (4.48), the solution approach in nonlinear model reduction can also
be applied here to find Us and Ps, as is described next.

In accordance with the fact that the POD is the adopted reduction mechanism, Us

is decided to comprise the POD basis vectors that are inferred from data consisting
only of initial conditions. This data is included in the initial-condition–based snapshot
matrix X0 =

[
x0,1 . . . x0,nx0

]
, where each x0,i is a possible initial condition for

the complete geometry, that is likely to be encountered in practice. Here, nx0
stands

for the total number of considered initial conditions. As ns is unknown before Ps is
found, we initially solve for the first ñs ≥ ns POD basis vectors Ũs:

Ũs = POD(X0, ñs)

where the function POD(·, ·) was first introduced in (4.45a).

Remark 5.2.1 This remark provides an insight on what is included in X0 in our sim-
ulations. In the following context, let H denote the heating of a lot followed by no
exchange of the reticle and HX denote the heating of a lot followed by a reticle ex-
change where the newly placed reticle is at Tref = 22 ◦C. Based on this notation,
heating sequences of lots are defined. For an example, HX−H−H−HX corresponds
to a sequence in which four lots are heated, with reticle exchanges occurring only
at the end of the first and fourth lots. In the assignment of an initial condition such
as x0,i → HX − H − H − HX, it is meant that x0,i corresponds to the initial thermal
condition at the beginning of the fifth lot, given the heating history that starts from a
uniform temperature distribution at 22 ◦C over the whole geometry at the beginning
of the first lot. Note that as the applied heat flux, always (4.52) is used. Via the use
of this symbolic notation and without any loss of generalization, the snapshots in the
matrix X0 are taken as follows:

Lot#2
{

x0,i → HX, i = 1, . . . , 4 Lot#3
{

x0,i → H− HX, i = 5, . . . , 7
x0,8 → HX− HX

Lot#4


x0,9 → H− H− HX
x0,10 → H− HX− HX
x0,11 → HX− H− HX
x0,12 → HX− HX− HX

Lot#5


x0,13 → H− H− H− HX
x0,14 → H− HX− H− HX
x0,15 → HX− H− H− HX
x0,16 → HX− HX− HX− HX.

From this selection, it is seen that there are nx0
= 16 initial condition vectors in X0,

with some of them being repeated to give the same emphasis on the initial conditions
of different lots. Since the settling times for the heating trajectories are around the
duration of 2 lots and 1/2 lot for the MK2 and MK4 designs, respectively, the se-
lection of initial conditions above is sufficient to characterize the variety that can be
encountered in practice. �
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(a) MK2 design (b) MK4 design

Figure 5.1: Plots of the POD basis vectors in Us on the bottom surface of the clamp,
where the plot of the first POD basis vector also displays the sensor locations and their
order of selection.

After Ũs has been computed, Ps, and hence the first ns columns from Ũs to form
Us, are to be determined. Since PT

s purely carries out a selection from x0, this sensor
placement problem is restricted to the nodes of the finite element mesh, and due to
physical feasibility, particularly to those that are on the bottom surface of the clamp.
As the node density there is very high, the aforementioned discretization of the spa-
tial domain into nodes brings no disadvantages. In contrast to placement of sensors
via greedy algorithms as in the literature (e.g., in [76] and [79]), we make use of
the DEIM algorithm (see Algorithm 1 in Subsection 4.4.2) for this purpose, which is
originally employed in nonlinear model reduction and demonstrated to be successful
in many applications. Requiring only ns − 1 iterations, its operation costs almost no
time in comparison to its greedy counterparts, and in spite of the consequent sub-
optimality, it performs nicely for our application as well. In the algorithm’s compact
notation, the solution to the analyzed problem is given by

[Us,Ps] = DEIM
(
Ũs, ns, s

)
where the vector s contains the indices of the nodes on the clamp’s lower surface.
In order to choose ns, the following error function is evaluated for several candidate
values for s:

es = ‖X0 −Us(P
T
s Us)

−1PT
s X0‖max

where the maximum absolute error in the reconstruction of X0 is extracted.
Regarding the outcome for the sensor placement on the bottom surface of the

clamp, Figure 5.1 illustrates the content of Us belonging to this surface, along with
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the selected temperature sensor locations, for the two cooling designs. As is revealed
from the figure, ns = 4 and ns = 2 for the MK2 and MK4 designs, respectively. In
the MK2 design, having four sensors satisfied the targeted error value es < 0.1 ◦C
by achieving es = 0.056 ◦C, whereas settling for the first three sensors resulted in
es = 0.158 ◦C. On the other hand, the two sensors of the MK4 design yielded the
error es = 0.023 ◦C < 0.1 ◦C.

Remark 5.2.2 There were almost no improvements (only in the magnitudes of
10−3 ◦C) to the achieved error values when the DEIM algorithm was complexified
to a greedy version that chooses the `th interpolation index as the one returning the
minimum value for ‖X0−U(PTU)−1PTX0‖max, where U and P both have ` columns
and the first ` − 1 columns of P are already available from the previous loops. Such
an alteration entailed a FOR-loop inside the main one, iterating over all elements in 
to determine the `th interpolation index, or equivalently, the `th column of P. In con-
clusion, the negligible contribution of this greedy counterpart to performance verifies
the adequacy of the DEIM algorithm for our problem. �

To express (5.2) in terms of individual temperature measurements, define
x̃0 = [ x̃0,1 . . . x̃0,ns ]T = PT

s x0 and Ms = [ ms,1 . . . ms,ns ] = Us(P
T
s Us)

−1

∈ Rn×ns so that (5.2) can equivalently be written as

x0 ≈Msx̃0 =

ns∑
`=1

x̃0,`ms,` . (5.3)

Note that x̃0,` denotes the temperature measurement at the `th sensor. Next, the
original model given by (5.1) and x(0) = x0 is approximated via (5.3) into a nominal
submodel Σ that defines the input response, ns auxiliary submodels Σ1, . . . ,Σns that
define the system response due to the initial condition, and an output model in which
the submodel trajectories are combined. This leads to the equations

Σ : C ˙̄x = Ax̄ + Bu, x̄0 = 0

Σ` : Cẋ` = Ax`, x`,0 = ms,`, ` = 1, . . . , ns

x̂ = x̄ +
∑ns
`=1x̃0,`x` (5.4)

d̂ =
(
D11 + α1D12

)
x̂ +

∑nx
i=2

(
Di1 + αiDi2

)
pi(x̂)

where x̄0 = x̄(0) and x`,0 = x`(0) (x̄0,x`,0 ∈ Rn) for ` = 1, . . . , ns. Thus, this is a
full-order model whose state x̂ depends on the measured temperatures x̃0,1, . . . , x̃0,ns

at time t = 0. When all measurements are set to zero, the thermal state evolution
simplifies to Σ, that is, the model simulated in Chapter 4 where x = x̄ for all time
values. The parametrized structure of (5.4) thus separates the contribution from each
measurement and has the advantage that linear model reduction to every submodel
via the POD method does not depend on any x̃0,`, which implies that trajectories
from the reduced submodels can be precomputed. A structural drawback of (5.4),
not encountered in our design, is that it may have too many submodels if the number
of temperature sensors ns is high. Such a situation would occur if the temperature
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distribution on the bottom surface of the clamp was highly nonuniform (having large
gradients and no symmetry). Due to the nearby cooling channels, their positioning
along the y-axis and the uniform heating of the reticle, temperatures on the clamp’s
bottom surface display a symmetric pattern (with respect to the the y-axis) that can
be accurately captured by a few POD bases.

Treating each element of x0 as a parameter, the reduction undergone by the model
can be interpreted as parameter reduction where the dimension is shrunk from n to
ns. In the sequel, the actual model reduction that eliminates all high-dimensional
operations in (5.4) is executed.

5.3 Reduced-order modeling

5.3.1 Linear model reduction via the POD method

As the first step in model reduction, the submodel trajectories x̄ and {x`}ns
`=1 are

approximated to be developed in low-dimensional subspaces, i.e., x̄ ≈ Vx̄r and x` ≈
V`xr,`, where x̄r ∈ Rn̄r and xr,` ∈ Rnr,` (n̄r, nr,` � n) contain the coefficients of
the bases in the corresponding premultiplier matrix. That is, in principle, we allow
reductions of possibly different dimensions for each submodel Σ,Σ1, . . . ,Σns . The
bases are again produced by the POD method:

V = POD(X, n̄r)

V` = POD(X`, nr,`)

for ` = 1, . . . , ns, where V
T
V = In̄r , VT

` V` = Inr,` , and X and X` denote the
time-sequence–based snapshot matrix generated from the subsystem Σ and Σ`, re-
spectively. Notice that the samples in X are from the nominal trajectory triggered
by (4.52) and a constant T∞ at 22 ◦C, whereas those in X` are independent of the
inputs. Since determination of the truncation levels n̄r and nr,` require several trials,
it is convenient at the outset to compute more bases than the expected number. Once
the bases have been obtained, a standard Galerkin projection [4] is applied by imple-
menting the stated approximations into (5.4) and then premultiplying each submodel
with the transpose of the related bases. In this manner, the submodels turn into

Σr : V
T
CV ˙̄xr = V

T
AVx̄r + V

T
Bu, x̄r,0 = 0

Σr,` : VT
` CV`ẋr,` = VT

` AV`xr,`, xr,`,0 = VT
` ms,`

for ` = 1, . . . , ns, where x̄r,0 and xr,`,0 are initial conditions. In a compact notation,
the linear reduction transforms (5.4) into

Σr : ˙̄xr = Arx̄r + Bru, x̄r,0 = 0

Σr,` : ẋr,` = Ar`xr,`, xr,`,0 = mr,`, ` = 1, . . . , ns

x̂ = Vx̄r +
∑ns
`=1x̃0,`V`xr,` (5.5)

d̂ =
(
Dr

11 + α1D
r
12

)
x̄r +

∑ns
`=1x̃0,`

(
Dr`

11 + α1D
r`
12

)
xr,` +

∑nx
i=2

(
Di1 + αiDi2

)
pi(x̂)
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where

Ar = (V
T
CV)−1V

T
AV, Br = (V

T
CV)−1V

T
B

Ar` = (VT
` CV`)

−1VT
` AV`, mr,` = VT

` ms,`

Dr
1j = D1jV, Dr`

1j = D1jV`

for ` = 1, . . . , ns and j = 1, 2. To determine the reduction levels, the evaluated error
criterion with candidate reduced models of different sizes (exemplified in terms of
the nominal submodel) is ē = ‖X−V Xr‖max, where Xr contains trajectory samples
from Σr. Note that the samples in X and Xr are generated from the same input and
are collected at the same set of time instants. For the MK2 design, the submodels are
ultimately reduced to the dimensions n̄r = 11 (as in Subsection 4.5.1) and nr,` = 13
for ` = 1, . . . , 4, whereas for the MK4 design, the corresponding reduced dimensions
are chosen as n̄r = 10 (as in Subsection 4.5.1) and nr,` = 12 for ` = 1, 2. As the same
way of choosing n̄r, nr,` are also selected as the values after which a further increase
in the dimension negligibly changes the considered error.

5.3.2 Nonlinear model reduction via the DEIM

Analogous to (4.48), the current fundamental approximation is

pi(x̂) ≈ Ui(P
T
i Ui)

−1PT
i pi(x̂) (5.6)

for i = 2, . . . , nx, where Pi,Ui ∈ Rni×mi (mi � ni) are defined as in Subsection
4.4.2. To express the explicit form of pi(x̂) succinctly, define

Mv
ij =

[
MijV MijV1 . . . MijVns

]
∈ Rni×nr

xr =
[
x̄Tr x̃0,1x

T
r,1 . . . x̃0,nsx

T
r,ns

]T ∈ Rnr

where nr = n̄r +
∑ns
`=1 nr,`, so that pi(x̂) =

∏i
j=1(Mv

ijxr). The formulation here is
simply the extension of the one in Subsection 4.4.2 to include the auxiliary submodel
trajectories. Premultiplying (5.6) with Di` ∈ R3n×ni , ` = 1, 2 and i = 2, . . . , nx,
returns

Di`

i∏
j=1

(Mv
ijxr) ≈ Di`Ui(P

T
i Ui)

−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
3n×mi

i∏
j=1

(PT
i Mv

ij︸ ︷︷ ︸
mi×nr

xr), (5.7)

where the large dimension ni is eliminated by precomputing the underbraced ma-
trices, similar to (4.50). The remaining large dimension 3n of the output d̂ will be
shrunk to a small value later in this chapter by considering only a few outputs that
are of interest in terms of estimation and control purposes.

Unlike the situation in the linear model reduction, the nonlinear procedure is in-
fluenced by the initial condition parameters x̃0,1, . . . , x̃0,ns as they shape the trajectory
from which Ui is created. The remedy for this dependence is to expand

∏i
j=1(Mv

ijxr)
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into a summation of separate element-wise products and then to reduce each term
individually. This is illustrated for i = 2 as follows:

2∏
j=1

(Mv
2jxr) = (M21Vx̄r + x̃0,1M21V1xr,1 + . . .+ x̃0,nsM21Vnsxr,ns) ◦ (M22Vx̄r +

x̃0,1M22V1xr,1 + . . .+ x̃0,nsM22Vnsxr,ns),

leading to (ns + 1)i|i=2 terms in total when expanded. Looking at an arbitrary term,
such as x̃0,1x̃0,2((M21V1xr,1) ◦ (M22V2xr,2)), it is apparent that the corresponding
POD bases, and hence the model reduction, is independent of the nonzero coefficient
x̃0,1x̃0,2. For the MK4 design, following this route is practical since (ns + 1)i = 9,
with ns = 2 and i = 2. However, for the MK2 design, although it is realizable, p3(x̂)
entails 125 terms in the reduced model, losing the practicality aspect and significantly
increasing the complexity of the model. Therefore, we proceed with (5.6) and (5.7)
in the MK2 design, where the choice of an initial condition affects Ui and is crucial
for the reduction accuracy.

Reduction for the MK2 design (ns = 4, nx = 3)

The model for reticle heating has two distinct regimes of operation: presence and
absence of nonuniform initial conditions, where the latter implies x0 = 0 and is
assured by setting every x̃0,`, ` = 1, . . . , 4, to zero. With this knowledge, separate
reductions are carried out for each regime in order to preserve the model accuracy.
Thus, (5.6) is utilized twice for each i = 2, 3: once with Ui1 and Pi1 for the zero
initial condition case and once with Ui2 and Pi2 for the general case. In more detail,

Ũi = POD(X
pi , m̃i)

[Ui,Pi] = DEIM
(
Ũi,mi

)
for  = 1, 2, where X1

pi and X2
pi comprise snapshots of pi(x) that are computed

from the trajectory initiated from x0 = 0 and x0 = mean{X0} = (1/nx0)
∑nx0
i=1 x0,i,

respectively. This averaging approach is a feasible route to follow with respect to the
reduction accuracy due to the fact that at any row of X0, differences in values are
not severe for this application. To run the POD function only once, we suppose that
m̃i ≥ mi. In the light of the two-fold reduction, (5.7) turns into

Di`

∏i
j=1(MijVx̄r) ≈ Dr1

i`

∏i
j=1(Mr1

ij x̄r) for  = 1

Di`

∏i
j=1(Mv

ijxr) ≈ Dr2
i`

∏i
j=1(Mr2

ij xr) for  = 2

for the two regimes, where ` ∈ {1, 2}, i ∈ {2, 3}, Dr
i` = Di`Ui(P

T
iUi)

−1 for  = 1, 2,
Mr1

ij = PT
i1MijV, and Mr2

ij = PT
i2M

v
ij .
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Accordingly, (5.5) is reorganized into

Σr : ˙̄xr = Arx̄r + Bru, x̄r,0 = 0

Σr,` : ẋr,` = Ar`xr,`, xr,`,0 = mr,`, ` = 1, . . . , 4

d̂ =


(Dr

11 + α1D
r
12)x̄r +

3∑
i=2

(Dr1
i1 + αiD

r1
i2 )

i∏
j=1

(Mr1
ij x̄r) if

4∑
`=1

|x̃0,`| < ε, (5.9a)

(Dr∗
11 + α1D

r∗
12)xr +

3∑
i=2

(Dr2
i1 + αiD

r2
i2 )

i∏
j=1

(Mr2
ij xr) otherwise, (5.9b)

where Dr∗
1 =

[
Dr

1 Dr1
1 . . . Drns

1

]
for  = 1, 2, and ε is a small number that

keeps the model for the zero initial condition case active even when the measure-
ments are not exactly zero (e.g., due to noise). The reduced model (5.9a) is the same
as (4.51b) with zero initial condition, whereas (5.9b) is the extension to it for inhomo-
geneous initial conditions far from zero (beyond a given noise level). As determined
in Subsection 4.5.2, the reduced dimensions for (5.9a) are m21 = 12 and m31 = 9. On
the other hand, m22 = 16 and m32 = 12 are chosen to realize (5.9b). The maximum
absolute displacement error (in all directions and over the whole geometry) between
the original and the reduced model, with the initial condition intentionally taken as
the column of X0 that is furthest from mean{X0}, is found to be around 0.06 nm.
Since this value is highly satisfactory, the use of mean{X0} in derivation of (5.9b) is
hence validated for our application.

Reduction for the MK4 design (ns = 2, nx = 2)

By expanding p2(x̂) = (M21Vx̄r + x̃0,1M21V1xr,1 + x̃0,2M21V2xr,2) ◦ (M22Vx̄r +
x̃0,1M22V1xr,1+x̃0,2M22V2xr,2) into a summation of separate element-wise products
as previously mentioned, and by performing separate reductions on each term, (5.5)
becomes

Σr : ˙̄xr = Arx̄r + Bru, x̄r,0 = 0

Σr,` : ẋr,` = Ar`xr,`, xr,`,0 = mr,`, ` = 1, 2

d̂ =
(
Dr∗

11 + α1D
r∗
12

)
xr +

(
Dr∗

21 + α2D
r∗
22

)(
(Mr

21(13[3×1] � xr)) ◦ (Mr
22(13×1 ⊗ xr))

)
(5.10)

where “⊗” and “�” denote the Kronecker product and the Khatri-Rao product, re-
spectively, 13[3×1] is a vector formed by concatenating three blocks of 13×1, so that

(13[3×1] � xr) =
[

11×3 11×3 11×3

]T � [
x̄Tr x̃0,1x

T
r,1 x̃0,2x

T
r,2

]T
=[

11×3 ⊗ x̄Tr 11×3 ⊗ x̃0,1x
T
r,1 11×3 ⊗ x̃0,2x

T
r,2

]T
, and

Dr∗
2j =

[
Dr00

2j Dr01
2j Dr02

2j Dr10
2j Dr11

2j Dr12
2j Dr20

2j Dr21
2j Dr22

2j

]
Mr

2j = blockdiag
(
Mr00

2j ,M
r01
2j ,M

r02
2j ,M

r10
2j ,M

r11
2j ,M

r12
2j ,M

r20
2j ,M

r21
2j ,M

r22
2j

)
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for j = 1, 2, with Drı
2j = D2jU(ı)

(
PT

(ı)U(ı)

)−1
, Mrı

21 = PT
(ı)M21V(ı), and

Mrı
22 = PT

(ı)M22V(), for ı = 0, 1, 2 and  = 0, 1, 2, under the definitions V(0) = V,
V(1) = V1, and V(2) = V2. The corresponding DEIM matrices are computed by
carrying out the following function evaluations:

Ũ(ı) = POD(X(ı), m̃(ı))

[U(ı),P(ı)] = DEIM
(
Ũ(ı),m(ı)

)
for ı = 0, 1, 2 and  = 0, 1, 2, where X(ı) contains snapshots of (M21x(ı)) ◦ (M22x()),
with x(0) = x̄, x(1) = x1, and x(2) = x2, from the system (5.4). After evaluating
different dimensions, the reduction level for each term is taken as m(ı) = 11, for
ı = 0, 1, 2 and  = 0, 1, 2.

5.4 Utilization of fully reduced models in estimation
and prediction

At the beginning of the exposure of a newly positioned reticle, the coefficients of
the reticle’s CTE curve are partially known. Unless there is an accomplished update
scheme hinged upon measurements to narrow down the uncertainty, this imperfect
knowledge manifests itself in faulty predictions of the point-wise displacements and
eventually in defective products. In the compensation mechanism, predictions are
used in the computation of the setpoints for the wafer stage and the reticle stage
manipulators, which vary over the area of a die since a wafer is scanned under a
narrow slit that has its long axis orthogonal to the scan direction. If the predictions
are accurate, then the stages are translated and rotated such that the imaging error
to occur is minimized beforehand. To achieve this objective, in what follows, we in-
troduce an estimation (model update from measurements) and prediction algorithm
that employs a suitably formulated version of our reduced-order models.

5.4.1 State-space formulation for estimation and prediction

From this point onwards, the variables to which an uncertainty is assigned will be
referred to as states and gathered in the state vector denoted by z(t) or, shortly, z. The
corresponding discrete-time representation is zk = z(tk) where k is the discrete-time
index. Moreover, let {tk}ntk=0 be the sequence that is formed by sorting the elements
of the set {0}∪T ∪T ∗ in increasing order, where T is the set of time instants at which
measurements are taken (at the end of each wafer) and T ∗ consists of time instants
for which the predictions are made (at die exposures).

Measured and predicted outputs in (5.9) and (5.10) are extracted via the premul-
tipliers P̃m and P̃p, respectively, in the sense that d̂m = P̃md̂ ∈ Rnm and d̂p = P̃pd̂ ∈
Rnp . Similarly, for the unreduced model (5.1b), these outputs are given by dm = P̃md
and dp = P̃pd. Displacements along the x- and y-axis are measured at 6 locations
around the illumination area and are predicted at every point of a 13 × 19 grid on
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the bottom surface of the reticle, implying that nm = 12 and np = 494. The first
np/2 elements of dp and d̂p correspond to the displacements in x direction, whereas
the remaining np/2 entries correspond to those in y direction. Consideration of such
displacements relates to overlay errors in lithographic patterning. Each premultiplier
interpolates d̂ to find the displacements at the specified locations and has only three
nonzero entries per row, owing to the triangular mesh (on a plane) in use. The resul-
tant D matrices after the multiplication are denoted by prepending an “m” or a “p” to
their subscripts, e.g., Dr2

m31 = P̃mDr2
31, Dr2

p31 = P̃pD
r2
31, Dr∗

m21 = P̃mDr∗
21, etc.

Apart from the state vector z, other variables of our state-space model are the
measurement vector (denoted by yk), the vector of predicted displacements (denoted
by qk), and the measurement noise vector (denoted by vk), which are expressed in
discrete-time. Next, contents of these building blocks will be explained.

Since the uncertainty is taken to prevail on the parameters of the CTE curve, these
parameters constitute the state vector, that is, z =

[
α1 α2 α3

]T
for the MK2

design and z =
[
α1 α2

]T
for the MK4 design. The associated state-space model

for an estimation and prediction algorithm is given by

zk+1 = zk

yk = Gkzk + gk + vk (5.11)

qk = Hkzk + hk

where yk = dm(tk) ∈ Rnm , qk =
[

qTx,k qTy,k
]T

= dp(tk) ∈ Rnp , vk is a zero-
mean Gaussian random vector with positive-definite covariance Rk, and (Gk,gk)
and (Hk,hk) are equal to([

Dr
•12x̄

k
r Dr1

•22

∏2
j=1(Mr1

2j x̄
k
r ) Dr1

•32

∏3
j=1(Mr1

3j x̄
k
r )
]
,

Dr
•11x̄

k
r + Dr1

•21

∏2
j=1(Mr1

2j x̄
k
r ) + Dr1

•31

∏3
j=1(Mr1

3j x̄
k
r )
)
, if

∑4
`=1 |x̃0,`| < ε,([

Dr∗
•12x

k
r Dr2

•22

∏2
j=1(Mr2

2jx
k
r ) Dr2

•32

∏3
j=1(Mr2

3jx
k
r )
]
,

Dr∗
•11x

k
r + Dr2

•21

∏2
j=1(Mr2

2jx
k
r ) + Dr2

•31

∏3
j=1(Mr2

3jx
k
r )
)
, otherwise,

for the MK2 design and([
Dr∗
•12x

k
r Dr∗

•22

(
(Mr

21(13[3×1] � xkr )) ◦ (Mr
22(13×1 ⊗ xkr ))

)]
,

Dr∗
•11x

k
r + Dr∗

•21

(
(Mr

21(13[3×1] � xkr )) ◦ (Mr
22(13×1 ⊗ xkr ))

))
for the MK4 design, with “•” being replaced by “m” and “p”, respectively. Note that
the time dependency of the expressions above arises from x̄kr = x̄r(tk) and xkr =
xr(tk). Furthermore, during a simulated operation of an estimation and prediction
algorithm and in the evaluation of the prediction error, the provided yk and qk are
generated from the full-order model even though the algorithm employs the reduced-
order model to update the CTE parameters and to make predictions.
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For the linear time-variant state-space model (5.11), the measurements are taken
per wafer which is a subset of the instants for which the predictions are computed (per
die). Since this information has not yet been incorporated in the model, based on the
presentation thus far, an estimator yields parameter updates on (5.11) even when
there are no measurements in reality. To avoid such misrepresentations, we use the
concept of pseudo-measurements and deliberately set Rk = R(tk)→ diag(∞, . . . ,∞)
at tk 6∈ T so that an estimator is then forced to keep the prior estimates.

5.4.2 Estimation and prediction algorithm

Mathematical treatment of uncertain knowledge on model variables is carried out via
random variables and their probability distributions. In the context of this work, a
probability density function (pdf) is taken to characterize the uncertainty in the ele-
ments of the state vector. Starting from the initial pdf of the state vector, an estima-
tor attempts to mitigate the uncertainty on it based on the available measurements.
Assuming that the measurements are informative enough, the variance and bias asso-
ciated to each state component should decrease by taking an effective estimator. As
a function of the state vector, the prediction quality depends directly on the estima-
tion, in addition to the propagation approach of the state pdf through the prediction
equations.

The optimal solution to the estimation and prediction problem for a linear and
Gaussian system in terms of minimizing the mean squared error (MSE) is provided by
the Kalman filter (KF). Since (5.11) is linear and already Gaussian with respect to the
measurement noise, choosing the initial pdf of the state vector also as a Gaussian den-
sity allows us to benefit from this well-established framework. We therefore propose
to infer optimal estimates and predictions by implementing the KF. The governing
equations for the prediction and update of the state vector, given for the current
problem, are

ẑk|k−1 = ẑk−1|k−1

Pk|k−1 = Pk−1|k−1

ẑk|k = ẑk|k−1 + Kk(yk −Gkẑk|k−1 − gk)

Pk|k = Pk|k−1 −KkGkPk|k−1

where the recursions commence with the initial Gaussian pdf N (z0; ẑ0|0,P0|0) having
the mean ẑ0|0 and the covariance P0|0,

Kk = Pk|k−1G
T
k (GkPk|k−1G

T
k + Rk)−1

and the pairs (ẑk|k−1,Pk|k−1) and (ẑk|k,Pk|k) are the a priori and a posteriori state
estimates and their covariances at time tk, respectively. In the case of no measure-
ments, the infinite Rk forces the gain matrix Kk to be zero, and therefore assists
in preserving the a priori variables. The ultimate outputs of the algorithm are the
displacement predictions q̂k = [ q̂Tx,k q̂Ty,k ]T and the associated covariance Pq,k:

q̂k = Hkẑk|k−1 + hk

Pq,k = HkPk|k−1H
T
k .
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5.5 Illustrative cases

5.5.1 Performance evaluation tools

The employed performance metrics related to the predicted outputs are

RMS•,k =

√√√√ 1

nrun(np/2)

nrun∑
i=1

‖q̂i•,k − qi•,k‖22

MAX•,k = max
i

max |q̂i•,k − qi•,k|

CRLB•,k =
√

Tr(P•,k)/(np/2)

where “•” is either x or y, CRLB is the acronym for the Cramér-Rao lower bound, nrun

stands for the number of independent Monte Carlo (MC) runs, the superscript i relates
to the realization at the ith MC run, and Px,k and Py,k correspond to the uppermost
and lowermost square matrices of size np/2 in Pq,k, respectively. Moreover, CRLB•,k,
the element-averaged CRLB, provides the theoretical lower bound for RMS•,k if the
prediction is unbiased. In the ideal case that the KF is based on the unreduced (large-
scale) model, RMS•,k → CRLB•,k as nrun → ∞. Based on this fact and the high
accuracy of the reduced-order model, we expect a similar behavior with the use of
the reduced-order model in the KF.

Regarding the estimation outcome, similar metrics are used:

RMSj,k =

√√√√ 1

nrun

nrun∑
i=1

‖ẑik|k{j} − zik{j}‖22

CRLBj,k =
√

Pk|k{j, j}

for j = 1, 2, 3, where zik{j} denotes the jth element of zik and Pk|k{j, j} returns the
jth diagonal element of Pk|k.

5.5.2 Simulated zero initial condition case

This test case investigates the operation of the KF under the circumstance that the
complete geometry starts heating from Tref = 22◦C. This is equivalent to the zero
initial condition case given by x0 = 0. Therefore, contributions from the reduced-
order auxiliary submodels Σr,1, . . . ,Σr,ns are set to zero. Details on the simulation
environment are listed in Table 5.1. The first row of this table provides the periodic
heat flux signal q(t) (W/m2), corresponding to (4.52). In addition, the cooling water
temperature is again fixed at Tref. Simulations are carried out for two lots where
each lot consists of 25 wafers that are individually processed in 25 seconds and,
therefore, has the duration of 625 s. Without any loss of generalization, predictions
are computed for every second, which corresponds to 5 dies during the exposure if
there are 100 dies per wafer. In practice, this frequency can be modulated as desired.
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Table 5.1: Description of the simulation environment

q(t) 2050 if t ∈ [25i, 25i+ 20), 0 otherwise, i ∈ N0

T , T ∗ {23, 48, 73, . . . , 1248}, {1, 2, 3, . . . , 1249}

ẑ0|0

[
3.704 8.015 · 10−1 −3.825 · 10−3

]T
(MK2 design)[

3.68 7.65 · 10−1
]T

(MK4 design)

P0|0
diag(1.6 · 10−1, 1.6 · 10−3, 10−8) (MK2 design)
diag(1.6 · 10−1, 1.6 · 10−3) (MK4 design)

Rk = R(tk) (1.6 · 10−1) · I12 tk ∈ T , ∞ · I12 tk 6∈ T
MC runs 1000

The first row of Figure 5.2 displays the RMS errors in x and y directions, from
which the corresponding CRLB curves are indistinguishable. As is visible from the
second row of this figure, both the individual errors and the separation of the error
curves in x and y become more apparent if the MAX errors are analyzed. Regarding
the estimation results, the bottom row of Figure 5.2 illustrates the CRLBs for the
estimated parameters. Since the corresponding RMS errors are graphically the same
as the CRLBs, they are not included as another figure. The important conclusion from
the CRLBs of the MK2 design is that the decrease in the uncertainty in the quadratic
coefficient of the reticle’s CTE curve (CRLB3) is negligible. Thus, estimation of this
parameter with the given sensor noise and the prior uncertainty level is not essential.
This expectation was tested by performing the same simulation with z = [ α1 α2 ]T

and α3 being incorporated into the equations for yk and qk. In accordance with the
expectation, the new error plots did not have any noticeable difference from the ones
given in Figure 5.2. As the last remark, the errors for the MK4 design are slightly
smaller than those for the MK2 design, owing to the improved cooling of the reticle.

5.5.3 Simulated nonzero initial condition cases

Initial condition taken from the snapshot matrix of initial conditions

This analysis involves the case where the initial condition is selected as the column
of X0 that is furthest (with respect to the Euclidean distance) from mean{X0}. This
particular initial condition is denoted by x0,f . The maximum absolute difference
between the corresponding entries of the chosen vector x0,f and mean{X0} is found
to be 1.2 ◦C and 0.1 ◦C for the MK2 and MK4 designs, respectively. In both designs,
x0,f = x0,1, which is the same as x0,2, x0,3, and x0,4 as can be seen from Remark
5.2.1. Physically, this corresponds to the initial condition that is encountered when a
reticle is replaced with a new reticle at 22 ◦C at the end of the first lot.

Concerning the reduced-order model, the temperature measurements x̃0,i, for i =
1, . . . , ns, are set to the true (noise-free) values at the measured locations. This is in
conformity with the situation in practice because temperature measurements can be
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Figure 5.2: RMS and MAX errors in x and y directions for the zero initial condition
case, along with the CRLBs of the CTE parameters.

taken at an extremely high rate. Thus, simply averaging some measurements helps in
eliminating any intrinsic noise.

The simulation conditions in Table 5.1 are kept the same, and the conclusions
from the previous subsection remained valid as well. The only notable difference is in
the error magnitudes for the MK2 case, as can be viewed from Figure 5.3 and Figure
5.2(a). These values are increased at initial time steps due to a larger plant-model
mismatch. On the other hand, the results for the MK4 design remained indistinguish-
able from the ones in Figure 5.2(b). Note that due to the physical meaning of x0,f ,
the results here concern the second and third lots (exposed with the same reticle),
after a reticle exchange at the end of the first lot. If one wants to visualize the error
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Figure 5.3: RMS and MAX errors in x and y directions for the MK2 design, where the
initial condition is chosen from the snapshot matrix of initial conditions.
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Figure 5.4: Plot of MAXy − MAXy over time for two different displacement sensor
noise levels.

trajectories starting from the first lot, then the first 625 s (duration of the first lot) of
the plots in Figure 5.2 should be prepended to the corresponding plots for the second
lot. For an example, if the plot for the MAX error in Figure 5.2(b) is appended to the
first 625 s of the same plot, then we have the error trajectories for the first three lots
of the MK4 design, where the only reticle replacement is at the end of the first lot.

The main reason that the results for the MK4 design are again given by Figure
5.2(b) is that the impact of auxiliary submodels (nonzero initial conditions) in the
MK4 design on the predicted outputs is very small. In more detail, the maximum
(over the predicted locations and time) absolute displacement difference between
the cases where x0 = 0 and x0 = x0,f (furthest initial condition from mean{X0}) is
around 0.05 nm, whereas this value is nearly 3.5 nm in the MK2 geometry. With this
knowledge, it is worthwhile to reconsider whether the inclusion of temperature sen-
sors, and hence auxiliary submodels, is indeed necessary in the MK4 design for online
estimation and prediction purposes, as is the topic of the subsequent discussion.
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Figure 5.5: RMS and MAX errors in x and y directions for the MK2 design, where the
initial condition is distant from the ones in the snapshot matrix of initial conditions.

In what follows next, as the largest and most relevant error component, the maxi-
mum absolute displacement error in y direction is considered. Let MAXy be the MAXy
error for the case where only the nominal submodel exists (x̃0,1 = x̃0,2 = 0) in the
algorithm despite the fact that the system is initiated from x0,f . This corresponds to
the situation where the algorithm assumes that x0 = 0 even when this is not true.
In Figure 5.4, MAXy − MAXy is plotted for two different sensor noise levels. If the
plotted quantity is above zero, then the two temperature sensors and the correspond-
ing extended model are able to offer a performance improvement. In the provided
figure, a small improvement occurs when displacement sensors are extremely precise,
as shown by the green curve. However, with the current sensor noise level, the use of
temperature sensors in an estimation and prediction setting is not really necessary in
the MK4 design.

Initial condition located away from the snapshot matrix of initial conditions

Concerning the MK2 design, it is important to investigate a scenario where the initial
thermal condition deviates significantly from the snapshot matrix. For this purpose,
an artificial delay of 2 s is inserted into the system in the reticle exchange step. In this
way, the system cools down for an additional 2 s, starting from x0,f . The maximum
absolute difference between the corresponding entries of the new initial condition
and mean{X0} now reaches to 7.1 ◦C. As a consequence, both the RMS and MAX
errors increase, and the CRLBs are no longer similar to the RMS errors (see Figure
5.5 and Figure 5.6). However, the estimation of the two parameters still contributes
greatly to performance because of their compensation for the modeling-induced bias.

With respect to the MK4 design, having witnessed that the model with zero initial
condition can already cope with x0,f , the additional cooling brings the initial condi-
tion closer to zero, which can more easily be tolerated. As expected, the results in
Figure 5.2(b) are again retained, without any need for temperature sensors.
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Figure 5.6: RMS errors and CRLBs of the estimated CTE parameters for the MK2
design, where the initial condition is distant from the ones in the snapshot matrix of
initial conditions.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, an extended reduced-order thermo-mechanical model of the short
stroke chuck was derived to account for varying initial thermal conditions due to the
attachment of a cold reticle to a heated clamp, resulting in a model that depends ex-
plicitly on a few temperature measurements. In particular, the measurement locations
were determined by means of the DEIM algorithm, which was also utilized in model
reduction, in combination with the POD method. Then, the reduced-order model was
employed in the Kalman filter with the purpose to alleviate the uncertainty on the
parameters of the reticle’s CTE curve based on a few displacement measurements and
to consequently improve predictions of displacements.

For realistic noise levels of the displacement sensors, it was observed that estima-
tion of the quadratic coefficient of the CTE curve in the MK2 design is unnecessary
because the corresponding small uncertainty can not be rapidly decreased. Moreover,
under the simulated conditions, the information from temperature sensors was not
actually needed in the estimation and prediction routine of the MK4 design. This
conclusion was due to the fact that the existing reduced-order model with the zero
initial condition was already sufficiently robust against nonzero initial conditions that
may occur, and the possible small improvement in prediction performance via tem-
perature measurements could not be realized due to the relatively large displacement
sensor noise. The converged maximum error value with the Kalman filter was in the
region of 0.2 nm and 0.1 nm for the MK2 and MK4 designs, respectively, with the
errors in y being slightly higher than those in x (as in the case with the absolute
displacements). Despite the rather high sensor noise level, these errors are below
0.4 nm, which is the upper bound for the desired maximum error (at the reticle level)
in the predicted set of displacements.
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In this last chapter of the thesis, the results from the previous chapters are brought
together, discussed, and reflected upon, in order to highlight the major achievements
of our research and to determine the directions along which future investigations
can be made. The organization of this chapter is as follows. First, the contributions
of this work are presented in view of the research goals defined in the Introduction
chapter. Then, the most important concepts and conclusions from each chapter are
summarized. As the final section of this thesis, recommendations for research in
future are provided.

6.1 Overview

The main aim of this work has been to develop fast, recursive, and accurate esti-
mation and prediction approaches for the considered lens heating (LH) and reticle
heating (RH) problems. This would enable an improved real-time compensation of
the heating-induced imaging errors in lithography because a controller computes the
setpoints for the relevant manipulators based on the predictions that are fed into it.

Accurate predictions were already achieved (except for the long lot scenarios) in
the LH case with the existing regularization-based linear approach in batch formula-
tion; therefore, the focus has been on further improving this linear solution and on
making it recursive, as addressed in Chapter 2. The use of nonlinear techniques,
based on the nonlinearly parametrized model, are also investigated to determine
a feasible solution for the long lot cases and to analyze to what extent modeling
differences influence the prediction performance, which has been covered in
Chapter 3.
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The RH problem, on the other hand, targeted a maximum error (at the reticle
level) smaller than 0.4 nm in the predicted set of displacements. To achieve this goal,
in Chapter 4, an accurate reduced-order model was built from a large-scale FEM-
based thermo-mechanical model by means of the proper orthogonal decomposition
(POD) method and the discrete empirical interpolation method (DEIM). Moreover,
Chapter 5 extended this model to be robust against a wide range of initial ther-
mal conditions and employed it in an optimal recursive model update and prediction
route, namely, the Kalman filter (KF). In the selection or design of algorithms for both
LH and RH cases, the speed of an algorithm has been considered acceptable as long
as the algorithm is recursive, processes only the most recent measurements, and does
not involve brute-force approaches.

By recalling these research goals from the Introduction chapter, the main contri-
butions of this work are now highlighted.

6.1.1 Contributions

From the practical point of view, the main contributions of this thesis are

LH problem

• The development of fast and recursive estimation and prediction techniques that
outperform the existing solution in batch formulation which already performs
reasonably well except for the long lot scenarios. Excluding the treated long lot
case, the linear minexp MSE solution achieved the best relative improvement
in maximum prediction errors (averaged over the Zernikes), that is, 12.5% and
5% per Zernike for the covered synthetic data and experimental data cases,
respectively. Concerning the long lot case for which the existing solution was far
from being accurate due to its divergent behavior, the unscented Kalman filter
(UKF) provided a significant improvement, owing to its errors that decreased
and then leveled off.

• The derivation of the counterparts of the linear solutions (methods that utilize
the linearly parametrized model) for the original (nonlinearly parametrized)
model, making the comparison of the prediction performances with these two
different models possible.

RH problem

• The development of an accurate and computationally cheap thermo-mechanical
model of reticles in EUV lithography such that it is suitable to be utilized in
real-time estimation and prediction to enhance the control performance. In
detail, the maximum displacement errors (due to model reduction) were typ-
ically in the order of 10−2 nm and 10−3 nm for the MK2 (chuck cooling) and
MK4 (clamp cooling) designs, respectively, both being considered as highly sat-
isfactory. Moreover, in comparison to the FEM-based large-scale models, the
computation times were reduced by a factor around 5000.
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• The determination of a fast and recursive estimation and prediction method in
which this model can optimally operate in terms of producing accurate predic-
tions: With the use of the KF, the converged maximum error values were in the
region of 0.2 nm and 0.1 nm for the MK2 and MK4 designs, respectively, which
satisfy our target of having errors smaller than 0.4 nm.

Apart from these practical achievements, the main theoretical contributions of this
work are

LH problem

• The development of the minexp MSE estimation and prediction approach that
aims to reduce the conservatism of the minimax MSE approach in return for
sacrificing the guarantee of improved performance.

• The generalization of the Kalman filtering framework based on the use of a
time-varying regularization matrix in the cost function to improve performance.

RH problem

• The development of a scheme to make the reduced-order models robust against
partially known varying initial conditions: This scheme utilizes the DEIM from
the nonlinear model reduction literature in the (linear) reduction of the param-
eters of the initial thermal condition. In particular, the novel application of the
DEIM algorithm in sensor placement provides a highly practical alternative to
greedy algorithms, costing almost no time to run. Concerning our sensor place-
ment problem, the use of this algorithm has led to no evident loss in modeling
accuracy in comparison to the use of greedy algorithms.

• The development of a fully reduced model that is parameterized in terms of
the temperature measurements and the coefficients of the polynomial for the
reticle’s coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). This involves a particular com-
bination of submodels in order to make the temperature measurements explicit
in the model and, thus, to improve the accuracy of the model.

6.1.2 Conclusions

This subsection collects the main conclusions from each chapter together to give a
summary of the results.

LH problem

• The approximate (linearly parametrized) model should be preferred over the
original (nonlinearly parametrized) model in developing an estimation and pre-
diction route for any LH scenario apart from the long lots which involve large
time constants. This conclusion is made because, except for the long lot cases,
the original model offers no performance advantages in return for its complexity
due to the nonlinearity.
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• The use of a time-varying regularization matrix instead of a constant one in
the cost function of an estimator is crucial in improving the prediction accuracy
(due to the lack of many measurements) in the LH problem.

• Among the evaluated approaches, the linear minexp MSE solution has the best
performance for all considered test cases excluding the long lot case, for which
the UKF performs the best and displays a non-divergent behavior unlike the
others.

• As a pure theoretical conclusion, admissibility is not a criterion that can distin-
guish between sufficiently well-tuned estimator-based predictors.

RH problem

• Among the considered reduction strategies in Chapter 4, the combination of the
POD method and the DEIM is the most accurate model reduction route for the
treated RH problem.

• Estimation of the quadratic coefficient of the CTE curve in the MK2 design is
unnecessary due to the relatively high displacement sensor noise and the small
initial uncertainty on this specific parameter.

• Unlike the situation with the MK2 design, the extended reduced-order mod-
eling, based on the placement of temperature sensors, is actually not needed
in the estimation and prediction route of the MK4 design. This conclusion is
made because the basic reduced-order model designed for the zero initial ther-
mal condition is already sufficiently robust against nonzero initial conditions,
and any possible small improvement in prediction performance via tempera-
ture measurements can not be realized due to the relatively high displacement
sensor noise.

6.2 Recommendations

In connection to the results presented in this thesis, there are several research direc-
tions that can be pursued in the future. These are categorized in terms of the LH and
RH problems as follows:

LH problem

• This work builds on the established framework for the LH problem that operates
quite successfully. Thus, the existing models and the estimation and prediction
strategy have been directly utilized. Different modeling strategies can also be
investigated in the future, such as

– The treatment of the modeling problem from scratch, in the same way
as in the RH problem. For instance, finite element simulations can be
used and the need for Zernike polynomial functions in the models can be
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reconsidered. It should be noted in this context, that in the LH case, the
variation in initial conditions may be even more diverse, since changes in
illumination conditions and exchange of reticles both impact the spatial
and angular distribution of wavefronts that lead to the heating of lenses.

– The analysis of input signals d(t) that are different from the Dirac delta
function given in (2.7). A realistic alternative may involve the use of a
rectangular pulse function to model each die exposure. Based on this, the
adaptation of the current methodology can be considered.

– The direct utilization of the differential equation (2.6) instead of its solu-
tion, which would lead to a linearly parametrized model also with respect
to the time constants. This modeling route, at the first glance, is expected
to be more flexible to input signals d(t) that are arbitrary time-varying
functions with no periodicities.

Owing to the good performance of the established scheme, the mentioned al-
ternatives in modeling should mainly be pursued for theoretical interest rather
than the expectation of a practical impact.

• The results could have been better validated if sufficiently many experimental
measurements that are taken under similar settings (e.g., reticle type, illumina-
tion settings and lens NA) were available. This would increase the number of
Monte Carlo runs and, therefore, help in the identification of the sensor noise
and other disturbances. Although it is feasible in practice to collect measure-
ments under similar conditions, the busy schedules of the operating DUV lit-
hography tools do not make this time-consuming task realizable. However, this
limitation can be overcome in the future.

• Even though a workable recursive solution for long lot scenarios has been achie-
ved, a clear theoretical analysis on the limitations of the linearly parametrized
model was not made and can be considered as a future direction. This would
enable a better understanding of the influence of the fixed time constants on
the prediction accuracy and may lead to an improved adaptation of these time
constants with respect to long lot cases.

• The analyses in this work can be extended to include lot transitions and various
disturbances (e.g., unanticipated interruption of heating and sensor drifts). In
particular, the lot transitions would involve the prediction of the cooling be-
havior from the previous lots to improve the prediction accuracy in the present
lot.

RH problem

• The most important continuation of this work would be the validation of the
results by means of experimental data. At the time of this research, a realistic
experimental setup with the relevant heating effects that are associated with
high a throughput in number of wafers and, hence, a high source power did not
exist. Similarly, real data was not available also from an EUV tool due to the low
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wattage of the EUV source and various problems with the displacement sensors.
As can be understood from the clamp and chuck cooling designs, even the de-
sign for the short stroke chuck has not yet been finalized. If the developments
in the EUV source, sensors, and component designs remain in line with the EUV
roadmap, then the validation with respect to real data should be feasible in the
coming years. Note that the reduced-order models and the employed estimation
and prediction method may need to be adapted based on the real data, but such
modifications will not alter the main principles behind our algorithmic designs.

• The developed models and simulations assume uniform material properties
(e.g., the CTE) throughout every component of the short stroke chuck. In fact,
such parameters can vary to an extent within each component due to imperfec-
tions in the production of materials. Unfortunately, the spatial characterization
of material properties, with the CTE being the most important one, did not exist
during this research because of complications in metrology. If such dependence
on the spatial coordinates can be described, then the reduced-order models can
be adapted to them accordingly in the case that the reduced-order models are
not already sufficiently robust against these variations.

• In this work, all of the illumination area has been subjected to the incoming light
rather than subjecting only parts of it. Therefore, scenarios that use a smaller
portion of the illumination area to apply the heat flux were not covered. The
most straightforward extension to treat those cases would be to derive a new
reduced-order model for each different size of the illuminated area. Depending
on the importance of this problem, the possibility of a unified reduced-order
model for all cases can be investigated as a future research.

• Finally, though a bit outside the scope of this thesis, research in displacement
sensors with a better noise performance can be beneficial in further reducing
the RH contribution to the overall overlay performance of the lithography tool.

For both LH and RH problems

• The controller can also be taken into account in the design and evaluation steps.
For an example, the current estimation and prediction methods can be altered to
consider the residual from the controller’s optimization as the ultimate output
rather than the predicted quantities. Since the controller is basically a linear
least-squares optimization to compute the actuator settings from the predic-
tions, its inclusion in the design of an estimator and predictor is not expected to
have an impact on performance and should mainly be analyzed for theoretical
interest. The primary area of improvement in control lies in the design and de-
velopment of new manipulators to minimize the Zernikes (LH) or displacements
(RH) that the current manipulators are not capable of counteracting.
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AppendixA
Appendix to Chapter 2

A.1 Matrix inversion lemma

Having the invertible matrices A, B, A−1 + CB−1CT , and B + CTAC, where
A ∈ Rn1×n1 , B ∈ Rn2×n2 , and C ∈ Rn1×n2 , the matrix inversion lemma is as fol-
lows:

(A−1 + CB−1CT )−1 = A−AC(B + CTAC)−1CTA.

Proof [24]: By leaving the identity matrix on one side of the equation, we have

I = (A−1 + CB−1CT )(A−AC(B + CTAC)−1CTA)

= I−C(B + CTAC)−1CTA + CB−1CTA−CB−1CTAC(B + CTAC)−1CTA

= I−CB−1(B(B + CTAC)−1 + CTAC(B + CTAC)−1)CTA + CB−1CTA

= I−CB−1(B + CTAC)(B + CTAC)−1CTA + CB−1CTA

= I−CB−1CTA + CB−1CTA

= I.

�

A.2 Proof of (2.20) and Theorem 2.4.2

First, it is proven that

argmin
x∈Rñm

{
(yk −Ckx)TWk(yk −Ckx) + xTΦkx

}
= (C

T

kWkCk + Φk)−1C
T

kWkyk.

Proof: The Lagrangian L : Rñm → R of this problem is defined by the convex
cost function itself, and it is well-known that the optimal solution x̂k should satisfy
dL/dx = 0:

−2C
T

kWkyk+2(C
T

kWkCk+Φk)x̂k = 0, ∴ x̂k = (C
T

kWkCk+Φk)−1C
T

kWkyk. �
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Next, the equivalence to

argmin
x∈Rñm

{
(yk −Ckx)TWk(yk −Ckx)

}
subject to xTΦkx ≤ xT∗,kΦkx∗,k,

where x∗,k = (C
T

kWkCk + Φk)−1C
T

kWkyk, is proven.

Proof: The Lagrangian L : Rñm × R→ R of this convex minimization is

(yk −Ckx)TWk(yk −Ckx) + (xTΦkx− xT∗,kΦkx∗,k)λ

and the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions assert that x̂k is optimal if and only if there
exists a scalar λ ≥ 0 such that dL/dx = 0, λ(xTΦkx − xT∗,kΦkx∗,k) = 0, and
xTΦkx ≤ xT∗,kΦkx∗,k hold when evaluated at x̂k. The first two conditions lead to

x̂k = (C
T

kWkCk + λΦk)−1C
T

kWkyk

λx̂TkΦkx̂k = λ
(
(C

T

kWkCk + Φk)−1C
T

kWkyk
)T

Φk

(
(C

T

kWkCk + Φk)−1C
T

kWkyk
)
.

Among the choices λ = 0 and λ = 1 that satisfy these conditions, only λ = 1 satisfies
the third condition x̂TkΦkx̂k ≤ xT∗,kΦkx∗,k, resulting in x̂k = x∗,k. �

A.3 Proof of (2.32)

Here, we prove that

P̃k−1C̃
T
k (C̃kP̃k−1C̃

T
k + W̃−1

k )−1 = P̃kC̃
T
k W̃k

where the variables are defined as in Section 2.4.

Proof [24]: Starting with the application of the matrix inversion lemma, the proof is
as follows:

P̃k−1C̃
T
k (C̃kP̃k−1C̃

T
k + W̃−1

k )−1

= P̃k−1C̃
T
k (W̃k − W̃kC̃k(P̃−1

k−1 + C̃T
k W̃kC̃k)−1C̃T

k W̃k)

= (P̃k−1 − P̃k−1C̃
T
k W̃kC̃k(P̃−1

k−1 + C̃T
k W̃kC̃k)−1)C̃T

k W̃k

= (P̃k−1 − P̃k−1C̃
T
k (C̃kP̃k−1C̃

T
k + W̃−1

k )−1(C̃kP̃k−1C̃
T
k + W̃−1

k )W̃kC̃k

(P̃−1
k−1 + C̃T

k W̃kC̃k)−1)C̃T
k W̃k

= (P̃k−1 − P̃k−1C̃
T
k (C̃kP̃k−1C̃

T
k + W̃−1

k )−1(C̃kP̃k−1C̃
T
k W̃kC̃k + C̃k)

(P̃−1
k−1 + C̃T

k W̃kC̃k)−1)C̃T
k W̃k

= (P̃k−1 − P̃k−1C̃
T
k (C̃kP̃k−1C̃

T
k + W̃−1

k )−1C̃kP̃k−1(C̃T
k W̃kC̃k + P̃−1

k−1)

(P̃−1
k−1 + C̃T

k W̃kC̃k)−1)C̃T
k W̃k

= (P̃k−1 − P̃k−1C̃
T
k (C̃kP̃k−1C̃

T
k + W̃−1

k )−1C̃kP̃k−1)C̃T
k W̃k

= P̃kC̃
T
k W̃k

where the final equality is found by means of (2.29). �
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A.4 Proof of Theorem 2.5.4

Here, we show that the optimal solution to the minimization problem

min
F

max
x∈U

{
ε(F,x)− ε(Fo,x)

}
= min

F
max
x∈U

{
xTZx + Tr(FRFT )− Tr(FoRFTo )

}
(A.1)

where U = {x ∈ Rñm |xTΨx ≤ β2} and

Z = (E− FC)T (E− FC)− (E− FoC)T (E− FoC)

can be found by solving the semidefinite programming problem (2.46).

Proof [26]: The solution to this optimization is unique since the cost function is
strictly convex (because Tr(FRFT ) is strictly convex). It has the form

F = B(C
T
R
−1

C)−1C
T
R
−1

(A.2)

where B ∈ Rnp×ñm . This is proved as follows: The objective function depends on F
only through FC and Tr(FRFT ). For an arbitrary F,

Tr(FRFT ) = Tr(FR
1/2

PR
1/2

FT ) + Tr(FR
1/2

(I−P)R
1/2

FT ) ≥ Tr(FR
1/2

PR
1/2

FT )

where
P = R

−1/2
C(C

T
R
−1

C)−1C
T
R
−1/2

(A.3)

is the orthogonal projection onto the range of R
−1/2

C. Additionally, we have
FC = FR

1/2
PR

−1/2
C. Suppose that F is optimal and let F′ = FR

1/2
PR

−1/2
. Then,

F′C = FC and Tr(F′RF′T ) = Tr(FR
1/2

PR
1/2

FT ) ≤ Tr(FRFT ). Since the optimal

F is unique, this relation implies that F = F′ or F = FR
1/2

PR
−1/2

. Finally, by using
(A.3) on the second equality, we arrive at

F = FC(C
T
R
−1

C)−1C
T
R
−1

= B(C
T
R
−1

C)−1C
T
R
−1

for some matrix B. In this way, instead of solving for F that has the number of
columns being equal to the number of measurements, we solve for B that has only
ñm (number of parameters) columns, thus, reducing the problem dimension. By using
(A.2) on (A.1) and removing the term Tr(FoRFTo ) as it does not contain any of the
optimization variables, the problem is converted into

min
B

{
Tr(B(C

T
R
−1

C)−1BT ) + max
x∈U

{
xT ((E−B)T (E−B)−A)x

}}
(A.4)

where A = (E− FoC)T (E− FoC).
Concerning the maximization over the ellipsoid, the solution is found as follows:

max
xTΨx≤β2

{
xT ((E−B)T (E−B)−A)x

}
=

max
uTu≤β2

{
uTΨ−1/2((E−B)T (E−B)−A)Ψ−1/2u

}
=

β2 max(λmax(Ψ−1/2((E−B)T (E−B)−A)Ψ−1/2), 0)
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where u = Ψ1/2x and λmax(·) returns the maximum eigenvalue of its argument.
Finding max(λmax(Ψ−1/2((E−B)T (E−B)−A)Ψ−1/2), 0) is equivalent to

min η subject to: η ≥ 0 and Ψ−1/2((E−B)T (E−B)−A)Ψ−1/2 � ηI (A.5)

and via this formulation, (A.4) can be written as

min
B,η

{
Tr(B(C

T
R
−1

C)−1BT ) + β2η
}

subject to the constraints in (A.5). This is equivalent to minimizing a new variable κ
subject to:

η ≥ 0

Tr(B(C
T
R
−1

C)−1BT ) + β2η ≤ κ
Ψ−1/2(E−B)T (E−B)Ψ−1/2 � ηI + Ψ−1/2AΨ−1/2.

(A.6)

Let b = vec((C
T
R
−1

C)−1/2BT ) so that (A.6) becomes

bTb + β2η ≤ κ.

By using Schur’s complement (see below), the constraints are converted into the fol-
lowing linear matrix inequalities:[

κ− β2η bT

b I

]
� 0,

[
ηI + Ψ−

1
2 AΨ−

1
2 Ψ−

1
2 (E−B)T

(E−B)Ψ−
1
2 I

]
� 0. (A.7)

In this way, the resultant formulation is minκ,B,η κ subject to η ≥ 0 and (A.7). �

Schur’s complement [14]: Given a symmetric matrix

X =

[
X11 X12

XT
12 X22

]
where X22 is invertible, X � 0 if and only if X22 � 0 and X11 −X12X

−1
22 XT

12 � 0.

A.5 Proof of Theorem 2.5.5

In this section, it is shown that the solution to the minimization problem

min
F

E
x∈U

{
ε(F,x)− ε(Fo,x)

}
= min

F
E

x∈U

{
xT (E− FC)T (E− FC)x + Tr(FRFT )−

xT (E− FoC)T (E− FoC)x− Tr(FoRFTo )
}

where U = {x ∈ Rñm |xTΨx ≤ β2} is given by

F = E(C
T
R
−1

C + ((ñm + 2)/β2)Ψ)−1C
T
R
−1
. (A.8)
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Proof: First, the subproblem involving the expectation over x ∈ U is considered:

E
x∈U

{
xT ((E−FC)T (E−FC)− (E−FoC)T (E−FoC))x

}
= E

uTu≤1

{
uTZu

}
(A.9)

where u = (1/β)Ψ1/2x and

Z = β2(Ψ−1/2((E− FC)T (E− FC)− (E− FoC)T (E− FoC))Ψ−1/2). (A.10)

In explicit form,

E
uTu≤1

{
uTZu

}
=

∫
uTu≤1

p(u)(uTZu) du (A.11)

where p(u) is the probability density function of u that is equal to the constant cu for
uTu ≤ 1 and zero elsewhere. By definition,∫
uTu≤1

p(u) du = 1 −→
∫

uTu≤1

cu du = 1 −→ cuvolñm = 1 −→ cu = 1/volñm

where volñm stands for the volume of the unit ñm-ball (ñm-dimensional Euclidean
ball of radius 1). By using this result and expanding uTZu into individual terms,
(A.11) is changed into

E
uTu≤1

{
uTZu

}
= (1/volñm)

ñm∑
i=1

zii

∫
u2
i du + (1/volñm)

∑
` 6=j

z`j

∫
u`uj du (A.12)

where the integrations are over uTu ≤ 1, ` and j also range from 1 to ñm, ui denotes
the ith term of u and, likewise, z`j denotes the element on the `th row and jth column
of Z.

Now, the first integral term in (A.12) is analyzed for an arbitrary i by expressing
it in spherical coordinates which consists of a radial coordinate r and ñm − 1 angu-
lar coordinates φ1, . . . , φñm−1. Note that φñm−1 ranges over 0 to 2π, whereas the
other angular coordinates range over 0 to π. The original coordinate system can be
expressed in terms of the spherical coordinates as follows [37]:

u1 = r cos(φ1), u2 = r sin(φ1) cos(φ2), u3 = r sin(φ1) sin(φ2) cos(φ3), · · ·
uñm−1 = r sin(φ1) · · · sin(φñm−2) cos(φñm−1), uñm = r sin(φ1) · · · sin(φñm−1).

Since pairing of the Cartesian and spherical coordinates can be changed as desired,
we select ui = r cos(φ1) and utilize

du = rñm−1 sinñm−2(φ1) sinñm−3(φ2) · · · sin(φñm−2) dr dφ1 dφ2 · · · dφñm−2 dφñm−1
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to arrive at∫
u2
i du =

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

· · ·
∫ π

0

∫ π

0

∫ 1

0

(r cos(φ1))2rñm−1 sinñm−2(φ1) sinñm−3(φ2) · · ·

sin(φñm−2) dr dφ1 dφ2 · · · dφñm−2 dφñm−1

=

∫ 1

0

∫ π

0

rñm+1 cos2(φ1) sinñm−2(φ1)

(
∫ 2π

0

· · ·
∫ π

0

∫ π

0

sinñm−3(φ2) · · · sin(φñm−2) dφ2 · · · dφñm−2 dφñm−1

)
dφ1 dr

=

∫ 1

0

∫ π

0

rñm+1 cos2(φ1) sinñm−2(φ1)surfñm−2 dφ1 dr

=
1

ñm + 2

π1/2Γ( ñm−1
2 )

2Γ( ñm2 + 1)
surfñm−2

where Γ(·) is the gamma function and surfñm−2 denotes the surface area of the
(ñm − 1)-dimensional unit hypersphere.

The second integral in (A.12) is treated in a similar manner where we choose
u` = r cos(φ1) and uj = r sin(φ1) cos(φ2).∫

u`uj du =

∫ 1

0

∫ π

0

∫ π

0

rñm+1 cos(φ1) sinñm−1(φ1) cos(φ2) sinñm−3(φ2)

(
∫ 2π

0

· · ·
∫ π

0

∫ π

0

sinñm−4(φ3) · · · sin(φñm−2) dφ3 · · · dφñm−2 dφñm−1

)
dφ2 dφ1 dr =∫ 1

0

∫ π

0

∫ π

0

rñm+1 cos(φ1) sinñm−1(φ1) cos(φ2) sinñm−3(φ2)surfñm−3 dφ2 dφ1 dr = 0

Since this integral is zero, (A.12) reduces to

E
uTu≤1

{uTZu} =
1

volñm

1

ñm + 2

π1/2Γ( ñm−1
2 )

2Γ( ñm2 + 1)
surfñm−2

ñm∑
i=1

zii

=
Γ( ñm2 + 1)

πñm/2
1

ñm + 2

π1/2Γ( ñm−1
2 )

2Γ( ñm2 + 1)

2πñm/2−1/2

Γ( ñm−1
2 )

Tr(Z) =
1

ñm + 2
Tr(Z)

where volñm = πñm/2/Γ(ñm/2 + 1) and surfñm−2 = 2π(ñm−1)/2/Γ((ñm − 1)/2) [40]
has been used. From the definition of Z in (A.10), (A.9) becomes

β2

ñm + 2
Tr( ((E− FC)T (E− FC)− (E− FoC)T (E− FoC))Ψ−1 ).

Thus, after elimination of the parameter vector, the minimization simplifies to

min
F

{
ς−1Tr((E− FC)T (E− FC)Ψ−1 − (E− FoC)T (E− FoC)Ψ−1) +

Tr(FRFT )− Tr(FoRFTo )
}

= min
F

{
ς−1Tr((E− FC)T (E− FC)Ψ−1) + Tr(FRFT )

}
.
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where ς = (ñm + 2)/β2. In order to solve for F, the cost function is differentiated
with respect to this variable and equated to zero:

2ς−1(FCΨ−1C
T −EΨ−1C

T
) + 2FR = 0

F(R + ς−1CΨ−1C
T

) = ς−1EΨ−1C
T

F = ς−1EΨ−1C
T

(R + ς−1CΨ−1C
T

)−1

By applying the matrix inversion lemma we have

F = ς−1EΨ−1C
T

(R
−1 −R

−1
C(C

T
R
−1

C + ςΨ)−1C
T
R
−1

).

In what follows next, the solution is converted into the Tikhonov form by carrying out
the procedure in Section A.3 backwards.

F = ς−1EΨ−1C
T

(R
−1 −R

−1
C(C

T
R
−1

C + ςΨ)−1C
T
R
−1

)

= ς−1EΨ−1C
T

(R
−1 −R

−1
C(C

T
R
−1

C + ςΨ)−1C
T
R
−1

(ς−1CΨ−1C
T

+ R)(ς−1CΨ−1C
T

+ R)−1)

= ς−1EΨ−1C
T

(R
−1 −R

−1
C(C

T
R
−1

C + ςΨ)−1

(ς−1C
T
R
−1

CΨ−1C
T

+ C
T

)(ς−1CΨ−1C
T

+ R)−1)

= ς−1EΨ−1C
T

(R
−1 −R

−1
C(C

T
R
−1

C + ςΨ)−1

(C
T
R
−1

C + ςΨ)ς−1Ψ−1C
T

(ς−1CΨ−1C
T

+ R)−1)

= ς−1EΨ−1C
T

(R
−1 − ς−1R

−1
CΨ−1C

T
(ς−1CΨ−1C

T
+ R)−1)

= E((ςΨ)−1 − (ςΨ)−1C
T

(C(ςΨ)−1C
T

+ R)−1C(ςΨ)−1)C
T
R
−1

(A.13a)

= E(C
T
R
−1

C + ςΨ)−1C
T
R
−1

(A.13b)

In obtaining (A.13a), we used the fact that

R
−1

C(ςΨ)−1C
T

(C(ςΨ)−1C
T

+ R)−1 = (C(ςΨ)−1C
T

+ R)−1C(ςΨ)−1C
T
R
−1

which is true due to the symmetry. In addition, (A.13b) is achieved by means of the
matrix inversion lemma. Finally, with the substitution of the expression for ς, the
solution turns into (A.8). �

A.6 Kalman filtering interpretation of (2.20)

Here, it is shown that the minimization in (2.20) where Wk = I for tk ∈ T and
Φk = αI for all tk (in contrast to (2.39) where the regularization parameter α is
time-dependent) is equivalent to the minimization that is involved in the Kalman
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filter (KF) based on the state-space model built from (2.16) and the state transition
xk+1 = xk:

xk+1 = xk

yk = Ckxk + vk

qk = Ekxk

where the variables are as defined in Section 2.3, with x ∈ Rñm corresponding to the
vector of the estimated µs. By applying the settings Wk = I and Φk = αI on (2.20),
the cost function becomes

Jk(x) = (yk −Ckx)T (yk −Ckx) + αxTx. (A.15)

On the other hand, by definition, the KF minimizes the cost function

Jk(x0, . . . ,xk) = ‖x0 − x∗0‖2P−1
0

+

k∑
i=1

‖yi −Cixi‖2R−1
i

+

k∑
i=1

‖xi − xi−1‖2Q−1
i−1

(A.16)

where x∗0 and P0 are the mean and the covariance, respectively, of the initial state
x0 and Q−1

i−1 → diag(∞, . . . ,∞), having the dimension ñm, guarantees that the state
transition holds exactly. Regarding the initial mean and covariance, we have
x∗0 = 0ñm×1 and P−1

0 = p−1
µ Iñm , where pµ is the initial variance for every µ. In

addition, the measurement noise covariance, which is a nonempty matrix at the mea-
surement times included in the set T , is in the form Ri = R(ti) = rvarInpi for ti ∈ T
where rvar is a constant variance of the noise over each output channel. With this
information and by using the fact that xi = x for all i, (A.16) is equivalent to

Jk(x) = ‖x‖2p−1
µ Iñm

+
k∑
i=1

‖yi−Cix‖2r−1
var Inpi

= ‖x‖2
rvarp

−1
µ Iñm

+
k∑
i=1

‖yi−Cix‖2 (A.17)

in terms of producing the same estimate of x. Recalling that yk = [ yT1 . . . yTk ]T

and Ck = [ CT
1 . . . CT

k ]T , (A.17) is further modified into

Jk(x) = (yk −Ckx)T (yk −Ckx) + (rvar/pµ)xTx

which is the same as (A.15) if we define α = rvar/pµ. Since both α and pµ are tuning
parameters chosen by the user, this relation provides the interpretation of one cost
function in terms of the other.
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Derivation of the extended Kalman filter

The explicit solution to the extended Kalman filter (EKF) is given by

x̂k = argmin
xk∈Rnx

{
(yk −Ckxk)TWk(yk −Ckxk) + (xk − x∗k)TΦk(xk − x∗k)

}
= (C

T

kWkCk + Φk)−1(C
T

kWkyk + Φkx
∗
k),

(B.1)

where the variables are defined as in Subsection 3.3.1. In this appendix, this solution
will be converted into a recursive formulation, but before all, the proof of (B.1) is
presented.

Proof: Since there are no constraints, the Lagrangian L is given by the convex cost
function itself. Thus, the optimal solution x̂k should satisfy dL/dxk = 0, which
amounts to −2C

T

kWkyk + 2(C
T

kWkCk + Φk)x̂k − 2Φkx
∗
k = 0 and, therefore,

x̂k = (C
T

kWkCk + Φk)−1(C
T

kWkyk + Φkx
∗
k). �

In what follows next, a similar, but more convoluted, version of Derivation 2.4.3 is
carried out in order to compute the solution recursively. First, the two parts of the
solution in (B.1) are reformulated as follows:

C
T

kWkCk + Φk = (Ĝ−1
k−1)TC

T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1Ĝ
−1
k−1 + CT

kWkCk + Φk (B.2a)

C
T

kWkyk + Φkx
∗
k = (Ĝ−1

k−1)TC
T

k−1Wk−1

(
yk−1 + Ck−1Ĝ

−1
k−1(gk−1(x̂k−1)−

Ĝk−1x̂k−1)
)

+ CT
kWkyk + Φkx

∗
k. (B.2b)

where the definitions in (3.10) have been used. Then, the expressions in (B.2) are
substituted into the solution in (B.1), resulting in(

(Ĝ−1
k−1)TC

T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1Ĝ
−1
k−1 + CT

kWkCk + Φk

)
x̂k = CT

kWkyk + Φkx
∗
k+

(Ĝ−1
k−1)TC

T

k−1Wk−1

(
yk−1 + Ck−1Ĝ

−1
k−1(gk−1(x̂k−1)− Ĝk−1x̂k−1)

)
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where the inverted term has been pushed to the left side of x̂k. Premultiplication of
this equation with ĜT

k−1 and relocation of the term Ĝ−1
k−1 on the left-hand side of the

equation to next to x̂k yields(
C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + ĜT
k−1C

T
kWkCkĜk−1 + ĜT

k−1ΦkĜk−1

)
Ĝ−1
k−1x̂k = ĜT

k−1Φkx
∗
k+

C
T

k−1Wk−1

(
yk−1 + Ck−1Ĝ

−1
k−1(gk−1(x̂k−1)− Ĝk−1x̂k−1)

)
+ ĜT

k−1C
T
kWkyk.

(B.3)
The following equation is introduced intentionally to combine it with (B.3) for the
purpose of removing the term yk−1:(

C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + ĜT
k−1C

T
kWkCkĜk−1 + Φk−1

)
x̂k−1

=
(
C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + Φk−1

)
x̂k−1 + ĜT

k−1C
T
kWkCkĜk−1x̂k−1

= C
T

k−1Wk−1yk−1 + Φk−1x
∗
k−1 + ĜT

k−1C
T
kWkCkĜk−1x̂k−1. (B.4)

Subtraction of (B.4) from (B.3) and leaving x̂k on one side returns

x̂k = Ĝk−1

(
C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + ĜT
k−1C

T
kWkCkĜk−1 + ĜT

k−1ΦkĜk−1

)−1(
C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + ĜT
k−1C

T
kWkCkĜk−1 + Φk−1

)
x̂k−1 +

Ĝk−1

(
C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + ĜT
k−1C

T
kWkCkĜk−1 + ĜT

k−1ΦkĜk−1

)−1(
ĜT
k−1C

T
kWkyk + ĜT

k−1Φkx
∗
k −Φk−1x

∗
k−1 − ĜT

k−1C
T
kWkCkĜk−1x̂k−1 +

C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1Ĝ
−1
k−1gk−1(x̂k−1)−C

T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1x̂k−1

)
. (B.5)

Now, define P̃k = (C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + ĜT
k−1C

T
kWkCkĜk−1 + ĜT

k−1ΦkĜk−1)−1 so
that after some simplifications (B.5) is equivalently expressed with

x̂k = Ĝk−1P̃kΦk−1x̂k−1 + Ĝk−1P̃kĜ
T
k−1C

T
kWkyk +

Ĝk−1P̃kĜ
T
k−1Φkx

∗
k − Ĝk−1P̃kΦk−1x

∗
k−1 +

Ĝk−1P̃k(P̃−1
k − ĜT

k−1C
T
kWkCkĜk−1 − ĜT

k−1ΦkĜk−1)Ĝ−1
k−1gk−1(x̂k−1),

which is further transformed into

x̂k= Ĝk−1P̃kΦk−1x̂k−1 + Ĝk−1P̃kĜ
T
k−1Φkx

∗
k − Ĝk−1P̃kΦk−1x

∗
k−1 + (B.6)

Ĝk−1P̃kĜ
T
k−1C

T
kWk(yk −Ckgk−1(x̂k−1)) + (I− Ĝk−1P̃kĜ

T
k−1Φk)gk−1(x̂k−1).

By using the fact that x∗k = Ĝk−1x
∗
k−1 + gk−1(x̂k−1)− Ĝk−1x̂k−1 from (3.12), (B.6)

becomes

x̂k = Ĝk−1P̃k(Φk−1 − ĜT
k−1ΦkĜk−1)(x̂k−1 − x∗k−1) + gk−1(x̂k−1) +

Ĝk−1P̃kĜ
T
k−1C

T
kWk(yk −Ckgk−1(x̂k−1)). (B.7)

In addition, P̃k should also be expressed recursively, but instead of this expression,
we let Pk = Ĝk−1P̃kĜ

T
k−1 be recursively updated so that the ultimate expressions
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match the EKF’s recursive formulation (3.15), and in this way, the explicit use of
ĜT
k−2 is avoided. From the definition of P̃k and Pk, and by using (B.2a), we have

Pk = ((Ĝ−1
k−1)TC

T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1Ĝ
−1
k−1 + CT

kWkCk + Φk)−1 = (C
T

kWkCk + Φk)−1,

implying that Pk−1 = (C
T

k−1Wk−1Ck−1 + Φk−1)−1, and altogether leading to the
recursive relation

Pk = ((Ĝ−1
k−1)TP−1

k−1Ĝ
−1
k−1 + CT

kWkCk + Φk − (Ĝ−1
k−1)TΦk−1Ĝ

−1
k−1)−1. (B.8)

Let C̃k =
[

CT
k I (Ĝ−1

k−1)T
]T

and W̃k = blockdiag(Wk,Φk,−Φk−1), so that
(B.8) is rewritten as

Pk = ((Ĝ−1
k−1)TP−1

k−1Ĝ
−1
k−1 + C̃T

k W̃kC̃k)−1. (B.9)

With application of the matrix inversion lemma (see Appendix A.1), (B.9) turns into

Pk = Ĝk−1Pk−1Ĝ
T
k−1 − Ĝk−1Pk−1Ĝ

T
k−1C̃

T
k (C̃kĜk−1Pk−1Ĝ

T
k−1C̃

T
k + W̃−1

k )−1

C̃kĜk−1Pk−1Ĝ
T
k−1 (B.10)

where the term (Ĝ−1
k−1)TP−1

k−1Ĝ
−1
k−1 has been eliminated. Furthermore, let

Pk|k−1 = Ĝk−1Pk−1Ĝ
T
k−1 (B.11a)

K̃k = Ĝk−1Pk−1Ĝ
T
k−1C̃

T
k (C̃kĜk−1Pk−1Ĝ

T
k−1C̃

T
k + W̃−1

k )−1 (B.11b)

= Pk|k−1C̃
T
k (C̃kPk|k−1C̃

T
k + W̃−1

k )−1 (B.11c)

so that (B.10) can shortly be expressed as

Pk = (I− K̃kC̃k)Pk|k−1. (B.12)

Then, by utilizing the equations (proof similar to the one in Appendix A.3)

K̃k = Ĝk−1Pk−1Ĝ
T
k−1C̃

T
k (C̃kĜk−1Pk−1Ĝ

T
k−1C̃

T
k + W̃−1

k )−1 = PkC̃
T
k W̃k (B.13)

=
[

PkC
T
kWk PkΦk −Pk(Ĝ−1

k−1)TΦk−1

]
and definitions

K̃k =
[

K1,k K2,k K3,k

]
=
[

PkC
T
kWk PkΦk −Pk(Ĝ−1

k−1)TΦk−1

]
(B.7) is converted into

x̂k = gk−1(x̂k−1)− (K2,kĜk−1 + K3,k)(x̂k−1 − x∗k−1) + K1,k(yk −Ckgk−1(x̂k−1)).
(B.14)

The equations (B.14) and (B.12) together form the recursions of our formulation:

x̂k = gk−1(x̂k−1)− (K2,kĜk−1 + K3,k)(x̂k−1 − x∗k−1) + K1,k(yk −Ckgk−1(x̂k−1))

Pk = (I− K̃kC̃k)Pk|k−1
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where K̃k is computed from (B.11c) and K1,k, K2,k, and K3,k are extracted from
the computed K̃k. Moreover, the initial conditions have the constraints x̂0 = x∗0 and
Φ0 = P−1

0 , in accordance with the EKF. These selections can also be validated by
using a similar route to (2.36) and (2.37) to obtain the initial values. Note that the
derived recursive formulation can incorporate any selection for Φk, and in this sense,
it is not yet equivalent to the traditional EKF. Thus, this scheme offers a recursive
implementation of the modified EKF that is treated in Subsection 3.3.3.

On the other hand, when the EKF is in use, we additionally have
Φk = (Ĝ−1

k−1)TΦk−1Ĝ
−1
k−1 from (3.12), that reduces (B.7) and the update of Pk to

x̂k = gk−1(x̂k−1) + PkC
T
kWk(yk −Ckgk−1(x̂k−1)) (B.15a)

Pk = (I−PkC
T
kWkCk)Pk|k−1 (B.15b)

because that C̃k and G̃k have been simplified into Ck and PkC
T
kWk, respectively.

Moreover, to end up with the classical equations for the EKF, we use the relation

PkC
T
kWk = Ĝk−1Pk−1Ĝ

T
k−1C

T
k (CkĜk−1Pk−1Ĝ

T
k−1C

T
k + W−1

k )−1

which relates to (B.13). Then, in parallel with the notation in (3.15), we define
Kk = PkC

T
kWk = Pk|k−1C

T
k (CkPk|k−1C

T
k + W−1

k )−1 so that

x̂k = gk−1(x̂k−1) + Kk(yk −Ckgk−1(x̂k−1))

Pk = (I−KkCk)Pk|k−1.

corresponds to the final form of (B.15).
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C.1 Proof of (4.4)

In this appendix, it is shown that

∇ · (δT (K∇T )) = δT (∇ · (K∇T )) + (∇δT )T (K∇T ) (C.1)

which is equivalent to (4.4).

Proof: By applying the product rule in calculus to find the summation of the spatial
derivatives∇ =

[
∂/∂x ∂/∂y ∂/∂z

]T
of the product of the functions δT (x, y, z, t)

and K∇T (x, y, z, t), (C.1) is achieved as follows:

∇ · (δT (K∇T )) = ∇T (δT (K∇T )) = δT (∇T (K∇T )) + (∇δT )T (K∇T )

= δT (∇ · (K∇T )) + (∇δT )T (K∇T ).

�

C.2 Proof of (4.16)

Here, it is proven that

∇ · ((δd∗)TΣ)T = (δd∗)
TDT
∗ σ + (D∗δd∗)

Tσ (C.2)

which is equivalent to (4.16).

Proof: In this proof, we use the equations

DT
∗ σ = (∇TΣ)T , which always holds, and (C.3a)

(D∗δd∗)
Tσ = ∇T (Σδd∗) only holds if Σ and hence σ are constants. (C.3b)
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The first equation is shown to be true by writing out each expression explicitly:

DT
∗ σ =


∂
∂x 0 0 ∂

∂y 0 ∂
∂z

0 ∂
∂y 0 ∂

∂x
∂
∂z 0

0 0 ∂
∂z 0 ∂

∂y
∂
∂x





σx

σy

σz

τxy

τyz

τzx


=


∂σx
∂x +

∂τxy
∂y + ∂τzx

∂z
∂τxy
∂x +

∂σy
∂y +

∂τyz
∂z

∂τzx
∂x +

∂τyz
∂y + ∂σz

∂z



(∇TΣ)T =

[ ∂
∂x

∂
∂y

∂
∂z

]
σx τxy τzx

τxy σy τyz

τzx τyz σz



T

=


∂σx
∂x +

∂τxy
∂y + ∂τzx

∂z
∂τxy
∂x +

∂σy
∂y +

∂τyz
∂z

∂τzx
∂x +

∂τyz
∂y + ∂σz

∂z

 .
On the other hand, (C.3b) can be derived from (C.3a) as follows:

By taking the transpose of each side, DT
∗ σ = (∇TΣ)T becomes σTD∗ = ∇TΣ be-

cause that σ is treated as a constant. Then, the postmultiplication of each side with
δd∗ returns σT (D∗δd∗) = ∇T (Σδd∗). Since each side is a scalar now, the trans-
pose of any side can be taken. In particular, we take the transpose of the left-hand
side, which modifies the equation to its final form (D∗δd∗)

Tσ = ∇T (Σδd∗), given by
(C.3b).

Returning back to (C.2), we apply the product rule in calculus once more to arrive at

∇ · ((δd∗)TΣ)T = ∇T (Σδd∗) = ∇T (Σδd∗)|δd∗=constant +∇T (Σδd∗)|Σ=constant

= (∇TΣ)(δd∗) + (D∗δd∗)
Tσ

= (δd∗)
T (∇TΣ)T + (D∗δd∗)

Tσ

= (δd∗)
TDT
∗ σ + (D∗δd∗)

Tσ

where (C.3b) and (C.3a) are utilized to achieve the second and the last equation,
respectively. �
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Symbols and Abbreviations

Symbols

Throughout this thesis, matrices are denoted by boldface uppercase letters or sym-
bols, whereas vectors are denoted by boldface lowercase letters or symbols. The only
exception occurs for the temperature vector T that is introduced in Subsection 4.3.1
and the scalar x(p, t) that is used in Subsection 4.4.1.

Symbol Description
argmin Argument of the minimum value
blockdiag Block diagonal matrix
card Cardinality of a set
coldim Number of columns of a matrix
cond Condition number of a matrix
diag Diagonal matrix
exp Exponential function
indmax Index of the maximum element of a vector
ln Natural logarithm
mean Vector of averaged columns of a matrix
rank Rank of a matrix
rowdim Number of rows of a vector or matrix
sort Sorted list in ascending order
span Set of all finite linear combinations
Tr Trace of a matrix
vec Vector of stacked columns of a matrix

R Real-valued scalars
Rn Real-valued column vectors of dimension n
Rn×m Real-valued matrices of dimension n×m
N Natural numbers (including zero)
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Symbol Description
‖ · ‖, ‖ · ‖2 2-norm (spectral norm)
‖ · ‖F Frobenius norm of a matrix
‖ · ‖max Maximum norm (maximum absolute entry)
‖ · ‖X Weighted norm of a vector or matrix

a, a, A A scalar, a vector, and a matrix
I, In Identity matrix (of dimension n)
0, 0n×m Matrix of zeros (of dimension n×m)
1, 1n×m Matrix of ones (of dimension n×m)
ınm m-th column of the identity matrix In

⊗ Kronecker product
� Khatri-Rao product
◦ Element-wise product of vectors or matrices

(Corresponds to the Hadamard product for matrices)
· Dot product (as in ∇ · x) or

Product of a scalar with a vector or a matrix (as in α · I)
〈·, ·〉 Inner product
∇ Gradient operator (in vector form)
E Expected value operator
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Abbreviations

Abbreviation Description
BARC Bottom anti-reflective coating
BC Boundary condition
CD Critical dimension
CRLB Cramér-Rao lower bound
CTE Coefficient of thermal expansion
DEIM Discrete empirical interpolation method
DUV Deep ultraviolet
EKF Extended Kalman filter
ENIAC Electronic numerical integrator and computer
EUV Extreme ultraviolet
EXP Linear minexp MSE solution
FEM Finite element method
GCV Generalized cross-validation
IC Integrated circuit (Chapter 1)
IC Initial condition (Chapter 4)
KF Kalman filter
LH Lens heating
MC Monte Carlo
MEKF Modified extended Kalman filter
MIPS Million instructions per second
MK2 Chuck cooling design
MK4 Clamp cooling design
MPE Missing point estimation
MSE Mean-squared error
MX Minimax MSE predictor
NA Numerical aperture
NL-EXP Nonlinear minexp MSE solution
ODE Ordinary differential equation
PDE Partial differential equation
PDF Probability density function
POD Proper orthogonal decomposition
RH Reticle heating
RMS Root mean square
TIK Predictor with Tikhonov estimator
TPWL Trajectory piecewise-linear
UKF Unscented Kalman filter
ULE Ultra-low expansion glass
UT Unscented transformation
WPH Wafers per hour
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